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Abstract

In the last decades, Artificial Intelligence has witnessed multiple breakthroughs in deep learning.
In particular, purely data-driven approaches have opened to a wide variety of successful
applications due to the large availability of data. Nonetheless, the integration of prior knowledge
is still required to compensate for specific issues like lack of generalization from limited data,
fairness, robustness, and biases.

In this thesis, we analyze the methodology of integrating knowledge into deep learning
models in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). We start by remarking on the impor-
tance of knowledge integration. We highlight the possible shortcomings of these approaches
and investigate the implications of integrating unstructured textual knowledge.

We introduce Unstructured Knowledge Integration (UKI) as the process of integrating
unstructured knowledge into machine learning models. We discuss UKI in the field of NLP,
where knowledge is represented in a natural language format. We identify UKI as a complex
process comprised of multiple sub-processes, different knowledge types, and knowledge
integration properties to guarantee. We remark on the challenges of integrating unstructured
textual knowledge and bridge connections with well-known research areas in NLP.

We provide a unified vision of structured knowledge extraction (KE) and UKI by identifying
KE as a sub-process of UKI. We investigate some challenging scenarios where structured
knowledge is not a feasible prior assumption and formulate each task from the point of view of
UKI. We adopt simple yet effective neural architectures and discuss the challenges of such an
approach.

Finally, we identify KE as a form of symbolic representation. From this perspective, we
remark on the need of defining sophisticated UKI processes to verify the validity of knowledge
integration. To this end, we foresee frameworks capable of combining symbolic and sub-
symbolic representations for learning as a solution.
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Chapter 1

Learning with Structured Knowledge

Knowledge integration into machine learning models has a long history, dating back to the
dichotomy of symbolism and connectionism. In recent years, data-driven approaches have
become more popular due to the increasing availability of data and computing resources and
the practical limitations of symbolic AI, such as the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck [181].
Nonetheless, purely data-driven methods struggle with generalisation when there is no abun-
dance of data. Thus, the need of leveraging prior contextual information was rapidly refor-
mulated as the direct integration of knowledge data into machine learning models [139, 262],
hopefully conveying benefits from both approaches and opening a new research area known as
Informed Machine Learning (IML) [267].

Purely data-driven methods avoid potential conflicts with some basic principles of logic [91],
such as inferring general rules from a limited set of examples by providing confidence of
inference validity. However, there are still many circumstances where these approaches fail
to reach satisfying generalisation capabilities [267]. Intuitively, when limited train data is
available, trained models may lack the ability to transcend given information [249, 281]. Other
critical factors dictated by the given context, such as fair behaviour, security guidelines and
coherence concerning natural laws, may have to be considered. In particular, these factors are
mandatory requirements, albeit data availability may not be a significant issue.

To this end, integrating context information as prior knowledge may improve the learning
process, both in terms of more efficient use of the available data and a better ability to generalise,
address biases and compensate for lack of sufficient training data. Lastly, with more complex
deep learning architectures, leveraging well structured and easily interpretable knowledge pro-
vides ways to explain and analyse trained models, often depicted as black boxes, by evaluating
how this prior information is conveyed along the architecture to produce a prediction [222].



4 Learning with Structured Knowledge

The definition of knowledge is strictly dependent on the given task, even though there
may be multiple equivalent formulations. More precisely, we distinguish between sources of
knowledge and their subsequent formulation concerning model compliance.

Knowledge can stem from several heterogeneous sources, such as natural or social sciences,
individual experts, daily life, etc. From a computer-scientific perspective, knowledge is often
considered validated information about relations between entities in specific contexts [267].

The critical step in integrating prior information into machine learning models is defining
its representation. Depending on the given model architecture, learning algorithm and task,
knowledge integration can take different forms [267]: (i) algebraic equations, (ii) logic rules,
(iii) simulation results, (iv) differential equations, (v) knowledge graphs, (vi) probabilistic
relations, (vii) symmetries (viii) human feedback. Intuitively, the more knowledge we consider,
the more easily we can integrate it into machine learning models.

An additional design choice of informed machine learning is knowledge integration. That
is, how to integrate collected prior information into machine learning models. A standard
way to inject knowledge is to enrich the training data [16, 107, 120, 182]. Contrary to feature
engineering, in which expertise is exploited to create ad-hoc features, knowledge integration is
viewed as a separate source of information that is jointly used with original data as if they were
a single augmented data set. More advanced techniques view knowledge as part of the model
architecture itself, explicitly affecting its representational capability [10]. Famous examples
are given by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
where spatial and temporal dimensions are naturally handled as design biases. Another notable
example is incorporating logic rules and symbols directly as particular neurons in a neural
network model [17, 293].

In addition to prior assumptions concerning data availability and model hypothesis set,
knowledge can also be integrated as part of the learning algorithm, typically affecting the
original training objective using a proper regularizer [81], and as a benchmark, a tool to
evaluate model predictions.

1.1 Knowledge Integration in Natural Language Processing

Natural language is the backbone of a large set of information processing applications, whether
in textual or speech form. Indeed, language represents one of the significant conveyors of
information between individuals [122]. In this context, the development of automated systems
able to capture semantically rich notions and infer new knowledge is the core challenge of the AI
research area known as natural language processing and understanding (NLP/NLU) [44, 110]
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Due to the rich, flexible and complex structure of natural language, external knowledge in
NLP presents several linguistic facets, mainly concerning syntax, lexicon, salience, sentiment,
discourse and semantics. Notable examples of such aspects are word-level properties, such
as synonyms, antonyms, homonyms. Usually, we wrap the latter properties large lexical and
semantic ontologies, such as WordNet [180], the Penn Treebank [259] and ConceptNet [245].
Other examples are anaphora and pronouns [67, 253], named entities [285] and semantic and
constituency parse trees [53, 123].

Natural language inherently follows a sequential flow of data in which words stand as the
atomic linguistic units of such structure. Nonetheless, like the above co-reference resolution,
we might need to establish linguistic properties involving non-sequential atomic units in many
situations.

For instance, semantic parse tree [53] and the well-known knowledge graphs [197] are
structured word representations that define semantic relations between linguistic atomic units,
e.g. words. The semantic meaning attributed to the relation can span among domain-specific
affinities (e.g. words belonging to the same taxonomy), temporal juxtapositions (e.g. words
denote events that co-occur), logical entailment of concepts and so on.

Depending on the given abstraction level, nodes in the graph can span from generic
words [180] to task-specific entities or concepts [245], such as proper nouns for entity relations,
documents [289], debate topics, etc. Alternatively to knowledge graphs, we can also formulate
knowledge via logic rules [111, 170]. Additionally, logic statements can also describe domain-
specific dynamics that should regulate learning.

Intuitively, in the vast expressive richness of language-based communication, we can convey
a concept in an arbitrary number of ways. This property represents one of the critical challenges
in NLP. The rich expressiveness of natural language is evident when considering domain-
specific scenarios that are subject to tight in-domain regulations concerning language. For
instance, texts are characterized by a specific vocabulary of terms in the legal domain and follow
a well-known set of stylistic patterns [80]. As an extreme example, efficient deep learning
models trained on well-organized texts like journals or newspapers [177] struggle to handle
noisy texts full of jargonistic expressions, such as the ones coming from social media [75, 160].

Additionally, it may be not achievable to fully understand abstract concepts that inherently
require contextual knowledge by using purely data-driven approaches since the contextual
knowledge may not be explicitly covered by the data generating distribution [249].

Therefore, the integration of prior external knowledge can substantially ease the learning
process of machine learning models. Moreover, it may also provide improved performance and
guarantee desired properties, like model transparency and interpretability [267].



6 Learning with Structured Knowledge

From an application point of view, research domains such as law, biology and medicine,
humanities, argumentation, education and so on usually require an extensive amount of contex-
tual knowledge. Additionally, the added information stored in the knowledge may be affected
by changes over time. Thus, we generally view knowledge as non-stationary.

In these domains, it may be hard to acquire complete knowledge exclusively from data since
the acquisition process is often challenging, time-consuming, expensive, and, in some cases,
not feasible. For instance, in topic-oriented online debates, it may be necessary to acquire
helpful information about the topic that may not appear explicitly in user interventions [1]. The
legal and medical domains represent another example, where an extensive knowledge base is
mandatory to address specific case studies [64, 126, 185, 300, 304].

Therefore, providing relevant knowledge and achieving easily interpretable automated
models denote major critical requirements of such domains. To this end, the NLP research
community spent a great deal of effort to formulate methodologies to acquire different forms of
knowledge and adequately integrate such knowledge into autonomous learning models [267].

1.2 Structured Knowledge

Depending on the given task, knowledge integration can follow different formulations. However,
knowledge representations are often interconnected. For instance, we can express a semantically
equivalent formulation of a knowledge graph via logic rules. Vice versa, we can transform a rule
set into an equivalent knowledge graph. In this section, we consider significant contributions in
informed machine learning in the context of NLP.

1.2.1 Knowledge Graphs and Knowledge Bases

The most common approach to knowledge representation in NLP is using knowledge bases,
usually structured as graphs, i.e. knowledge graphs. In particular, information like words,
generic concepts, expressions, entities and so on is organized into nodes and connected via
specific semantic relations. Notable examples of knowledge graphs application include question
answering (QA), named entity recognition (NER), text generation, reading comprehension,
commonsense reasoning and text classification. For instance, in QA, nodes in the graph are
named entities, tied together by domain-specific relations, that help fill missing information that
is implicitly required [59, 60, 105, 235, 254]. Similarly, knowledge graphs aid the detection
of non-trivial connections between named entities, highlighting implicit word groupings that
we can use to achieve improved performance in named entity recognition [30, 49, 55, 260],
sentiment analysis [23, 31, 132, 163, 234] and text classification [43, 269, 297, 299]. Notable
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examples enrich entity information by exploring general-purpose ontologies, such as WordNet
[180], FreeBase [24], DBPedia [6] and ConceptNet [245], and unstructured text sources like
Wikipedia as external knowledge [55, 260], or other domain-specific ontologies, such as
biomedical databases [2].

Furthermore, researchers have adopted knowledge graphs to overcome the limitations of
available data when considering challenging reasoning tasks that involve extensive contextual
information like commonsense reasoning [249, 250]. In this scenario, the information stored
within knowledge graphs is a mandatory requirement to address the task since the underlying
decision-making process involves commonsense knowledge that is not available in the data
itself.

Alternatively to classification tasks, knowledge graphs have been used extensively for
language representation, i.e. word embeddings. In particular, word-level relations can be
utilized as augmented contexts in word to vector training [21, 177]. The basic idea is to exploit
external information to distinguish and capture the variety of word meanings depending on the
given adjacent context while excluding potential ambiguities and covering possible semantic
gaps [33, 165, 236, 258, 274, 287]. Notable research proposes learning word representations
by accurately masking text portions based on knowledge graph entity-level information to
capture word to phrase-level properties [58, 303]. Standard research suggests integrating
such knowledge at training data or learning algorithm levels, but recent work also proposes
leveraging external information as a benchmark tool [89, 188].

Another important task in natural language processing is text generation, mainly text-to-text
generation. Learning to generate appropriate sentences from limited training data is one of
the most ambitious goals due to the great variety of possible solutions in natural language.
As a result, common knowledge about entity relations is exploited to assess commonsense,
i.e. implicit knowledge mainly [37, 99, 306]. Moreover, structured knowledge bases can
condition generated dialogues for non-goal oriented tasks in the recommendation and open-
ended discussions [179, 306].

From the integration point of view, the primary challenge is to adequately use the infor-
mative content stored in knowledge graphs depending on the given domain of interest. For
instance, large-scale knowledge bases like ConceptNet [245] are orders of magnitudes larger
than individual task-specific input examples, e.g. sentences for text classification. Here, knowl-
edge integration is mainly centred on extracting the small portion of information within the
knowledge graph related to the given input example of interest. To this end, several techniques
of information retrieval have been proposed [215]. As a further step towards enriching knowl-
edge graphs in the direction of unstructured knowledge representation, Sun et al. [254] offer
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to augment graph entities with automatically retrieved text descriptions from Wikipedia via
traditional information retrieval techniques.

Another challenge in adopting knowledge graphs is integrating the retrieved information
within autonomous learning models like deep neural networks. Since knowledge follows a
structured form, such as a graph, ad hoc solutions like graph convolutional neural networks [128,
232] have recently being adopted [254] as to account for specific relational inductive biases
[10]. We can also use entities in a graph to acquire unlabeled data by considering similarity
operations, such as simple word matching, which can be later used in distant supervision to
enrich training data [182, 290].

Overall, knowledge graphs are often used for task-oriented information extraction to
provide additional valuable information to address the task. Nonetheless, we can also use this
knowledge to extend current graphs by leveraging the data-driven approach of autonomous
learning models [184].

1.2.2 Logic Rules

Alternatively to knowledge graphs, we can formulate prior information as a set of constraints in
the form of first-order logic (FOL) rules. Formal restrictions come as a natural representation
of task-specific requirements, such as structural conditions for sequential prediction tasks. A
notable example in natural language processing is explored by Hu et al. [111] in which named
entity recognition and sentiment analysis tasks are conditioned by domain specific constraints
in the form of logic rules. More precisely, a neural network model is trained via knowledge
distillation [151] by trying to emulate a hard rule-based solver. In named entity recognition
logic rule map structural constraints, such as "if token i− 1 was tagged as Y then token i
cannot be tagged as X". Likewise, in sentiment analysis, one challenging point of the task is to
capture the contrastive sense, e.g., given by the conjunction “but” within a sentence. Despite
the intuitiveness of FOL rules and the impressive performance in various tasks, the approach
has been limited to simple a priori fixed constraints with manually selected weights. To further
integrate rich human knowledge, mutual distillation [113] and domain agnostic [114] solutions
have been proposed to learn the confidence values for logical rules.

Similarly to knowledge graphs, researchers have employed logic rules for learning rich
language representations by incorporating commonsense knowledge [28, 219, 221, 272]. As an
example, Demeester et al. [56] propose to formulate entity information in the form of relational
constraints that are totally independent of the number of compatible pairs, allowing scalability
to large databases. An interesting yet different task, termed knowledge graph embedding
(KGE), tackles the problem of encoding entire knowledge graphs into continuous vector spaces
in order convey rich external knowledge into machine learning models in an intuitive compliant
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way without losing structure properties. In this context, logic rules are employed to guide the
distillation process so as to consider entity specific relations [100].

1.2.3 Linguistic Dependencies

One last broad area of structured text representations is Linguistic Dependencies. In particular,
we include the set of text representations that capture syntactic and semantic properties of words
within a text. Extensive research work has been presented in the last two decades regarding
the automatic derivation of these structured text representations. We provide a brief overview,
while the reader can find more details in [53, 123]. Notable examples are part-of-speech (POS)
tags [29, 87, 205, 212, 233, 261], named entities [41, 138, 227], constituency and dependency
parse trees [73, 101, 127, 148, 164] and Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) graphs [9].
These abstract text representations are generally independent of specific text properties. For
instance, different sentences may have the same AMR graph. Additionally, these abstract
text representations fall within the terminology of Universal Dependencies (UD) [53] in their
broader formulation as they convey information common to many natural languages.

The informative content of described linguistic dependencies structures is of particular
relevance for other tasks that remain within the scope of NLP. For instance, constituency and
dependency trees have been adopted as an intermediary representation step of unstructured
text to address the task of text classification [39, 130, 246]. In this context, tree-oriented
kernels have been proposed for text similarity [155, 186]. POS tags have been adopted for
sentiment analysis [124, 201], text classification [187] and named entity recognition [145].
Moreover, AMR graphs have been proposed for argument mining [198] and, most notably, text
generation for [18, 50, 244, 271].

1.3 Challenges

Integrating structured knowledge into machine learning models can bring several benefits
compared with purely data-driven methods. Notable examples are improved performance,
increased model transparency and data specific biases compensation. Nonetheless, in real-
life applications, the available knowledge is often too generic, thus, lacking domain-specific
information. To this end, more precise knowledge bases have to be defined. For instance,
general-purpose knowledge graphs like ConceptNet [245] may not report adequate terminology
or relations for applications in the healthcare domain. To this end, domain-specific knowledge
bases that can relate, for instance, symptoms with diseases in a practical way for the expert
user have to be arranged [162].
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However, properly defining domain-specific knowledge may not be feasible due to the
lack of data or being too costly to obtain. As a notable example, in the legal domain, the
motivations explaining why specific juridical actions have been taken may be articulated
over multiple documents and contain several cross-references to legal laws. Here, correctly
highlighting reasons of action may be prohibitively time-consuming, if possible at all. The
difficulty is mainly attributed to how these motivations are deeply entangled within domain-
specific linguistic constructs and stylistic patterns. Therefore, manually extracting structured
knowledge, e.g. in the form of logic rules, may be quite challenging in the above scenario.

Another example concerns online debates in which high-order contextual information, such
as cross-topic relations, is crucial even for trivial actions like inferring rebuttal or support
relations between user interventions. The initial assumption of having a good and complete
knowledge base at own disposal may not always be corroborated. In particular, we may not
entirely represent such information via a knowledge graph and, therefore, must be extracted
from given text sources.

Lastly, the automatic extraction of structured knowledge inherently requires a corresponding
model. The last step, in turn, requires ad-hoc data for training the model itself. Generally
speaking, tools for the automatic extraction of structured knowledge are inherent restrictions
for its integration.

1.4 Contributions and Outline

We have discussed how the integration of structured knowledge can hide critical bottlenecks in
specific domains. Under the introduced scope of knowledge integration in NLP, we discuss the
implications of directly using unstructured text information as a form of knowledge. The natural
language is one of the significant communication devices of humans for information exchange.
A good amount of information is often shared in natural language in various domains.

Behind this motivation, we discuss the concepts of unstructured knowledge retrieval,
integration and reasoning for machine learning models to pave the way to automated models
able to leverage vast amounts of unrefined knowledge. In particular, we focus on natural
language processing tasks, where reasoning and semantic understanding of relevant textual
cues is of critical importance.

We identify the following research questions:

Q1 How can unstructured textual knowledge be integrated into machine learning models?

Q2 How are different types or formulations of unstructured textual knowledge related? Is it
possible to define a taxonomy?
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Q3 Can we define criteria to evaluate the process of unstructured knowledge integration?

Q4 Which challenges does unstructured knowledge integration introduce compared to struc-
tured knowledge integration?

Q5 When should we consider adopting unstructured knowledge integration rather than
structured knowledge integration?

Q6 To what extent does unstructured knowledge integration relate to existing research
domains requiring knowledge-intensive reasoning capabilities?

Q7 Can we adopt structured knowledge integration to address some of the challenges of
unstructured knowledge integration?

In Chapter 2, we introduce Unstructured Knowledge Integration (UKI) as the process of
integrating unstructured knowledge into machine learning models. More precisely, we discuss
UKI in the field of NLP, where we represent unstructured knowledge by information expressed
in natural language, e.g. text documents.

We discuss possible shortcomings of structured knowledge and investigate the implications
of directly adopting text as a form of knowledge (Q5). In particular, we describe the sub-
processes that define UKI (Q1): (i) the process of knowledge integration, (ii) the process of
knowledge mapping and (iii) the process of knowledge validation. The first covers the issue
of defining a knowledge integration mechanism that is compliant with the expressed semantic
of unstructured text knowledge. For instance, when textual patterns represent knowledge are
integrated via comparison in pattern matching. Second, knowledge mapping defines how to
implement the knowledge integration mechanism. Third, the process of knowledge validation
describes the demanding requirements of the knowledge integration and mapping processes
that have to be satisfied (Q3).

Furthermore, we identify several text knowledge types (KTs) depending on the semantic
meaning attributed to the knowledge (Q2). Each KT defines its own set of UKI sub-processes
and demanding requirements (Q4). For instance, the above example of textual patterns is a KT.
Another example is given by textual constraints or class rationales.

Within the perspective of knowledge integration, we identify three primary roles of UKI: (i)
source of complementary information, (ii) support for reasoning and (iii) behavioural. This
distinction reflects the taxonomy for knowledge integration introduced in [267] and discussed
at the beginning of this Chapter.

We provide a detailed list of broad research areas that show affinities with UKI like reading
comprehension, few- and zero-shot learning and knowledge-enhanced text generation. We view
some of these tasks as instances of UKI and remark the unique characteristics of UKI (Q6).
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We discuss UKI for structured knowledge extraction (KE) (Q7). In particular, in Chapter 3,
we identify KE as a sub-process of UKI as it can provide abstract text representations that
satisfy specific knowledge integration requirements based on the given KT. We present a few
experimental settings where a KE process can benefit the decision-making process of a model.
We conclude by remarking on the challenges and strong assumptions of structured knowledge
extraction and integration.

As a follow-up, in Chapter 4, we present a few experimental text classification scenarios
where the definition of a KE process is particularly challenging. More precisely, we can exploit
no available knowledge relevant to the task. To this end, we formulate each problem under the
framework of UKI by leveraging unstructured textual knowledge (Q5). We identify the major
challenges of adopting UKI in these domains in addition to dealing with natural language, such
as poor knowledge quality, supervised and partial knowledge mapping, and scalability (Q4).
We explore simple methodologies for integrating unstructured textual knowledge into deep
learning models. Nonetheless, albeit not guaranteeing specific UKI properties, the proposed
methods provide relevant benefits in addressing the tasks and highlight new challenges.

Finally, Chapter 5 provide a unified view of KE and UKI under the general scope of
combining symbolic and sub-symbolic representations (Q7). To this end, we discuss the
adoption of Neural-Symbolic Learning and Reasoning (NeSy) as a valuable tool to integrate
KE as a sub-process of UKI to guarantee certain challenging requirements specific to given
KTs.



Chapter 2

Background

Structured knowledge is a valuable additional source of information to regulate the learning
process of autonomous learning models. Nonetheless, in many scenarios, such information
may not be available or hard to obtain. Therefore, we discuss the process of directly using
unstructured text as a form of knowledge due to the sheer amount of this type of information in
different domains.

In this chapter, we introduce Unstructured Knowledge Integration (UKI) as the process
of integrating unstructured text knowledge into machine learning models. In Section 2.1, we
elaborate UKI from the available structured knowledge extraction and integration processes.
Then, in Section 2.3, we describe the sub-processes regulating UKI. We provide some remarks
about integrating textual knowledge (Section 2.4) and the role of knowledge (Section 2.5). In
Section 2.6, we categorize different textual knowledge representations into knowledge types.
Lastly, in Section 2.8), we compare UKI with popular research areas in NLP.

2.1 A Simple Interpretation of Knowledge Integration

To understand why structured knowledge is helpful, we have to widen up the current point
of view. In particular, we momentarily abandon the problem how to integrate structured
knowledge and concentrate on why it is the correct process to adopt. As mentioned in Chapter
1, we can integrate knowledge into machine learning models under multiple paradigms, such as
data augmentation, architectural biases and additive learning guidance. All these integration
paradigms are dependent on the structure of the available data. In other terms, we would say
that we can derive structured knowledge from a particular source of data via a specific mapping
function.

z = g(xz) (2.1)
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where z is the extracted structured knowledge, g is the mapping function, and xz is the original
data from which knowledge has been extracted. For instance, z can be represented by a
knowledge graph about researchers of a scientific community, while xz can be their set of
publications and corresponding metadata. With a slight abuse of notation, z can also represent
a particular architectural bias, e.g. sequential dependencies with time-series data, task-specific
learning objectives or an identity function in case of data augmentation. Thus, we can generally
denote z as the result of the problem-solving approach that starts from a given problem and
ends up producing a suitable solution.

Once extracted, the auxiliary source of information represented by z is integrated into the
learning model. We can then view the learning phase as minimizing an objective function that
relates input data to corresponding model predictions. However, we now condition the learning
phase on z. In the traditional setting of supervised learning, formulated as a minimization
problem, we have:

min
θ

L (y, fθ (x)|z) (2.2)

where fθ is the learning model with θ as the parameter set. We distinguish between x and
xz since we can derive z from other data sets. For instance, a large-scale knowledge base
like WordNet [180] has been built upon several sources of information. In this case, z is the
knowledge base, and the data from which z has been defined is xz. We can then employ z to
address a particular task, e.g. text classification, on a domain-specific set of data x. Alternatively,
x can be equivalent to xz, i.e. x ≡ xz is the knowledge z is extracted from x. An example is
given by constituency and dependency parse trees introduced in Section 1.2.

Structured knowledge integration into a machine learning model, i.e. the integration of z to
condition fθ (x), is mainly centred on defining an adequate fθ to deal with x and z jointly. In
particular, an appropriate fθ for integrating z has to be determined to condition the learning
process. For instance, if z is a knowledge graph, the topology of the graph structure could be
directly leveraged by fθ via Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [128, 229]. This reasoning is
mainly motivated by the fact that a few z formulations (knowledge graphs, logic rules, etc. . . )
should be considered to guarantee broad applicability. For instance, AMR graphs are widely
applied in NLP [18, 50, 244, 271], since such an abstract text representation captures semantic
dependencies that act as the building block of many task-specific reasoning processes on text.

Keeping in mind well-known challenges regarding structured knowledge integration (Sec-
tion 1.3), we investigate whether we should bridge the gap between f and g in the opposite
direction, that is, from g to f . More precisely, the natural language representations of x and
xz already store the information required to solve a particular problem. Indeed, albeit lossy of
information, natural language stands as one of the backbones of human communication, along
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with speech and non-verbal communication [122]. Indeed, we could formulate instructions,
rules or constraints and data properties using natural language.

We focus on the problem of directly integrating such a natural language knowledge xz into
a learning model, denoted as unstructured knowledge. For further clearance, we expand the
set of knowledge representations to plain textual knowledge. For instance, as with zero-shot
learning [38], a group of textual class descriptors can denote the knowledge to be integrated.
In this scenario, we can cast down the knowledge integration process to a textual comparison
operation. The aim is to aid the classification model by providing information about the
similarity between input data and the class descriptors.

Similarly, a rule or constraint set can act as integrated knowledge. Unlike the previous
example, the desired usage of knowledge enforces ad-hoc integration processes that convey
hard requirements like model interpretability, transparency and consistency. In other terms,
we have to integrate textual constraints into the learning model such that their satisfaction is
guaranteed and that the latter can be verified.

2.2 Unstructured Knowledge Integration

Unstructured Knowledge Integration (UKI) is the process of integrating unrefined textual
knowledge into machine learning models. We mainly refer to deep learning models due to their
current vast adoption [256]. The term unrefined indicates the absence of a particular semantic
frame and structure associated with the knowledge itself. For instance, a knowledge graph is
a structure that inherently defines how data is organized, i.e. the graph topology, how data is
interpreted, i.e. the relation semantic, and the reasoning process, i.e. by navigating the graph.
The graph topology denotes the knowledge structure, while the interpretation and reasoning
define its semantic frame. In contrast, in UKI, we do not primarily enforce a particular semantic
frame and a structure. Instead, we focus on determining the desired knowledge interpretation
and its possible integration formulation.

The property of defining knowledge in plain natural language opens up to a wide variety of
unstructured text knowledge representations. Similarly to structured knowledge, semantically
equivalent unstructured text knowledge representations exist.

Indeed, we can express the same concept in natural language in several ways. Nonetheless,
this semantic equivalence might not be reflected from the learning point of view. In particular,
some unstructured text knowledge representations may be more expressive and more easily
integrated into deep learning models. For instance, a specific unstructured text knowledge
representation can contain far too abstract concepts that are loosely related to input data. In
this case, a knowledge integration implementation based on embedding semantic similarity, i.e.
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both knowledge and input data are embedded by the model and then compared, may not be as
effective as desired.

We can consider other types of unstructured knowledge. For instance, images can convey
enough informative content to express a particular concept into a deep learning model. Similarly,
sound and voice signals can take the same role as textual knowledge. We focus on UKI
in the context of NLP as it provides a wide variety of applications and several knowledge
representations. Indeed, a good amount of unstructured text information is often shared in a
wide variety of domains.

Generally speaking, the same abstract concepts and goals, which reflect the same human
reasoning process, can be expressed under different representations. For example, we can think
of enforcing a particular rule regarding road stop signals into an autonomous driving system.
Such a rule can be expressed via an image or textual description. Still, the conveyed message is
the same. Depending on the given model architecture, a particular knowledge representation is
more suitable than the other.

The significant advantage of UKI concerns its ambition of exploiting unstructured text
information as integrated knowledge. As described in Section 1.2, structured knowledge in
NLP is tied to hard requirements, such as adequate data availability. Still, within the domain
of NLP, the abundance of unstructured textual knowledge is a property of many application
domains. For instance, sizeable textual knowledge bases like Wikipedia store a vast amount of
information that we can exploit. We motivate the need of investigating UKI as it leverages a
vast amount of unstructured data that is still challenging to integrate into deep learning models.
We discuss more in detail the advantages of UKI in Section 2.7.

The ambition of integrating unstructured text knowledge notwithstanding, adequate integra-
tion processes have to be defined to use such knowledge properly. In Section 2.3, we define
UKI as the composition of three distinct sub-processes.

2.3 Unstructured Knowledge Integration Processes

We define UKI as a system comprised of distinct sub-processes. The first is the process of
knowledge integration, which defines the integration mechanism by which we should employ
unstructured text knowledge. The second is the process of knowledge mapping, which describes
how knowledge, or a portion of it, should be linked to input data. The third is the process
of knowledge validation, which verifies if the adopted knowledge integration and mapping
processes do not violate knowledge specific requirements. In this section, we discuss UKI
sub-processes in detail. Depending on the given knowledge type (KT), we have to consider
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Figure 2.1: UKI sub-processes. We define four unstructured knowledge integration mechanisms. A
knowledge mapping mechanism is an instance of each knowledge integration mechanism. Lastly,
knowledge validation defines three major requirements concerning the integration of unstructured
knowledge.

different UKI sub-processes as the KT can enforce a set of ad-hoc requirements. Figure 2.1
provides a summary schema of UKI sub-processes.

2.3.1 Knowledge Integration

Textual knowledge can represent different concepts. Some examples are additional data, data
properties, learning constraints and task-specific descriptors. Then, we have to integrate
unstructured text knowledge by its conveyed concept. For instance, knowledge in the form
of additional and contextual data acts as a reference point of comparison: the learning model
should use such unstructured knowledge by comparing it with given input data to identify
some relevant task-specific properties. We describe the process of knowledge integration as the
definition of an integration mechanism, e.g. comparison in the above example, that is aligned
with the desired interpretation and usage of unstructured text knowledge.

Note that the unstructured knowledge integration process is only limited to defining how
to employ knowledge. It does not provide any particular detail about how we should do
such integration. We address the latter by the knowledge mapping process depending on the
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given knowledge type (Section 2.6). Similarly, we identify different unstructured knowledge
integration mechanisms depending on the given knowledge type.

Comparison

Intuitively, we base the knowledge integration mechanism of comparison on the knowledge
representing a reference point for input data. Such a reference point may refer to properties
within each text input. Alternatively, it can mean additional information somehow correlated to
the text input.

The comparison mechanism matches common properties in both the unstructured knowl-
edge and the input data. Thus, the knowledge contains information that partly or entirely refers
to the properties of each text input. For instance, suppose the knowledge includes a list of
textual expressions or patterns like word sequences or linguistic templates. In this scenario, the
knowledge explicitly describes the syntactic, lexical and semantic properties of input data.

Entailment

Differently from comparison, the entailment knowledge integration mechanism covers a broader
meaning. Generally speaking, we use the term entailment to express the concept of logical
implication between a source and a target, like in NLI [250]. The integrated unstructured
knowledge can also provide details concerning the decision-making process of a model. A
notable example is when the knowledge encodes explanations of each possible model action.
In particular, consider the context of text classification, where the model also explains each
of its predictions. In this case, the explanation stored in the unstructured knowledge acts as
an indicator of the model’s decision process. The output of the decision-making process of a
model is connected to the knowledge via entailment. Entailment can also be distantly related
to the final prediction of a model. For instance, suppose the unstructured knowledge strongly
correlates with task-specific input data. The knowledge is associated with its corresponding set
of input texts can be defined via entailment if it reflects the correlation between the knowledge
and the input data.

Substitution

Substitution is the most straightforward integration mechanism as it simply describes a mod-
ification of input data by providing new additional information. For instance, contextual
information or text input-specific attributes, such as POS tags and NER entities, are integrated
by enriching the given text input with the provided information. We view this enrichment
process as substituting the original input with its modified counterpart.
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Evaluation

We could also employ unstructured knowledge as a metric to evaluate the satisfaction of certain
desired behaviours. As a concrete example, we define knowledge as a set of constraints that
have to be enforced in the decision-making process of a model. Note that these constraints are
not specific to a single input nor stand as a reference point for comparison. Textual constraints
describe behaviours that we require to be enforced in the model.

2.3.2 Knowledge Mapping

The second UKI sub-process is knowledge mapping. Generally speaking, knowledge mapping
can be viewed as the concrete realization of the more abstract knowledge integration process.
Once a knowledge integration mechanism has been identified, knowledge has to be mapped to
the provided input data via the model for knowledge integration to take place. In particular, we
require a knowledge mapping mechanism responsible for retrieving the portion of unstructured
text knowledge specific to one input example. To this end, the knowledge mapping mechanism
should be aligned with the desired interpretation of unstructured text knowledge.

In specific scenarios, knowledge mapping is trivial since no information retrieval phase for
extracting relevant knowledge for the given input data is required. For instance, we define the
unstructured knowledge as input specific text attributes, like word aspects as with Sentiment
Analysis [163]. In this case, we integrate unstructured knowledge as an additional property of
the input text, i.e. via the integration mechanism of substitution. Thus, no explicit knowledge
mapping mechanism is required.

2.3.3 Knowledge Validation

Knowledge integration and mapping processes have to be adequately validated concerning
unstructured knowledge. Thus, we require the definition of a set of mechanisms that assess
knowledge requirements. For instance, we could integrate text constraints like additional data
via comparison. However, such an approach misuses unstructured knowledge as there is no
alignment between its interpretation and integration.

We identify three primary requirements concerning unstructured knowledge integration: (a)
it should preserve consistency throughout the integration process (consistency); (b) it should
be integrated coherently with respect to its desired interpretation (coherence); (c) it should be
mapped correctly to input data (correctness).
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Consistency

Before considering integrating unstructured knowledge into a model, we need to verify whether
the information stored in the knowledge somehow correlates with the given task domain.
For instance, suppose that knowledge is defined as a set of textual patterns. These patterns
should describe expressions that we can observe in input data. Otherwise, the integration of
unstructured knowledge is ill-posed and does not benefit. More generally, consistency denotes
whether the integrated unstructured knowledge is adequate and aligned with the task of interest
and the corresponding input data.

Despite this relatively simple example, knowledge consistency is particularly crucial for
certain KTs as their integration can be viewed as a support for the decision-making process of
a model or as a desired behaviour. Additionally, the integration mechanism might also have
side effects like modifying the knowledge itself (Section 2.4). In this scenario, a UKI system is
mandatory to guarantee consistency.

Coherence

Even if the knowledge provides content consistent with the given task domain, it is still
necessary to validate its correct usage throughout the knowledge integration process. Such
property is denoted as coherence. We can view coherence as the main property to be validated
concerning unstructured knowledge integration. In particular, the integration process should
not violate the desired interpretation of unstructured knowledge.

We must enforce these requirements in both knowledge integration and knowledge mapping
processes. In the first, coherence is expressed as choosing an appropriate integration mechanism.
In the second, the knowledge mapping mechanism must be consistent with the employed
knowledge integration process.

Coherence satisfaction can be trivial or particularly challenging depending on the given
KT since sophisticated knowledge mapping, and integration mechanisms are required. More
details are provided when describing KTs in Section 2.6.

Correctness

Similarly to coherence, we also require certain KTs to have a knowledge mapping mechanism
capable of correctly associating unstructured knowledge to input data We denote this require-
ment as the correctness property. As notable examples of KT where correctness represents an
explicit requirement, we consider textual class descriptors and class rationales. Textual class
descriptors replace class labels in a classification setting, where textual class rationales provide
explanations regarding each model prediction. In both cases, the unstructured knowledge
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contains information that directly regards the decision-making process of a model. Thus, the
knowledge mapping component must define the right association between the unstructured
knowledge and the input data.

2.4 Unstructured Knowledge Integration Properties

In addition to knowledge validation, we also denote a set of ’secondary’ properties and dy-
namics that characterize a UKI system. In particular, these properties are secondary, as we
can view them as sub-parts of the requirements listed for knowledge validation (Section 2.3.3).
Nonetheless, these properties describe behaviours usually formulated as mandatory require-
ments to satisfy a given problem setup. Thus, their importance is not secondary, but rather
complementary to knowledge validation.

2.4.1 Knowledge Update

The integrated unstructured knowledge can be subject to modifications or updates and, thus,
generally considered dynamic rather than static. We distinguish between two macro scenarios
where we can modify knowledge.

In the first scenario, knowledge modification takes place at the knowledge integration level.
The unstructured knowledge integration and mapping processes have the side effect of updating
the knowledge. Such an update is generally data-driven [114, 282] since the primary intent of
knowledge modification is to ease its integration based on observed input data.

In this case, the entity of the modification is generally considered of minor impact as the
underlying meaning of the knowledge remains almost unaltered. For instance, suppose the
unstructured knowledge is defined as a set of textual patterns. In this case, the knowledge
modification process alters those textual patterns with slight linguistic inconsistencies with
input data. By doing so, the degree of matching textual patterns increases as the unstructured
knowledge adapts to observed data. In this context, the only constraint regarding knowledge is
preserving its semantic meaning.

In the second scenario, the domain of interest or the task itself is subject to specific
changes. That is, the underlying problem setup changes based on certain time-dependent
factors. Consequently, the knowledge becomes invalid, and we can no longer integrate it.

For instance, consider the automatic judgment prediction settings in the legal domain. In
this scenario, the task is to emulate the judge’s decision-making process based on a set of given
documents. In particular, the judge has to decide whether the attorney’s request should be
accepted or rejected.
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The model can support its prediction on a set of legal laws to do so. The latter group of
laws constitutes the knowledge for the given problem. Here, some laws may be changed or are
not valid anymore. Such phenomena are related to the problem of guaranteeing the consistency
property of knowledge validation. Thus, the nature of the unstructured knowledge update is
implicitly tied to the given task.

2.4.2 Integration Efficiency

We should also evaluate the knowledge integration process based on the risk of becoming a
bottleneck in the model decision-making process. We denote as integration efficiency the set of
capabilities that allow: (i) ease of knowledge integration into a model (ease of integration); (ii)
relevant task-specific performance improvements (integration performance); (iii) scalability
from small to large-sized knowledge (scalability).

Ease of Integration

The ease of integrating unstructured knowledge refers to the applicability of the knowledge
integration processes. For instance, we might articulate the chosen unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism into multiple complex steps. Additionally, it might be based on some
assumptions regarding input data. Consider textual patterns as unstructured knowledge. The
devised knowledge mapping mechanism evaluates each pair of (textual pattern, input text) for
comparison. Such comparison is made at the word level by evaluating individual word groups
based on shared named entities. For instance, all nouns in the textual patterns are compared
with those in the input text. In this example, the unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism
is articulated into multiple operations based on the assumption that certain named entity groups
are observed.

Generally speaking, we require a measure of computational efficiency that assesses the
applicability of the unstructured knowledge integration process. This requirement is particularly
relevant when considering KTs requiring sophisticated knowledge integration processes to
satisfy their underlying requirements.

Integration Performance

The unstructured knowledge integration process also measures the degree of improvement
regarding task-specific model performance. Model performance is one of the main evaluation
methods of a UKI system since task-specific evaluation criteria are usually provided. In other
terms, we rely on the given problem setup to indirectly measure the quality of a UKI system. In
the context of deep learning models, we must calculate the property of integration performance
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explicitly to determine the degree of impact of unstructured knowledge properly. For instance,
if unstructured knowledge is integrated via attention-based mechanisms [77], there might be
the risk that the model is not exploiting knowledge as intended or, worst, is ignoring it.

Scalability

Integration scalability refers to the capability of scaling unstructured knowledge integration pro-
cesses to large scale unstructured knowledge sets. Integration scalability also covers potential
issues regarding each knowledge integration process when varying the size of the knowledge.
For instance, the unstructured knowledge mapping process might bring different results based
on available knowledge. In deep learning, a notable example is given by attention-based
knowledge mapping mechanisms [92, 252, 266, 276]. In this case, the attention mechanism is
employed to extract information from the knowledge proportionally to the obtained attention
values. Depending on the knowledge size, the distribution derived from attention values can be
far too flat. In particular, most knowledge elements are attributed to a low distribution mass.
Thus, the described knowledge mapping mechanism fails to map knowledge to input data
correctly.

2.4.3 Integration Transparency

The knowledge integration process might also be subject to high-level requirements such as
model interpretability or model reasoning transparency. In other terms, the decision-making
process of a model should be easily understandable when an interpretation semantic is provided.

Regarding unstructured knowledge, such requirements are mainly translated to explicitly
motivate the choices of the knowledge mapping mechanism when linking an input to a specific
knowledge subset. Depending on the given knowledge type (KT), the integration transparency
property can be trivial or assume crucial importance. For instance, linguistic, textual patterns
are trivially motivated by how the knowledge mapping mechanism is defined. The interpretation
semantic is defined as the degree of matching between textual patterns and given input data.

On the other hand, transparently integrating textual class rationales may require a more
sophisticated knowledge mapping mechanism that may rely on structured text representations
(Section 1.2) as they provide adequate interpretation semantics.

2.4.4 Integration Robustness

We can formulate unstructured textual knowledge in different ways via natural language. We
then require a knowledge integration process that is robust to equivalent textual representations.
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For instance, two textual patterns could differentiate by using synonyms or by following a
different syntactic structure. In this case, the unstructured knowledge integration process should
not be too much affected by linguistic differences.

Generally speaking, a UKI system robust to knowledge representation formulations is a
valuable resource in a wide variety of application domains. It is not particularly necessary
to spend too much effort on knowledge representation in such scenarios. Lastly, other UKI
properties like unstructured knowledge update (Section 2.4.1) are strongly tied to integration
robustness. For instance, we can guarantee robustness by defining a UKI system that adapts to
the data-driven learning approach of a model.

2.5 The Role of Knowledge

The knowledge integration process is tightly related to the role attributed to the knowledge.
Regarding UKI, we define three significant roles for unstructured knowledge: (i) knowledge
as a source of additional information that is complementary to input data; (ii) knowledge as a
support device for reasoning; (iii) knowledge as behaviour that conditions the decision making
process of a model. We discuss each knowledge role in more detail in the following sections.
Figure 2.2 shows the described knowledge roles. In particular, we report the knowledge types
(KTs) that follow a specific knowledge role. We will discuss them in detail in Section 2.6.
Lastly, we depict knowledge roles in the general data-driven learning approach of deep learning
models.

2.5.1 Source of Complementary Information

In this role, unstructured knowledge enriches the informative content of input data. In partic-
ular, the integrated unstructured knowledge provides the following benefits: (i) it represents
additional data that a model can leverage; (ii) it compensates for potential missing information
in input data that is valuable for a specific task; (iii) it counterbalances potential biases in
input data. Thus, this role of knowledge is mainly centred on providing an enriched input
representation that is specific to the task of interest. Other research areas like data-augmentation
share some of these properties [72].

2.5.2 Support for Reasoning

Unstructured knowledge is also a valuable support device for reasoning. Textual patterns give a
notable example. In this case, textual patterns as the unstructured knowledge encode partial
or complete prior information about the task. By relying on such knowledge, the model has
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Figure 2.2: The roles of knowledge depicted within the general data-driven learning approach of deep
learning models. Knowledge roles are reported based on the knowledge types (KTs) that support them.

a term of comparison to regulate its decision-making process. In the case of textual patterns,
we analyse input data through the lens of these patterns: the model takes a determined action
based on the matching between a textual pattern and the given input text.

Slightly different use of unstructured knowledge is defined when considering textual class
rationales. Here, the informative content provided by the knowledge provides a means of
interpretation of the decision making process of a model, rather than solely supporting it. By
referring to such knowledge and its integration process, we can also correctly analyse the
behaviour of a model.

2.5.3 Behavioural

Lastly, unstructured knowledge can also explicitly describe a specific behaviour a model
should follow. In this case, knowledge imposes an explicit modification of the decision-
making process of a model. Text constraints give a notable example. These constraints encode
desired properties that affect the output of an intermediate section of a model. In other terms,
unstructured knowledge is a set of instructions that add up to the ones that implicitly describe
the task of interest.
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2.6 Unstructured Knowledge Types

The flexibility of natural language for expressing knowledge in NLP allows the definition
of various concepts, such as textual patterns, textual constraints and task descriptors. We
denote each of these concepts as a Knowledge Type (KT). KTs do not differentiate in their
representation as they all share the exact natural language representation. Instead, the point of
distinction is their intended interpretation and, consequently, integration into a deep learning
model. For instance, a set of additional data to be integrated with data-augmentation [72] is
one of the KT we distinguish. Task-specific textual constraints give another KT. Different from
the first example, this KT’s integration process introduces additional requirements, such as the
validation and measurement of the degree of satisfiability of those constraints. Table 2.1 reports
a summary of identified KTs.

Table 2.1: Knowledge types (KTs) in UKI. We report the knowledge integration mechanism and some
examples of knowledge mapping mechanisms for each KT. Regarding knowledge validation, we identify
the priority of each UKI property to guarantee. Lastly, we provide some examples.

Type Integration Mapping Consistency Coherence Correctness Example(s)

Textual Patterns comparison [213, 276] Secondary Primary Secondary
"In my opinion"

"A but B"

Text Attributes substitution [112] Primary Secondary Secondary

sentiment aspects,

POS tags,

stance

Class Descriptors entailment [4, 250] Primary Primary Primary human guidelines

Class Rationales entailment [32] Primary Primary Primary legal explanations

Additional Data substitution [90] Primary Secondary Secondary unsupervised examples

Contextual Data substitution [250] Primary Primary Secondary
sentence neighbourhood,

topic description

Text Constraints evaluation [7, 104, 305] Primary Primary Primary
user profiles,

game instructions

2.6.1 Textual Patterns

Textual patterns are the first KT that we introduce. In particular, we consider the set of syntactic,
lexical and semantic characteristics that all together can distinguish specific texts from others.
As a toy example, we can assume to mainly detect opinions by textual patterns like "I think
that" and "In my opinion". These patterns constitute a form of domain-specific knowledge that
often remains implicit in provided data. Additionally, textual patterns are a form of regulariser
by guiding the model towards recognising valuable features. The integration of textual patterns
is a well-known challenge in NLP, and extensive work has been proposed to make use of
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such domain knowledge. Notable examples are frameworks for their integration via soft logic
rules [111, 114] and using knowledge graphs [168]. In the context of UKI, we define the
requirements for the integration of textual patterns.

Integration

We can view the integration of textual patterns as a pattern matching process. These patterns
reflect some characteristics of available data that we can observe. For instance, we can detect
textual patterns in small text segments in the exact form in the available data. We could then
consider each textual pattern individually and verify if each input text contains that textual
pattern. On the other hand, we can consider more abstract textual patterns. For instance, in the
above example regarding opinion detection, we can define the following abstract textual pattern:
"A subjective expression introduces an opinion". In this case, the textual pattern describes a
blueprint of which textual patterns like "I think that" and "In my opinion" are instances. In
both cases, the unstructured knowledge integration mechanism for textual patterns is the one of
comparison. The textual pattern encodes a linguistic property of which some given text inputs
may contain an instance. We then view textual patterns as an additional input that we employ
for comparison.

Mapping

In the context of deep learning, the unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism is usually
a similarity operation in the embedding space. In particular, we compare text inputs and
textual patterns via vector-based similarity in a shared embedding space function like cosine
similarity [213, 276]. In this case, sophisticated text embedding methods capture linguistic
properties concerning syntax and semantics [58, 264]. A measure of knowledge mapping
is then given by the similarity score between each (input text, textual pattern) pair. Note
that we can consider other unstructured knowledge mapping mechanisms. For instance, the
embedding-based similarity operation can only represent a portion of a more broad knowledge
mapping mechanism that employs other comparison operators altogether.

Validation

Regarding consistency, the role of textual patterns is generally not disruptive. The most common
knowledge integration issue is an incomplete set of textual patterns. Thus, their integration into
a deep learning model may not provide significant benefits. It is generally prohibitive to provide
a set of textual patterns that fully describe a domain’s properties. Usually, it is sufficient to
provide a set of textual patterns to capture valuable properties of input data. For these reasons,
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we can usually guarantee consistency in the early stages of the problem setup, where textual
patterns are defined. In particular, we define a static set of textual patterns and use it throughout
the unstructured knowledge integration process. However, if we allow dynamic modifications
of the knowledge (Section 2.4.1), it is necessary to evaluate the nature of such modifications.
For instance, unwanted text modifications could lead to harmful text phenomena like biases,
textual noise or irregular textual patterns. Concerning coherence, we must verify if the adopted
unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism reflects the principle of pattern matching. For
instance, a semantic similarity approach between (input text, textual pattern) pairs based on the
cosine similarity may violate the coherence property. In this case, we define the knowledge
mapping mechanism based on text similarity. However, a textual pattern might represent a
small portion of the input text, i.e. a text segment. Thus, a text similarity comparison operator
may deviate from the principle of pattern matching.

We can rely on the similarity operator of the unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism
to evaluate correctness. Additionally, if we provide direct supervision between textual patterns
and input text, we can then measure the degree of satisfiability of the correctness property.
Nonetheless, we usually define textual patterns based on a preliminary experts analysis. Thus,
textual patterns are hardly manually associated with each input text as they are not generally
feasible. Therefore the correctness property for textual patterns integration is somewhat
secondary compared to the consistency and coherence properties. In particular, we generally
integrate textual patterns to aid a model in achieving higher performance in solving the task. In
other terms, the role of knowledge is the source of complementary information (Section 2.5.1).
Task-specific performance measures are usually sufficient to evaluate the successful integration
of textual patterns. In contrast, knowledge validation assumes a primary role when considering
the problem of extracting textual patterns from data to employ them as a support device for a
deep learning model. In this case, knowledge validation is a critical component for applying
extracted textual patterns in other domains.

2.6.2 Text Attributes

Text attributes represent another KT. Text attributes encode textual properties that are specific
to given text input. In particular, text attributes expand the informative content encoded by their
corresponding text input. Examples of text attributes are sentiment aspects[112], part-of-speech
(POS) tags, stance towards a target reference, named entities and text intent. Text attributes
represent a form of text enrichment. In particular, we view the input text as a potential feature
set fed as input to a given deep learning model. Then, the feature set of text attributes enriches
the input one.
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Integration

We can consider text attributes as an additional model input since they are input-specific.
Regarding UKI, the knowledge is like a lookup table in which there’s a one to one mapping
between inputs and knowledge content. Regarding the unstructured knowledge integration
mechanism, an integration process is a form of input replacement: text attributes modify or
enrich the original input text with their information. Unlike other KTs, text attributes only
encode additional information regarding the input text. Therefore, their integration is limited to
text enrichment. Thus, the integration mechanism is the one of substitution (Section 2.3.1).

Mapping

Text attributes do not require a knowledge mapping mechanism as they can be considered an
additional input to the model. Alternatively, we can view text attributes as a lookup table used
for each text input to retrieve the corresponding set of attributes.

Validation

Given the simplicity of the unstructured knowledge integration process, knowledge validation
for text attributes is usually guaranteed. In particular, the consistency property is satisfied
as text attributes are a form of text enrichment. Thus, the consistency of text attributes is
guaranteed if the method behind their definition is consistent. Note that consistency does not
relate to the impact of text attributes on the given task. For instance, text attributes might
represent conditioning factors of the task. In this case, their correct application is entirely
due to the proposed model architecture and the learning algorithm. Likewise, the coherence
property is usually satisfied as text attributes are just a form of text enrichment. In particular, we
integrate text attributes under the assumption that their informative content is incremental and
not disruptive, i.e. changes the semantic of the original text input. Therefore, their integration
via substitution is sufficient to guarantee coherence. Lastly, the correctness property is also
ensured as there’s no actual knowledge mapping mechanism.

2.6.3 Class Descriptors

Class descriptors represent one of the most critical KTs. Class descriptors are a set of text
descriptions regarding each class of text inputs. Human annotation guidelines for a particular
task are an example of class descriptors. These human annotation guidelines are usually defined
to provide an extensive description of the concepts behind each class of text inputs.
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Class descriptors have been widely adopted for zero- or few-shot learning [38, 280]. Class
descriptors are adopted to relate classes seen during training to unseen ones in this context.
This approach favours the generalisation of a model to unseen inputs by exploiting the relations
depicted by the class descriptors.

In addition, we consider a more comprehensive set of applications concerning class de-
scriptors. The classification of text inputs with just class descriptors is a notable example.
Another one is the generation of class descriptors to better cluster input data. The underlying
application idea remains unchanged: we integrate textual class descriptors into a model as a
rich supervision signal regarding input data.

Integration

We can think of class descriptors as a form of abstract textual pattern. That is, class descriptors
provide a conceptual description of the properties that are shared by text inputs belonging to
the same class. Regarding the knowledge integration process, the integration mechanism for
class descriptors is entailment (Section 2.3.1). In particular, the integration dynamic is to verify
if the given text input is an instance of one or more class descriptors. In other terms, we view
text inputs as potential conveyors of a subset of class properties. Text input can be associated
with one or multiple class descriptors depending on the given problem setup. We then view the
integration process as the entailment between the class descriptors, i.e. the premise, and the
given text input, i.e. the hypothesis.

Mapping

In the context of deep learning, entailment is often formulated similarly to embedding-based
similarity operators. In this case, the knowledge mapping mechanism is similar to the one
described for textual patterns (Section 2.6.1). The main difference is that entailment is achieved
by enforcing an asymmetric operator [4, 250]. More generally, the knowledge mapping
mechanism detects the instances, i.e. the text inputs, of each class property encoded by the
given class descriptors. The knowledge mapping mechanism is then evaluated based on the
degree of detection for each class descriptor. To concretely motivate the mapping between
text inputs and class descriptors, a corresponding set of class rationales might be required.
Forestalling the definition given in Section 2.6.4, class rationales act as a support device for
the reasoning process behind the detection of class property instances [32]. Without class
rationales, we can consider direct supervision information between each class descriptor and
text inputs for evaluating the knowledge mapping process.
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Validation

Class descriptors should have complete coverage of the properties conveyed by each class
of text inputs. Thus, the satisfaction of the consistency property is of particular importance.
Nonetheless, defining a complete set of class descriptors might be challenging. For instance, in
the case of human annotation guidelines as class descriptors, there are plenty of domains where
their definition is particularly hard. In particular, annotation guidelines might be too complex,
non-stationary and far too abstract to be integrated into a data-driven approach. Furthermore,
their adoption might be specific for a single domain. A notable example is provided by
Argument Mining [142]. In this domain, the definition of an argument for a specific domain is
often non-trivial and time-consuming [156, 195]. Nonetheless, we can employ a partial set of
class descriptors as well.

Regarding coherence, its satisfaction is tightly related to the employed unstructured knowl-
edge mapping mechanism. For instance, consider the case in which the knowledge mapping
mechanism is an embedding-based entailment operator. This operator relies on the assumption
it reflects the definition of entailment. Then, we must verify if the knowledge mapping mech-
anism is capable of learning to extract information from text inputs that entail a given class
property.

Lastly, we may measure correctness if direct knowledge mapping supervision is provided.
This information may be available if a supervised annotated dataset also has information about
which guidelines have been used to label each text input. In some cases, correctness may be
hardly measurable since the same text input can belong to a particular class depending on
contextual information. A notable example is represented Argument Mining [142]. In this
domain, some argumentative components can be associated with the same text input depending
on the given context [35]. We should adequately contain such contextual dependency in
the class descriptors as well. Nonetheless, automatically determining these dependencies is
non-trivial since they reflect a change in the task formulation.

2.6.4 Class Rationales

Class rationales explain the reasoning behind the decision-making process of a model. We iden-
tify two types of class rationales: (i) text rationales and (ii) abstract rationales. Text rationales
are part of the input text as with standard Natural Language Inference (NLI) tasks [250]. On
the other hand, abstract rationales are general explanations associated with their correspond-
ing class descriptors. Text rationales are an instance of abstract class rationales as they are
grounded to the given text input. Multiple class rationales might be associated with the same
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class descriptor as different motivations can refer to the same class property. Class rationales
can then have various instances, each specific for certain text inputs.

Integration

The integration of class rationales is inherently dependent on the underlying set of class
descriptors. Thus, class rationales share the exact knowledge integration mechanism of class
descriptors, i.e. the one of entailment. However, the entailment is conditioned on both the given
text input and the employed class descriptors. In general, the knowledge integration process
of class rationales comprises of two phases: (i) the entailment between text inputs and class
descriptors; (ii) the entailment between (i) and class rationales. In the case of text rationales,
the second phase of knowledge integration is similar to the one described for textual patterns
(Section 2.6.1).

Mapping

In the context of deep learning, we can consider traditional entailment solutions for both
knowledge integration phases as with class descriptors. If class descriptors are not provided,
both entailment phases are generally replaced with a unique supervised integration mechanism.
That is, direct supervision about which class rationales to select is given. In both cases, we can
train deep learning models to jointly or sequentially make predictions and determine the correct
set of class rationales as done in NLI [32].

The above discussion is valid for both types of class rationales. However, the mapping
mechanism faces different dynamics depending on the kind of class rationale. More precisely,
the knowledge mapping mechanism for text rationales has a search space solely dependent
on the text input. On the other hand, abstract rationales are shared by all text inputs, and
their textual representation might follow linguistic properties that differ from one of the input
data. In this case, we have to consider more sophisticated mapping mechanisms to account for
potential linguistic gaps.

Validation

Similar to class descriptors, consistency is particularly crucial to guarantee since class rationales
provide information about a model’s decision-making process. However, giving a set of abstract
class rationales with complete coverage over class descriptors for a given task is challenging.
Such an issue is further enhanced by the added complexity of the knowledge integration
mechanism. In particular, two entailment integration steps are generally considered. In contrast,
text rationales are more easily defined since they are part of the text input.
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Likewise, coherence is also dependent on the knowledge mapping mechanism of class
descriptors. This property is particularly demanding to guarantee as two entailment integration
mechanisms have to satisfy the same property jointly. The satisfaction of coherence is a crucial
requirement of a UKI process that leverages class rationales due to the role of the knowledge.

If class descriptors are not provided, it is particularly challenging to determine the correct-
ness of the knowledge mapping mechanism. In most scenarios, direct supervision regarding
class rationales may be available for NLI [32]. Generally speaking, the integration of class
rationales introduces additional requirements like model interpretability and transparency.
More precisely, the knowledge integration process should define a semantic frame regarding
knowledge usage. Within this frame, both knowledge integration and mapping mechanisms
should expose the decision-making process of a model. As a solution, sophisticated solutions
proposed in the broad domain of eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [117] can be adopted.
A notable example is given by the recently proposed Argumentative XAI [48] that embraces
notions of Argument Mining for explaining deep learning models.

2.6.5 Additional Data

One of the simplest KTs is additional data regarding available input data. Additional data is a
set of text examples likely to be derived from the same data generation distribution of input
data. As with data-augmentation [72], we can treat such knowledge as an additional dataset in
this case. Additional data is a KT that comes with two significant advantages: (i) providing
additional data to a model is generally beneficial to its learning; (ii) if the provided data comes
with annotations, i.e. labels, we can use the latter information to guide the decision making
process of a model.

Integration

The knowledge integration mechanism for additional data is comparison. In particular, ad-
ditional data is used as a reference point for evaluating given text input. The knowledge
integration process follows the same principle of traditional machine learning methods that
rely on collective information to produce a prediction. Examples are Nearest Neighbours
(k-NNs) [47] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [46].

Mapping

The knowledge mapping mechanism mainly relies on semantic similarity as described for tex-
tual patterns (Section 2.6.1). In particular, text inputs should be compared with the knowledge
to identify knowledge candidates that are highly similar to the given input. If task-specific
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information is provided, the knowledge can also constrain the knowledge mapping process.
For instance, if class label information is provided, we can force the knowledge mapping
mechanism to select knowledge candidates that share the input text’s same class label[90].

Validation

The consistency property is entirely based on the assumption that additional data is taken from
the same distribution of available data. Therefore, the only requirement for the satisfaction of
consistency is verifying such an assumption. If consistency has been satisfied, the coherence
property is also guaranteed. We only require the definition of a knowledge mapping mechanism
compliant with task-specific requirements. For instance, a comparison based on semantic
similarity could not be adequate if matching (text input, knowledge candidate) pairs do not rely
on semantic but other properties. Lastly, we can generally consider the correctness property as
being satisfied. More precisely, there is no particular requirement concerning the knowledge
mapping mechanism. Additional constraints can be added based on provided task-specific
information if any.

2.6.6 Contextual Data

Contextual data is the set of information that describes task-specific knowledge, such as the
domain and related commonsense knowledge [250]. The main difference with text attributes is
that contextual data is a form of knowledge that is shared across all text inputs. Furthermore,
contextual data differs from additional data as the former may cover complementary information
that derives from a different data generation distribution. Nonetheless, the role of knowledge
remains unchanged and is text enrichment.

Integration

As for text attributes, the knowledge integration mechanism of contextual data is substitution.
In particular, contextual data is an additional source of information that we exploit to expand
the informative content of each input text.

Mapping

Unlike text attributes, contextual data does not provide a one-to-one mapping with each text
input. Generally speaking, the act of knowledge mapping resembles information retrieval as
there’s no particular input to knowledge mapping relation. Thus, we can cast down mapping
to several mechanisms that all fall within the general information retrieval process. Some
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examples are given by semantic similarity, text entailment and term indexing. In general, any
knowledge mapping mechanism that allows retrieving additional information to enrich the
content provided by the given text input is a form of knowledge mapping.

Validation

The integration of contextual data does not define a particular definition of consistency as
there’s no direct relationship between knowledge and text inputs. Consistency is then limited to
providing valuable information for the task of interest. Similarly, there’s no particular constraint
about how we should integrate contextual data. Thus, coherence is generally satisfied. In
particular, text enrichment provides a modified version of the input via added information.
Therefore, we focus on what the model extrapolates from knowledge rather than attributing
a particular role to knowledge. Lastly, the correctness property is not of specific relevance
whether it is satisfied or not. The only constraint concerns preserving the semantic meaning of
the original text input.

2.6.7 Text Constraints

Text constraints are one of the most challenging KTs. Text constraints are any kind of behaviour
or property that enforces a model. For instance, we could constrain a generative model to
generate user profiles that adhere to an initial template [301]. Dialogues are then forced to
exchange information that does not violate the initial user profile. Other notable examples are
code comments to guide language models for program synthesis [7, 277], natural language rules
and instructions to guide reinforcement learning agents [192, 238, 305] and task descriptions
and annotations to guide text categorisation and question answering [104, 275].

Generally, we distinguish between two types of text constraints: (i) external and (ii) internal.
First, the knowledge enforces a specific behaviour at the task level. In particular, the output
of the decision-making process of a model is directly affected by text constraints. The above
example of the generative model falls within this category since dialogues are evaluated on the
available knowledge. On the other hand, internal text constraints affect a part of the model
architecture. As a toy-like example, an internal constraint could describe how we should define
a specific intermediate operation: "The norm of each embedding input vector should be unitary".
Note that internal constraints inherently require a form of representation mapping to evaluate
their degree of satisfaction concretely. In other terms, we have to formulate text constraints so
that their representation is compliant with the given model.
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Integration

The behaviour described by text constraints requires an integration mechanism that differs from
comparison, entailment or substitution. In particular, the main objective of integrating text
constraints is to enforce the desired behaviour. Thus, the knowledge integration mechanism of
text constraints is the one of evaluation. Text constraints have to be integrated into a model via
a mechanism that quantifies their degree of satisfaction.

Mapping

Generally speaking, there’s no actual knowledge mapping for text constraints as their described
behaviour is at the model or task level. Nonetheless, we could think of instances of each text
constraint as input-specific constraints. In this case, the knowledge acts as a lookup table like in
text attributes (Section 2.6.2). We can reformulate traditional learning settings like supervised
classification as a particular form of text constraint knowledge integration with input-specific
constraints. More precisely, each text constraint instance enforces the attribution of a specific
class label to its corresponding text input.

Validation

The consistency property is particularly crucial as the intended behaviour to be integrated should
be compliant with the task of interest. Note that consistency is implicitly related to input data.
In particular, text constraints should be feasible for each text input. However, the definition
of the general behaviour is directly related to the task itself rather than to the data. Another
crucial property to be guaranteed is coherence. In particular, coherence is tightly dependent on
the constraint type. The simplest scenario concerns external text constraints where the model
generates text. The initial example of a generative model for dialogues constrained on user
profiles is a concrete example [301]. In this context, text constraints are text properties that
have to be guaranteed throughout the dialogue. Evaluating such properties can be cast down to
viewing text constraints as textual patterns that we must detect in each text input. The difference
with textual pattern integration is that matching text inputs and knowledge is a mandatory
requirement. On the other hand, internal text constraints require an additional representation
step. More precisely, we have to translate text constraints into a format to measure their degree
of satisfiability. For instance, we can consider structured knowledge representations like logic
rules described in Chapter 1. In this case, the validation of the coherence property is entirely
attributed to the representation step. Lastly, correctness is usually guaranteed as there’s no
actual knowledge mapping mechanism.
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2.6.8 Considerations on Knowledge Types

We make a few remarks on KTs concerning (i) their dependencies with other KTs (KT
dependencies); (ii) potential shifts of a knowledge base from a KT to another depending on
the given problem formulation (KT shifts).

KT Dependencies

The integration of certain KTs has implicit dependencies with other KTs. For instance, text
constraints could force a model to change its classification prediction from a class descriptor to
another one. In this case, the formulation of text constraints implicitly requires the definition
of adequate class descriptors. A similar approach has been explored with class labels [57,
88]. Class rationales and class descriptors give another example of KT dependencies. Class
rationales are an indicator concerning the reasoning process of a model. Such a reasoning
process is centred on class descriptors either explicitly (if provided) or implicitly. Note that
the requirement concerning the presence of class descriptors is not at the integration level
but rather at the reasoning level. In other terms, we could also formulate the integration of
class rationales without an explicit definition of class descriptors. For instance, consider a
supervised classification setting with class labels and textual class rationales. The way class
rationales are used to explain the decision-making process of a model is inherently connected
to the underlying class descriptors. The latter are unified under a single class label. Generally
speaking, identifying KTs dependencies is a crucial step in a UKI process. In particular, the
dependencies of the KT to be integrated are part of the preliminary phase that defines how we
should integrate knowledge and its corresponding role.

KT Shifts

A given unstructured textual knowledge can shift from one KT to another depending on
its integration process into a machine learning model. In particular, the given task at hand
and the desired problem formulation determine how we should employ knowledge to obtain
certain benefits. The definition of a specific KT is crucial since it automatically determines
the corresponding UKI process, i.e. the UKI sub-processes and related integration properties
to guarantee. For instance, sentiment aspects can either act as text attributes to enrich a
particular input or be formulated as text constraints to condition the decision-making process
of a model. Another example is when we employ additional data as contextual information
for other text inputs. For instance, consider the task of sentence classification. In this case, the
sentence neighbourhood of each input sentence, i.e. adjacent sentences, is the additional data
to integrate.
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2.7 Considerations on Unstructured Knowledge Integration

Unlike structured knowledge integration, UKI in NLP has the ambitious goal of directly
using text data as added knowledge. The latter is then adopted to condition the decision-
making process of a model. In this section, we discuss the general advantages and challenges
regarding UKI. The underlying assumption of UKI is that the knowledge should satisfy a set
of requirements regarding its integration (Sections 2.3.3 and 2.4). These requirements are
either directly or indirectly based on the textual representation of the knowledge. Nonetheless,
the definition of a UKI system that is robust to different yet equivalent textual knowledge
representations is non-trivial.

2.7.1 Advantages

The main advantage of UKI is the availability of unstructured textual knowledge. Contrarily to
structured knowledge, no explicit knowledge representation process is required when handling
unstructured textual knowledge. UKI aims at using plain natural language knowledge as it
is. Thus, we do not necessarily impose an intermediate step to convert textual knowledge
into a structured form. Moreover, no particular expertise is generally required to define
the knowledge itself. In principle, we could define and integrate many unstructured textual
knowledge representations into a model. Nonetheless, some textual knowledge representations
might ease the integration process in practice as they present a higher degree of alignment
with the general problem setup. Additional factors like the knowledge integration process,
the model architecture and the task of interest can strongly affect the impact factor of the
integrated unstructured knowledge. As a possible solution to compensate for specific issues,
a more general knowledge integration process where knowledge and input data affect each
other should be considered (Section 2.4.1). For instance, the data-driven learning approach
can actively modify the knowledge itself, e.g. via knowledge re-writing, to achieve better
performance [114].

The capability to directly integrate unstructured knowledge also translates to better adapting
to domain changes. In the context of UKI, the model jointly learns to solve the task with
available information and to employ provided knowledge in a goal-oriented way. From the
machine learning model point of view, we can view the capability of relying on knowledge as a
relaxation imposed on the model’s parametric memory capacity. That is, the model learns to
use provided knowledge rather than trying to implicitly store similar information in its weights
in a data-driven fashion. Under this perspective, we can then consider the setting where we test
a trained model on a different unseen domain where an ad-hoc knowledge base is provided.
Depending on the efficacy of the knowledge integration process and on the knowledge itself,
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the model should better adapt to the given domain as it has learned a general approach to solve
the task that relies on available information. This dynamic is entirely different from learning
to solve a particular task instance. The described method touches on other active research
areas concerning transfer learning [3, 199] and meta-learning [291]. Similarly, we can also
evaluate model performance by varying the textual knowledge representation. We can view
knowledge as a unique hyper-parameter. Depending on the assumed value, i.e. its natural
language representation, the knowledge can affect a model’s decision-making process with
different impacts. We consider a pre-trained deep learning model and a given task-specific
knowledge as a concrete example. We can evaluate the model’s performance by modifying the
knowledge at inference time or during a minor fine-tuning process.

2.7.2 Dealing with Natural Language Knowledge

In UKI, the majority of effort is centred on understanding a given task of interest and on
formulating an appropriate unstructured knowledge integration process. Nonetheless, critical
challenges arise when dealing with natural language knowledge. For instance, we can develop
the same abstract concept in different yet equivalent textual representations. We denote this issue
as semantic equivalence. Other challenges are given by implicit commonsense knowledge [250]
and potential missing and incomplete information. The definition of a UKI process robust to
the above dynamics regarding natural language is a challenging task. More precisely, it is not
to exhaustively enumerate all the possible equivalent expressions of a given text. Additional
factors like the given domain also affect the style of the natural language representation of the
knowledge.

Another significant issue is contextual dependence. We denote with contextual dependence
the set of scenarios in which we require contextual information to grasp the meaning of a given
text. Contextual information might refer to commonsense or domain-specific knowledge. For
instance, operations like word sense disambiguation [19, 193], where we must determine the
meaning of a word from its context, might be required. Dependencies like the previous example
have to be made explicit and addressed to integrate knowledge properly. Depending on the
content of the knowledge, the process of contextual dependence resolution might be particularly
challenging. Contextual dependence is also related to the property of incomplete information.
In particular, we might convey implicit or abstract concepts through a textual representation.
The presence of incomplete information hinders the process of knowledge integration since
the gap between the knowledge and the data increases. Under this perspective, knowledge
is a set of concepts, and we interpret input data as an instance of such concepts in a given
domain. We should address such phenomena to provide the model with as much information
as possible. Lastly, text noise, such as jargon expressions, abbreviations and grammatical
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errors, represents another major challenge for unstructured knowledge integration. In contrast
to structured knowledge that accounts for such issues via an abstract representation, a UKI
system must define appropriate knowledge integration processes robust to text noise.

2.8 Related Work

This section provides a non-exhaustive list of current broad research areas that show affinities
with UKI. In particular, we focus on the usage of unstructured text knowledge to condition
the decision-making process of a model when addressing a specific task. We introduce and
describe related research areas and highlight their similarities and differences with UKI.

2.8.1 Reading Comprehension

Open or knowledge-grounded conversational systems [196] inherently require unstructured
textual information to provide an answer to given questions or to, in more general, generate
adequate text. We usually retrieve such textual unstructured knowledge from multiple textual
sources. Traditional methods rely on fixed APIs [26] to access external knowledge in databases.

Nonetheless, these solutions are reasonably limited and simplistic and hardly scale to
real-life scenarios. To this end, recent work explores autonomous information retrieval on
unstructured textual documents, such as newspapers and other online verified knowledge
sources. For instance, Parthasarathi & Pineau [200] discuss news articles using Wikipedia
summaries as knowledge. Ghazvininejad et al. [85] discuss local businesses in two-turn
dialogues using Foursquare tips as knowledge using an extended Encoder-Decoder. The
decoder receives an encoding of the context along with the external knowledge encoding.

Another notable example is given by Dinan et al. [62], in which they investigate memory-
augmented neural networks (MANNs) [252, 276] and transformer models [58, 264] across a
large and diverse set of topics to build human-like conversational agents. Due to extensive
textual information from selected knowledge sources, data is selected according to standard
information retrieval methods, such as TF-IDF and bag-of-words features.

Generally speaking, reading comprehension and question answering differ from UKI. In
particular, unstructured textual knowledge represents the input of the model, and no explicit
external knowledge is considered. The task is then centred on determining the small portion
of input data needed. However, the methods developed for handling and reasoning on textual
documents for the tasks mentioned above can be useful for UKI as well. For instance, text
retrieval from potentially large documents is also considered when dealing with large unstruc-
tured textual knowledge. Indeed, such a knowledge can be viewed as a textual document
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where individual texts may be correlated to each other or not. A substantial effort has been
recently spent for defining benchmarks and suites for addressing these knowledge-intensive
tasks [178, 204]. Therefore, research for UKI can certainly take inspiration from contributions
in these domains.

2.8.2 Few- And Zero-shot Learning

Zero- and Few-Shot Learning (ZSL, FSL) are emerging hot topics of the last decade. Both
research areas fall within the umbrella of Low-Shot Learning (LSL) [280]. The general
problem setup concerns generalizing to unseen data examples and classes without any example
(ZSL) [38, 281] or with just a few (FSL) [13, 273]. In particular, in ZSL, training data does
not contain any information about unseen classes. Additionally, we distinguish between ZSL
and generalized ZSL (GZSL). In the latter, test data includes examples from both seen and
unseen classes. To allow learning, external knowledge, usually denoted as side information,
is employed to provide relations between seen and unseen classes. Such information is then
adopted to project data and class information into a shared embedding space where decision-
making occurs. Similarly, in FSL, K examples regarding unseen classes are provided as
reference points for learning. If K = 0, the task is generally denoted as one-shot learning
(OSL) [263]. Both approaches were initially proposed for Computer Vision (CV) [273, 281]
concerning image classification. A large group of studies has also explored these research
areas in NLP. Nonetheless, ZSL in NLP is still in its infancy [280]. Some notable contributions
for ZSL have tackled text classification [218], document classification [299] and language
modelling [206], entity typing [302] and intent detection [279].

Regarding FSL, several applications have been explored. Some notable examples are
neural machine translation [237], sentiment analysis [294], intent classification [83], text
classification [135], relation classification [103], word embedding representation ,[115] and
text generation [203]. As reported in [38], ZSL and FSL mainly adopt four distinct knowledge
representations with incremental semantic richness: (i) text; (ii) attributes; (iii) knowledge
graphs and (iv) logic rules. Text knowledge is usually defined as class sentence descriptions
extracted from sources like encyclopedia entries such as Wikipedia [6] or class names [210] or
their definitions [239]. Attributes are mainly adopted in CV and refer to classes in key-value
pairs of categorical, boolean or real-valued properties [137]. Knowledge graphs concern large
size ontologies like WordNet [180] or ConceptNet [245]. Lastly, Horn rules [146] or first-order
formulate [221] are directly encoded into the embedding space to address unseen class relations.

Regarding UKI, we view the general problem covered by ZSL and FSL as a particular
instance of UKI. In particular, in the context of NLP, textual knowledge of different granularity
is employed in ZSL and FSL to establish connections between seen and unseen classes of
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examples. The aforementioned side information guides the learning stage by acting as a
valuable prior hypothesis regarding how data is distributed in the latent space. Under the
perspective of UKI, the knowledge employed in ZSL and FSL falls under the category of class
descriptors (Section 2.6.3).

A significant point of distinction is that the employed knowledge is generally static. Addi-
tionally, knowledge is an additional input that operates at the class level. In UKI, the knowledge
is not generally assumed to have full coverage of input data, albeit some KTs like textual
constraints may have coverage as the desired requirement. Furthermore, the knowledge natural
language representation also carries uncertainty that further encourages a non-stationary view
of the knowledge. In addition, in UKI, we consider many problems concerning knowledge
integration, not limited to the classification or generation of unseen examples. For instance,
knowledge can solely be employed as a device to guarantee model transparency (Section 2.6.4)
or express a specific behaviour in the role of a regularizer (Section 2.6.7).

2.8.3 Knowledge-Enhanced Text Generation

One of the most challenging tasks in NLP is represented by text-to-text generation, also denoted
as text generation. The task concerns generating an output sequence Y from an input sequence
X . Although a wide variety of approaches has been explored [147], the informative content
stored in X is not always sufficient to produce the desired Y . Thus, additional sources of
information generally denoted as contextual knowledge are considered to overcome the lack of
awareness and understanding of X and its surrounding context. The integration of knowledge
for text generation is known as knowledge-enhanced text generation (KE-TG) [295].

As reported in [295], we generally distinguish between two types of knowledge: internal
and external. The first refers to information that we can extrapolate from the input text. It
includes the topic, linguistic features, keyword and text related graph structures like AMR
graphs. On the other hand, external knowledge refers to large knowledge bases, knowledge
graphs and unstructured text. In recent years, several contributions have tackled the challenge
how acquiring and integrating knowledge for text generation. In particular, research has been
categorized under the same taxonomy presented in Chapter 1 regarding informed machine
learning. Indeed, KE-TG is one instance of the latter: (i) model architecture, (ii) learning
algorithm and (iii) additional data.

Concerning unstructured text knowledge, work in KE-TG has explored integrating topic
words [298] for jointly topic modelling and text generation, keyword (terms, phrases) assign-
ment [240, 243] and extraction [42, 144]. In the first, keywords from a fixed vocabulary are
employed during the generation phase. Conversely, keyword extraction is similar to information
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retrieval, selecting keywords from available documents. Furthermore, linguistic features like
POS tags and NER tags have been employed as forms of input enrichment [65, 191, 307].

Also raw text documents from online sources, such as encyclopedias and social media, have
been integrated as an additional input to guide the generation phase [71, 116]. In particular,
according to [295], we distinguish between text retrieval-based methods and background
knowledge comprehension methods. The integration is cast as a candidate search problem
where multiple documents are employed to retrieve fine-grained text paragraphs, denoted as
candidates. Such an approach is labelled as retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) [133, 143].

Additionally, RAG methods can include intermediate candidate re-rank and rewrite phases
to retrieve a particular reference set of additional information. RAG is declined as retrieve,
re-rank and rewrite (R3) [34, 97, 270]. Lastly, background knowledge integration can be
viewed as a particular case of text retrieval-based methods when the retrieval phase is centred
on a single document. In particular, a more extensive comprehension of the document, rather
than limiting to candidate retrieval, is required to integrate the background knowledge into
the generation phase properly. Notable examples are mainly in the fields of conversational
agents [175, 209].

Within the scope of UKI, KE-TG can be viewed as a particular instance of UKI when
considering unstructured text knowledge integration. In particular, the knowledge encodes
two primary intents: (i) explicit information provision and (ii) generation conditioning. First,
the integrated knowledge for text generation can be associated with KTs like text attributes,
additional data and contextual data. The knowledge integration mechanism is substitution to
overcome the limitations of generating text Y solely relying on input text X .

Current research mainly explored embedding-based knowledge mapping mechanisms where
knowledge is encoded and fused with the input text [20, 98, 175]. Moreover, unstructured
knowledge integration via substitution is also modelled to explicit condition the generation
phase. In this case, knowledge is related to the KT of text constraints as it imposes a specific
behaviour. Nonetheless, most applications rely on more structured knowledge like knowledge
graphs as an evaluation criterion of the described conditioning behaviour [131].

In UKI, we consider additional KTs that can be considered for text generation. For instance,
class descriptors can encode prior information or act as evaluation criteria. Additionally, we
also consider more general knowledge integration and mapping mechanisms for introducing
unstructured integration. For instance, due to the ample search space, knowledge retrieval in
KE-TG is often limited to traditional lexical and syntactic methods like Tf-Idf [42, 240]. Thus,
the problem of knowledge mapping is usually limited to direct supervision (if available).





Chapter 3

Knowledge Extraction from Text

A general consideration concerning unstructured knowledge integration (UKI) is the definition
of adequate knowledge integration processes capable of satisfying the requirements of a
given knowledge type (KT). In particular, each KT defines its requirements for knowledge
integration. For instance, text constraints require an explicit evaluation method to assess their
degree of satisfiability (Section 2.6.7). To satisfy knowledge integration requirements like the
above, structured knowledge representation may be required as an intermediate knowledge
representation. For instance, suppose the problem of integrating class rationales into a deep
learning model. To verify properties like coherence, we require a method that exposes the
connection between particular text input and the selected class rationales subset. In other terms,
we need a semantic frame that allows answering the following question: "For what reasons
was input X connected to knowledge K?". A possible solution is to organise class rationales
and input data into a knowledge graph. In particular, we can use the provided graph edge
semantic to motivate a connection from input data to knowledge. Such reasoning is possible as
the knowledge graph provides a known edge semantic.

The knowledge graph in the above example is the product of a corresponding structured
knowledge extraction phase (KE). Structured knowledge represents a valuable source of infor-
mation as it provides its own interpretation semantic. It also defines a high-level representation
with several advantages like textual noise filtering and informative content enrichment. These
two properties of KE, i.e. the representation and the related semantic frame, can be employed
to guarantee specific properties of a UKI system as described in the previous example. We
view KE as a sub-process of UKI as it provides valuable tools for satisfying specific integration
properties of KTs. The derived knowledge representation and semantic frame may differ from
the more general-purpose structured representations as shown in Section 1.2 since they are
tightly dependent on the given KT.
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In this Chapter, we consider two examples of KE. First, knowledge is cast down to structured
textual patterns derived from input intermediate representations. In the second, knowledge is
a supplementary high-level annotation layer employed to bridge multiple inputs into a single
structured one. We experimentally assess to what extent these knowledge representations
improve the learning process of deep learning models. Such improvement could be in terms
of model performance level (Section 3.3) or the amount of information required for learning
(Section 3.4). Lastly, we conclude by drawing some considerations about the applicability of
such valuable knowledge extraction methods.

3.1 Knowledge Representation

This chapter considers two distinct knowledge types in two different domains, respectively.
First, we explore the task of argument detection [225], i.e. subjective claims and related
supporting facts, in textual documents. In this scenario, we use existing parsing models to
automatically retrieve the constituency parse tree of a given input text. Then, we define our
knowledge as the set of sub-tree structures that act as characteristic features of the given input
text. In other terms, we view the knowledge as a high-level textual and structured feature. We
can label the constituency tree as a first-order knowledge type, automatically derived from the
given input text. On the other hand, the automatically extracted sub-tree structures from the
input constituency tree represent a second-order knowledge type.

Second, we introduce a conversational dataset on scientific papers. We explore the tasks
of dialogue generation and content retrieval on scientific papers. In this domain, we employ
argumentative models to annotate scientific papers automatically. Scientific papers are enriched
with information about their claims and related supporting hypotheses. We then view these
argumentative annotations as our knowledge base to guide the content retrieval task without
using ad-hoc supervised annotations. In particular, the argumentative graph obtained from
extracted arguments and their relations is employed to connect the dialogue with the associated
scientific paper.

In both scenarios, the added knowledge is an auxiliary source of information, either as
a high-level representation or an additional annotation layer. Such auxiliary property of
knowledge reflects the main objective of KE: obtaining a refined input representation that is
less subdued to textual noise sources and that provides task-specific valuable information. In
particular, the latter is not provided by the original text input.
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3.2 Challenges

We identify two significant challenges regarding KE for the introduced case studies: (i)
knowledge validation; (ii) the availability of labelled data to train a KE model. The first
challenge arises for argument detection with automatically extracted sub-tree structures. On the
other hand, the automatic labelling of scientific papers requires the pre-training of argumentative
models on accurate data.

In the case of automatically extracted sub-tree structures, we require the definition of a
criterion for assessing the validity of such structures. More precisely, our evaluation criterion
covers: (i) structure-specific constraint satisfaction, i.e. the extracted sub-tree structures
are valid according to their definition; (ii) knowledge importance, i.e. to what extent does
knowledge impact the overall model task performance; (iii) knowledge associative mapping,
i.e. if the extracted knowledge is selectively employed based on the given input characteristics.
Furthermore, we might require an adequate semantic frame for explaining how extracted
sub-tree structures are associated with their corresponding input text.

Another common issue regarding KE is the availability of adequate data for training
knowledge extraction models. In the context of conversational agents for scientific papers
(Section 3.4), the lack of in domain datasets for argument annotation makes KE particularly
challenging. Generally speaking, this issue translates to adopting a KE step or not. In many
domains, abstract text representations are important to address existing difficulties, such as the
low amount of data, noisy data and an overall challenging task. However, the possibility of
automatically extracting an adequate knowledge-enriched input representation is not always
guaranteed.

3.3 Argument Detection with Automatically Extracted Sub-
tree Structures

We tackle the task of argumentative sentence detection, a sub-task of Argument Mining
(AM) [156, 161]. We formulate the task as a classification problem where a sentence can either
be argumentative or not. In some scenarios, the argumentative label is split into the argument
individual components. Thus, the task is like argumentative component detection [142]. To
solve this challenging task, we inspire an existing solution [155, 157]. In this work, authors
exploit SVM classifiers with bag-of-words features and structured ones based on Tree Kernels
(TKs) [186]. In particular, TKs are applied on the corresponding constituency parse tree of
the given input sentence. The TK measures similarity based on each sentence constituency
parse tree. In this way, the sentence constituency parse tree is considered in addition to word-
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level information. Such a conjoined approach offers models the capability of capturing both
syntactic- and semantic-level textual properties. We consider structured textual patterns a
valuable indicator of labelling a given sentence. Indeed, in the context of AM, recent works
have explored the task of retrieving textual features that act as indicators of a given argument
category [52, 96].

On this idea, we seek to apply the concept of TKs to deep learning models. We assume to
have the constituency parse tree of the given sentence as an intermediate text representation.
Such requirement is not particularly tight as a wide variety of sequential tagging models exist
for this purpose [167]. Given the structured input type, we leverage Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs) [128, 229] to handle the input constituency parse tree. We do not want to propose a
solution that is restricted to tree-like structures. Instead, we use GNNs to extend our method to
graph-like structures without much effort. Similarly to TKs, we condition the GNN architecture
to extract node groups, i.e. words and POS tags, compliant with the given TK definition.
Additionally, we enforce the model to retrieve the minimum set of structured features relevant
to the task.

We initially provide some background about GNNs and TKs. Then, we offer a detailed
description of our approach to integrate the concept behind TKs into GNNs. Lastly, we report
experimental results and future work directions to demonstrate the importance of extracting
structured features. For more details about this work, please refer to [225].

3.3.1 Background

Graph Neural Networks

Graph neural networks (GNNs) were first introduced in [229] and have become a key com-
ponent for handling structured data [278]. Given their expressive power [284], GNNs have
been applied to various domains [278]. Several architectures have been proposed, ranging from
simple aggregating methods such as Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [128] and Message
Passing Neural Network (MPNN) [66, 86] to advanced architectures like Graph Attention Net-
work (GAT) [265] and GraphSAGE [102]. Given a graph G = (V ,E ) with V = {v1, . . . ,vn}
vertices and E = {e1, . . . ,em} edges, a GNN generally employs the following message-passing
aggregation function:

Ht+1 = f (A,Ht ;θ
t+1) (3.1)

where Ht = {ht
1, . . . ,h

t
n} is the node representation matrix n× d at time t, where d is the

embedding dimensionality. Each node ht
i is the node embedding vector and A is the binary

adjacency matrix given (V ,E ) and θ t are model parameters at time t. Our methodology
is based on the GCN architecture due to its simplicity and effectiveness. However, we are
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not limited to this architecture. Nonetheless, the proposed setup applies to any GNN like a
plug-and-play module. In the case of a GCN, the aggregation function takes the following
grounding:

Ht+1 = ReLU(ÃHtW t) (3.2)

where D is the degree matrix, Ã = D−
1
2 AD−

1
2 is the degree normalized adjacency matrix, W t is

a trainable weight matrix. Such aggregating operation can be stacked multiple times to take
into account distantly connected nodes progressively.

Differentiable Pooling

For particular tasks, e.g. graph classification, a hierarchical representation of the input graph in
terms of the constituting nodes is adopted for nodes cluster learning. Such operation is formally
denoted as node clustering and can be iteratively applied similarly to message-passing to a
graph to determine its building node groups. Differentiable Pooling (DiffPool) [292] is the first
example of differentiable node clustering in neural networks. In particular, DiffPool views
node clustering as a soft node assignment task, where n input nodes are associated with k node
clusters. Given input node embeddings H ∈Rn×d , the pooling layer is defined as follows:

P = so f tmax(HWP) (3.3)

where WP ∈Rd×k is a learnable weight matrix and P ∈Rn×k is the pooling soft assignment
matrix. Lastly, node cluster embeddings H̃ ∈Rk×d are determined as follows:

H̃ = PT H (3.4)

Likewise, the adjacency matrix Ã ∈Rk×k for new node clusters is built using previous node
adjacency matrix A:

Ã = PT AP (3.5)

Tree Kernels

In the framework of kernel machines, a decision function f (x) is defined as the weighted
combination of the contributions of a subset of training elements, named support vectors:

f (x) =
m

∑
i=1

αiyiK(x,xi) (3.6)

The kernel function is a symmetric, positive-definite function that captures the degree of
similarity between two examples. In the case of a TK, we typically measure the similarity by
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Figure 3.1: Tree-constrained GNN architecture. The constituency tree of a given sentence is fed as input
to the network. The latter is defined as a stack of GCN and DiffPool layers, where the last DiffPool
block has k = 1 to determine a final tree embedding. The retrieved tree embedding is fed to a multi-layer
perceptron for classification. In the case of tree regularizations, each pooling node cluster is subject to
such constraints for structured learning.

considering the number of substructures that the two trees have in common. Such substructures
are usually named fragments. We can think of each fragment as a feature upon which the
similarity is evaluated. Thus, it is clear that different fragments induce different TK functions,
and complex definitions of fragments can produce vibrant feature sets. Given two trees Tx and
Tz, a TK is defined as:

K(Tx,Tz) = ∑
nx∈NTx

∑
nz∈NTz

∆(nx,nz) (3.7)

where NTx and NTz the set of nodes in Tx and Tz, respectively, and ∆(·, ·) computes the similarity
between two such nodes, by exploiting the chosen fragments. We will consider three of the
most widely used TKs for NLP: namely, the SubTree Kernel (STK), the SubSet Tree Kernel
(SSTK) and the Partial Tree Kernel (PTK). In STK, a fragment is any subtree of the original
tree. SSTK is very similar to STK, but the subtree can also terminate at pre-terminals. PTK is
much more general since any portion of a subtree is a possible fragment. For all the technical
details of the implementation of these kernels, see [186] and references therein.

3.3.2 Tree-Constrained GNNs

Inspired by the effectiveness of tree kernels, we investigate the problem of integrating such
structured notions into deep learning models. Conversely, to well-known tree compliant
solutions, such as Recursive Neural Networks (RecNN) [246] and Tree-LSTM [255], we
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formulate the task of learning structured node clusters as the building block features of the
input graph. In particular, we view the problem of extracting kernel specific tree fragments as
a node soft assignment task by constraining the pooling operation. Each pooled node cluster
should comply with a particular tree definition dictated by a given tree kernel. Unlike node
clustering, tree extraction does not necessarily impose mutually exclusive assignments. In most
cases, node sharing between extracted trees is unavoidable due to the given fragment definition
(e.g., for the STK).

Naive Solution

As a first proposal, we present a naive solution that determines all possible tree fragments
of a given input tree beforehand. Subsequently, the pooling layer learns to extract the most
relevant fragments for the task during training. Formally, we introduce a tree fragments
matrix T ∈ n× s like the pooling matrix P, where s is the number of previously identified tree
fragments. Subsequently, P is constrained to match only one column on T . Intuitively, such an
approach can only be considered when the number of nodes n is limited. In particular, specific
tree definitions like PTK and SSTK are of combinatorial complexity. Therefore, complete tree
fragments enumeration cannot stand as a general-purpose solution.

Tree Structure Regularization

Rather than exhaustively enumerating tree fragments, a more general approach involves inject-
ing each tree definition into the model itself. In this way, learning tree fragments is declared
as a constrained differentiable operation that does not alter model architecture. It is then
possible to automatically extract the most relevant fragments according to a specific kernel
definition without the need to exhaustively list all of them. Therefore, we only need to define
appropriate regularizations that reflect the structured output we would like to obtain. Formally,
we constrain Eq. 3.3 so that each node cluster minimizes all the constraints associated with the
given fragments:

P = so f tmax(HWP) s.t. C f rag(P) = 0 (3.8)

where C f rag = {C f rag
1 , . . . ,C f rag

ℓ } is the set of constraint functions associated with a specific
fragment definition. Formally, we label Tree-Constrained GNN (TC-GNN) a GNN model with
a constrained differentiable pooling layer as in Eq. 3.8.

Kernel-induced Constraints

We require decomposing a tree’s concept into its constituting properties to define appropriate
tree constraints according to a given tree kernel.
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1. [Contiguity] A tree is a connected set of nodes.

2. [Root node] A tree has only one node at the lowest depth, denoted as the root node.

3. [No cycles] A tree allows no cycles.

4. [Root span] All nodes in a tree belong to the root node span, i.e. the set of children nodes,
either directly or indirectly, of the root node.

Additionally, we consider tree kernel-specific definitions:

1. [ST] for ST, all leaf nodes in the root node span must be considered;

2. [SST] for SST, all non-leaf nodes of a node x in the root node span have to be considered
if x is considered.

Note that in the case of tree-structured inputs, the satisfaction of the Contiguity property
inherently satisfies Root node, No Cycles and Root span properties. Additionally, for PTK, it is
only required to fulfil the connected set of node properties in tree-structured inputs.

Contiguity Constraint

Inspired by [22], the constraint solely relies on the graph topology as follows:

Ccont = 1−
Tr

(
PT (
−→
A −diag(A))P

)
Tr

(
PT P− 1

1P2
i ≥ε

PT P
) (3.9)

where
−→
A is a masked version of A that only considers forward connections, i.e., from root to

leaves, and ε ≪ 1. The numerator computes node-to-node intensities, i.e., edges. Note that the
numerator excludes self-intensities, i.e. the main diagonal is removed. On the other hand, the
denominator just computes self-node intensities minus the mean self-node intensity value. In
simple terms, the constraint could be considered the ratio between pooled edges and pooled
nodes minus 1, since, in a tree, the number of edges is equal to n−1, where n is the number of
nodes. Technically, we could replace the mean self-node intensity with a max as a more greedy
estimate.

Experimentally, we chose a masked mean to address large input trees as a more stable
solution. An additional side effect of this constraint is to ensure pooling intensity uniformity.
Granting more flexibility in terms of pooling intensity is possible but requires some sort of
node intensity capping, which, however, may lead to harder optimization1.

1The original formulation of tree constraints followed this perspective, but we later substituted it due
to their difficulty of optimization.
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ST Constraint

To be an ST, a connected set of nodes requires considering all the nodes under the root node
span. We can impose this requirement locally by enforcing pooling children nodes of node
x when x is pooled. The ST constraint leverages graph topology in adjacency matrix A and
corresponding degree matrix D, which simply associates its branching factor to a node. We can
obtain D from A by summing row-wise. Formally, the ST constraint is defined as follows:

CST = 1−
Tr

(
PT (
−→
A +
←−
A (1−L))P

)
Tr

(
PT (
−→
D +
←−
D (1−L))P

) (3.10)

where
−→
A and

←−
A are masked versions of A that only consider forward and backward

connections, respectively. L is the leaf mask vector, i.e., it is 1 for leaf nodes and 0 otherwise.
It can be computed by summing

−→
A row-wise (leaf nodes are the only nodes with no children).

The numerator computes node-to-node intensities, i.e., edges, but masks some. More precisely,
the first term of the numerator, PT−→A P computes forward edges only. On the other hand, the
second term, PT (

←−
A (1−L))P computes backward edges only for leaf nodes. The denominator

follows the same perspective but multiplies self-node intensities by corresponding node degree.

SST Constraint

The SST constraint can be considered a particular case of the ST constraint.

CSST = 1−
Tr

(
PT

L
−→
A PL

)
Tr

(
PT

L
−→
D LPL

) (3.11)

where PL = PL and DL = ∑{ j,L j ̸=0}Ai, j. The main difference with ST is that we are just filtering
out leaf nodes in SST. In particular, the numerator considers forward node-to-node intensities
between non-leaf nodes. In contrast, the denominator multiplies non-leaf self-nodes intensities
by their forward masked degree value (leaf nodes are not considered).

3.3.3 Issues

Sigmoid-based Pooling

Tree regularized pooling does not necessarily enforce mutually exclusive assignments. In other
terms, a node might be assigned to multiple tree fragments. This scenario is prevalent when
considering tree definitions like ST and SST. On the other hand, differentiable pooling (Eq. 3.3)
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applies a softmax operation, hindering constraint satisfaction, especially when considering
large values of k. To this end, we replace softmax with a sigmoid activation function. On the
one hand, we lose the softmax advantage of automatically building different node clusters.
On the other hand, we obtain some desired properties. For instance, a low value of k forces
a softmax-based pooling to define large tree fragments. However, the sigmoid activation
function allows having a small number of relevant sub-trees while maintaining freedom of
choice regarding their composition. Furthermore, sigmoid-based pooling potentially allows
node filtering by not assigning a node to any node cluster.

Avoiding Degenerated Solutions

Degenerate scenarios inherently accompany the attained flexibility of tree constraints due to
the soft assignment operation. Similarly to softmax-based pooling, we have to deal with two
degenerate behaviours: i) all node clusters reflect the same tree structure; ii) nodes are assigned
to a single node cluster while the remaining node clusters are ignored. Albeit there exist
reasonable solutions as in [22], some modifications are required since softmax properties no
longer hold.

Overlap Constraint

We require regularising the degree of overlap among node clusters to overcome uniform node
clusters. Differently from the orthogonality loss used in [22], we allow tree fragments to
overlap up to a controlled threshold without enforcing node clusters to be of the same size.
Thus, we devise the overlap constraint solely on the ratio between intra and self node clusters
intensities as follows:

Coverlap =

∥∥∥∥max
(

P̃
∑ j diag(PT P) j

−δ ,0
)∥∥∥∥

F
(3.12)

where P̃ = PT P−diag(PT P) and δ ∈ [0,1] is the overlap threshold. In other terms, Eq. 3.12
computes the intensities of shared nodes between pairs of node clusters, normalized by each
node cluster self-intensity. Such derived ratio must not exceed the overlap threshold δ .

Minimum Intensity Constraint

The second degenerate scenario regards empty node clusters. Similarly to the overlap constraint,
we introduce a regularization term that penalizes node clusters with low intensity. Switching
to sigmoid-based pooling loses the convenient softmax property of preserving the cumulative
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node intensity between input and the pooled graphs. To overcome this issue, we enforce a
minimum node cluster intensity as follows:

Cintensity =
∥∥∥max

(
(α

n
k
)I−diag(PT P),0

)∥∥∥
F

(3.13)

where α ∈ [0,1] is a hyper-parameter controlling the minimum intensity threshold. Such a
constraint enforces each un-normalized node cluster self-intensity to be greater than or equal
to α

n
k . In other terms, each node cluster self-intensity should at least match the intensity of a

node cluster of n
k nodes whose self-intensity is equal to α . Note that the presented constraint

formulation is just one instance out of many solutions that work well for our case study. For
example, one could ignore k and define a specific node cluster threshold.

3.3.4 Adaptive Learning

A major problem with learning soft tree constraints regards the nature of the learning problem.
More precisely, the proposed tree regularizations are not always concurrent throughout training.
This issue can lead to an unwanted locally optimal solution where some tree constraints are
highly violated. We should avoid such intermediate results since we explicitly require different
tree fragments. A well-defined structured representation also increases model interpretability
by directly inspecting the obtained node pooling. As an example of conflict between constraints,
consider the overlap and minimum intensity constraints (Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13). Both of them
could be simply minimized by pooling sparse node groups.

However, we would primarily violate the contiguity constraint (Eq. 3.9) as a consequence.
Likewise, kernel specific constraints (ST and SST) cannot be satisfied if inter-node clusters
constraints prevail. As a naive approach, one could calibrate ad-hoc weighting coefficients for
constraints to find their best linear combination. However, such antagonist dynamics among
constraints might occur multiple times during the learning process and depend on the model
initialization.

Thus, an approach based on fixed coefficients hardly leads to a solution where most of the
constraints are satisfied. To this end, we propose to adopt the dual Lagrangian framework [74]
to define dynamic coefficients that are periodically updated during learning proportionally
to the degree of constraints violation. Under this perspective, a constraint-based problem is
relaxed as follows:

L = argmin
θ

fθ (x)+λg(x) (3.14)
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where λ ≥ 0 are the Lagrangian multipliers. In order to obtain the best Lagrangian relaxation,
the Lagrangian dual can be used to find the best λ value:

L dual = argmax
λ≥0

(L ) (3.15)

In our experimental scenario, the model is trained to optimize the following relaxed constrained
objective:

L = L CE +∑
i

λiC
f rag
i (3.16)

where L CE is the cross-entropy loss for classification.

3.3.5 Experiments

As a testbed for our approach, we consider argumentative sentence detection a sub-task of
argument mining. The goal of argument mining is to extract arguments for text collections
automatically. One of the major tasks is to identify argument components, such as claims or
premises, within a sentence.

The problem is formulated as a binary classification task where a sentence can be labelled
as a particular argument component or evaluated as non-argumentative [156]. Depending on the
annotation schema used in a given corpus, the task is slightly different, as it involves identifying
claims, premises, or both. Several approaches have tried to shed light on the critical properties
of arguments to determine common patterns, e.g., syntactic and rhetoric, among single or
multiple domains [142, 156]. Primarily inspired by the work by Lippi and Torroni [155], we
seek to extract tree-structured word patterns that, in combination with automatically inferred
semantic features, may help identify argumentative phrases. Additional details regarding
employed GNN architectures are reported in Appendix A.

Data

We carry out an extensive experimental evaluation on four distinct datasets for argumentative
sentence detection.

• IBM2015 [217]: an argumentative corpus built in the context of the Debater project [241].
The data set consists of Wikipedia pages grouped into 58 topics. Annotations consist of
context-dependent claims (i.e., with the underlying assumption that the topic is given)
and evidence (i.e., premises) supporting such claims.

• UKP Sentential Argument Mining Corpus (UKP-Sent) [248]: it contains a large
variety of heterogeneous sources, including news reports, editorials, blogs, debate forums
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Table 3.1: Corpora for argumentative sentence detection.

Corpus No. Sentences Class Distribution Task

IBM2015 82,718

2,388 claim,
4,614 evidence,

940 claim and evidence,
76,656 non-argumentative

Claim vs. non-claim,
Evidence vs. non-evidence

UKP-Sent 25,492
6,195 argument against,

4,944 argument for,
14,353 non-argumentative

Argument vs. non-argument

PE 6,826
751 major claims,

1,506 claim,
3,832 premise

Merged claims vs. premise,

AbstRCT 35,012
1,390 claim,
2,808 premise

Claim vs. premise

and encyclopedia articles, on eight controversial topics. The argument annotation schema
distinguishes arguments attacking or supporting a given stance from not argumentative
sentences.

• Persuasive Essays Corpus (PE) [247]: a collection of 402 documents extracted from
an online community regarding essays discussion and advice. Documents are anno-
tated at token-level, and the argument annotation schema distinguishes the following
argumentative components: major claim, claim, and premise.

• PubMed RCT Abstracts (AbstRCT) [172, 173]: a collection of abstracts from scientific
papers regarding randomized control trials for the treatment of specific diseases. The
annotation schema reflects the well known claim-premise model [156] and is applied at
token-level.

Table 3.1 provides a detailed summary of the corpora. In particular, since we are mainly
interested in detecting arguments at the sentence level, we only consider argumentative compo-
nents for classification for token-level annotated datasets (such as PE and AbstRCT) [76].

Experimental Setup

To ensure direct comparison with existing baselines, we follow, whenever possible, the same
evaluation methodology employed in the literature. As mentioned in Section 3.3.5, for PE
and AbstRCT, we focus on argumentative component categorization to define a sentence-level
argumentative classification properly. This simplification avoids a multi-label setting where
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phrases could contain multiple argumentative components. Such a setting occurs for IBM2015
where, in some cases (see Table 3.1), a sentence includes a claim and an evidence.

To solve this issue, as in [157] we carry out two distinct binary classification tasks con-
cerning identifying a single argumentative component at a time. Additionally, for PE, the
distinction between major claim and claim is mainly determined by their position in the essay.
In particular, there are cases in which the same sentence is distinctly labelled belonging to both
classes within the same paragraph. To better focus on identifying unique structured features for
each class, we merge the two claim classes into a single one.

For UKP-Sent, we consider a binary classification task that discriminates between argu-
mentative and non-argumentative sentences. The motivation lies in the employed annotation
schema, which focuses entirely on the stance information (for/against) rather than on dis-
tinct argumentative components. To guarantee the same task, i.e., identifying argumentative
components, we merge labelled arguments into a single class.

As competitors, we consider the TK-SVM classifier with SSTK as in [157], as well as
LSTM-based models of increasing complexity: (i) a bi-directional LSTM that works on the
input sentence (BLSTM); (ii) a bi-directional LSTM that sees the constituency tree as a
sequence2 (Syn-BLSTM); (iii) a combination of (i) and (ii) via a self-attention layer (Dual-
Syn-BLSTM). Additionally, we also consider standard tree-aware LSTM models like Tree-
LSTM [255]. All neural models are regularized at training time by applying early stopping on
the validation F1-score.

We hereby report additional evaluation details for each data set:

• IBM2015: The original corpus is organized into two splits: 19 topics are used as a
held-out set for model selection and hyper-parameter tuning, whereas the remaining 39
topics are used for the final training and evaluation. We adopt a 5-fold cross-validation
on the latter set of 39 topics while we calibrate the hyper-parameters of our architecture
using the available held-out set.

• UKP-Sent: We consider the same leave-one-out (LOO) test, repeated ten times, as
in [214]. We do not compare with strong LSTM-based and BERT-based baselines as
reported in [214] due to the different training setup. However, in early experiments with
the same classification task as in [214] the performance of GNN models nearly matched
that of LSTM-BERT and BERT-base.

• PE: The original corpus is organized into two splits: 322 essays for training and 80 for
test. We perform a 5-fold cross-validation on the training data for model selection, and

2Nodes are listed as a depth-first enumeration starting from the root node.
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we finally evaluate performance on the test set. Due to the limited size of the corpus, for
neural architectures, we also employ a multi-start procedure, choosing the best model on
the validation set via early stopping.

• AbstRCT: We follow the same evaluation methodology as in [79], where a repeated
train-and-test procedure is considered both for tuning and testing. In addition to the neural
baselines introduced for the other corpora, we consider state-of-the-art models for this
task as reported in [79]. In particular, these baselines are complex neural architectures
mainly based on residual networks and the attention mechanism [77].

Results

IBM2015 Table 3.2 reports classification performance for the IBM2015 corpus. GNN models
outperform their recurrent counterparts by a large margin in both cases. Such results corroborate
the hypothesis that the information encoded by constituency trees is better handled by GNNs
rather than recurrent models. The advantage is further emphasized when considering the
more extended input sequence defined by the constituency tree for the related sentence, which
recurrent baselines struggle to handle appropriately.3 The introduction of the pooling layer
brings particular benefits to claim detection. Tree-regularised GNNs consistently improve
performance to their standard pooling-based counterpart for both classification tasks while
satisfying the imposed structured constraints. Such a result is aligned with our initial hypothesis
that arguments of the same class share common underlying linguistic patterns.

UKP-Sent Table 3.3 reports classification performance for UKP-Sent corpus. GNN models
significantly outperform other neural baselines by a large margin. Additionally, tree-aware
GNNs consistently improve over the standard and the pooling-based models. Such results,
coupled with the notable performance of TK-SVM, which matches tree-GNN models, suggest
that structured patterns are valuable indicators for detecting argumentative phrases.

PE Table 3.4 reports classification performance for PE corpus. GNNs perform better than
recurrent baselines. Differently to IBM2015, all models differ by 1-2 percentage points when
considering the macro F1-score. Nonetheless, when considering the F1@C column, GNNs
significantly outperform all the other models. In particular, tree-regularized GNNs achieve the
highest performance for both argument classes.

3The 99% quantile concerning the number of nodes per tree is 160.
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Table 3.2: Classification performance on IBM2015 corpus. For each argumentative class, i.e. claim and
evidence, we report achieved F1-score on the test set.

Model F1@C F1@E
BLSTM 15.0 16.4

Syn-BLSTM 14.0 14.7
Dual-Syn-BLSTM 14.7 15.3

Tree-LSTM 11.5 12.4
TK-SVM 12.7 8.9

GNN 18.5 18.8
GNN + DiffPool 19.7 18.4
TC-GNN (STK) 18.3 18.5

TC-GNN (SSTK) 20.1 19.2
TC-GNN (PTK) 21.3 19.1

Table 3.3: Classification performance on UKP-Sent corpus with merged argument classes: class Arg
contains both pros and cons for each stance.

Model F1@Arg
BLSTM 0.513

Syn-BLSTM 0.572
Dual-Syn-BLSTM 0.544

Tree-LSTM 0.517
TK-SVM 0.605

GNN 0.595
GNN + DiffPool 0.590
TC-GNN (STK) 0.610

TC-GNN (SSTK) 0.610
TC-GNN (PTK) 0.608

AbstRCT Table 3.5 reports classification performance for AbstRCT corpus. As in [79],
we report classification metrics for each test set. GNN models manage to reach satisfying
performance compared to ResArg and ResAttArg strong baselines. The GNN extension
with DiffPool and, in particular, TC-GNNs consistently improve performance for the base
GNN. Considering recurrent baselines, the structured representation of the constituency tree is
beneficial for the BLSTM baselines, where both the Syn-BLSTM and the Dual-Syn-BLSTM
nearly match the ResArg model.
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Table 3.4: Classification performance on PE corpus with merged claim classes: class C contains both
claims and major claims.

Model F1@C F1@PR F1@Macro
BLSTM 62.05 78.16 70.10

Syn-BLSTM 60.69 77.61 69.14
Dual-Syn-BLSTM 59.79 79.10 69.44

Tree-LSTM 54.78 57.48 56.13
TK-SVM 62.11 77.24 69.68

GNN 64.17 78.07 71.12
GNN + DiffPool 64.08 78.03 71.05
TC-GNN (STK) 65.42 77.82 71.62

TC-GNN (SSTK) 64.40 78.02 71.21
TC-GNN (PTK) 64.36 78.74 71.55

Table 3.5: Classification performance on AbstRCT. We report per class F1-score and macro F1-score for
each reported test set.

Neoplasm Glaucoma Mixed
Model F1@C F1@PR F1 F1@C F1@PR F1 F1@C F1@PR F1

BLSTM 78.80 88.61 83.71 77.04 91.04 84.04 77.39 89.33 83.36
Syn-BLSTM 82.74 90.53 86.63 79.37 91.43 85.40 82.81 91.15 86.98

Dual-Syn-BLSTM 81.58 89.70 85.64 79.86 91.31 85.59 82.32 90.81 86.56
TK-SVM 79.25 90.31 84.78 71.01 90.02 80.52 77.62 90.04 83.83

Tree-LSTM 71.79 76.67 74.23 72.22 82.88 77.55 77.09 83.17 80.13
ResArg 82.04 90.31 86.18 79.48 91.59 85.53 82.35 91.13 86.74

ResAttArg 82.27 90.11 86.19 80.72 91.79 86.26 83.74 91.27 87.51
GNN 80.72 89.97 85.34 77.14 90.98 84.06 80.78 90.56 85.67

GNN + DiffPool 81.17 90.06 85.61 77.09 91.03 84.06 81.25 90.58 85.91
TC-GNN (STK) 82.35 90.50 86.43 78.10 91.16 84.63 82.45 91.07 86.76

TC-GNN (SSTK) 80.97 89.90 85.44 77.25 91.06 84.15 81.24 90.60 85.92
TC-GNN (PTK) 81.90 90.30 86.10 77.17 91.00 84.08 81.74 90.70 86.22

3.3.6 Discussion

The positive results described so far corroborate our initial hypothesis that structured linguistic
patterns are significant for identifying arguments in a sentence. In particular, TC-GNNs
reach increased generalization capabilities over the non-regularized counterpart model while
satisfying tree constraints to a certain degree. We hereby discuss: (i) how the GNN models
can minimize the imposed regularizations; (ii) whether recognizable structured patterns can be
extracted for each argumentative class; (iii) the overall introduced overhead.
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Figure 3.2: Some of the most frequent class-specific tree fragments extracted from TC-GNN models on
the PE corpus (top: claims, bottom: premises).

First of all, we start by inspecting the difficulty of extracting tree fragments by regularizing
the pooling layer of the GNN architecture. To do so, we compare the dual Lagrangian
methodology with a fixed coefficient baseline, i.e., the λ value for each constraint is initialized to
a specific value and kept fixed throughout training. Table 3.7 reports classification performance
and the average constraint value (the lower, the better) for claim detection in the IBM2015
corpus. We can see how using the dual Lagrangian method is crucial both to reach higher
performance and achieve lower constraints violation. Moreover, an additional advantage of the
approach relies on its simplicity and scalability. Fixed coefficients baseline require an extensive
calibration phase to reach satisfying performance.

In particular, most of the evaluated configurations failed to reach significant performance.
On the other hand, even by initializing all λ values to 0, the dual Lagrangian method enforces
constraints alignment and reduces the occurrence of degenerate scenarios where one of them is
significantly violated. Further calibration of initial values might improve performance. Lastly,
in the case of a deeper model with stacked pooling layers, the dual Lagrangian method scales
linearly with the number of constraints and of pooling layers4.

From a qualitative point of view, Figure 3.2 reports some of the most frequent tree fragments
for each TC-GNN model on the PE corpus. In particular, we consider fragments unique to
a specific argumentative class, i.e., are not shared with other classes. By doing so, we can
inspect structured patterns that are valuable indicators of an argumentative component, e.g., a

4We consider a distinct set of multipliers for each pooling layer.
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Table 3.6: Training and inference times on the IBM2015 corpus. We report the average batch time in
seconds for training, computed over 50 epochs. The standard deviation is in brackets.

Model Training Inference
GNN + DiffPool 0.065 (0.004) 0.046 (0.032)
TC-GNN (STK) 0.075 (0.008) 0.048 (0.077)

TC-GNN (SSTK) 0.119 (0.010) 0.042 (0.061)
TC-GNN (PTK) 0.118 (0.009) 0.060 (0.105)

claim or a premise. Due to the soft pooling assignment, we apply an activation threshold to
discriminate ‘active’ nodes. We set the activation threshold to 0.3 to include a large pool of
fragments. Considering PTK fragments, we can see how the model focuses more on part-of-
speech tags, i.e., lower levels of the constituency tree. On the other hand, for SSTK and STK,
most fragments are centred near leaf nodes to satisfy kernel-specific constraints. In both cases,
claims are mainly identified by expressions with modal verbs, such as ‘should’, whereas noun
phrases often characterize premises.

We also inspect the added overhead of described tree regularizations for the base GNN
model. Table 3.6 reports average training and inference times for all pooling based GNNs
on the IBM2015 corpus. We considered the IBM2015 corpus as it has the highest number of
samples, thus, representing a valuable benchmark setting. Compared to the GNN + DiffPool
model, TC-GNNs have comparable training and inference times, meaning that the introduced
regularization overhead is negligible.

We have shown that the extraction of structured knowledge in the form of sub-tree node
clusters can be beneficial to the task of argument sentence detection. Additionally, we can
use node pooling attention values to inspect the extracted sub-tree node clusters for analysis.
Nonetheless, the extraction of sub-tree node clusters is non-trivial and subject to degenerate
solutions if no adequate counter-measures are employed. The method we have presented in this
work is just one possible solution to integrating structured features into a deep learning model.

The capability of extracting portions of an input parse tree or graph can be particularly
beneficial for UKI. For instance, we could formulate a sophisticated knowledge integration
process for textual patterns (Section 2.6.1). In particular, the knowledge mapping mechanism
could compare textual patterns with given input texts both from the semantic and syntax-level
point of view. To do so, approaches like TC-GNNs can be a valuable solution. The capability
of extracting structured features opens to a wide variety of research directions. Some research
directions we repute worth exploring are: (i) architecture extensions to handle graph-like inputs,
(ii) multi-layered TC-GNNs, (iii) structured text similarity, (iv) text structure injection and (v)
an online tool for AM. We briefly outline these research areas in the following sections.
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Table 3.7: Constraint satisfaction for claim detection on the IBM2015 corpus. We report classification
performance and the average constraint violation (the lower, the better). Standard deviation is reported
in brackets.

Kernel Weights F1@C C f rag

STK Fixed 11.8 0.62 (0.01)
STK Lagrangian 18.3 0.19 (0.01)

SSTK Fixed 17.2 0.70 (0.04)
SSTK Lagrangian 20.1 0.22 (0.02)
PTK Fixed 15.2 0.54 (0.03)
PTK Lagrangian 21.3 0.50 (0.28)

Extension to Graphs

The primary assumption behind the described TC-GNN models concerns tree-like structured
inputs. Nonetheless, tree structures, such as constituency parse trees and dependency trees,
have been widely adopted in NLP as they provide an abstract text representation [73, 101, 127,
148, 164]. The extension to graph inputs is compatible with TC-GNN constraints, provided
that each pooled node cluster is at least a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) or a tree. Note that
the method’s applicability is not subject to the described constraints and can be employed for
more graph-specific constraints.

Furthermore, the extension to graphs requires learning an adjacency matrix A for each
pooled node cluster. In particular, each pooled node cluster is also needed to satisfy the Root
Node, No Cycles and Root span properties (Section 3.3.2). In other terms, we required the
adjacency matrix A to define a DAG or a tree in each pooled node cluster [296]. Then, it
is possible to jointly retrieve pooled node clusters that follow the given tree kernel while
overcoming graph topology issues.

Working at the graph level allows extending learnable structured features to graph structures
like Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) graphs. For instance, we could consider the
union of constituency and dependency parse tree, i.e. nodes and edges of both trees are merged
into a single unified representation, as a valuable graph structure for learning.

Multi-layered TC-GNNs

A straightforward extension of TC-GNNs regards the complexity of their architecture. Similarly
to other pooling layers, the tree-constrained pooling layer can be stacked repeatedly to define
more complex TC-GNN models. As noted in Section 3.3.6, the main advantage of injecting
constraints via the Dual Lagrangian framework [74] is that the complexity scales linearly
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with the number of pooling layers. In other terms, it is only necessary to consider a set of λ

multipliers for each tree-constrained pooling layer. It is worth exploring stacked TC-GNNs as
the expected behaviour is structured feature composition. In particular, early layers capture
node clusters of limited size while late layers learn how to compose the early ones to obtain
more advanced node clusters.

Structured Text Similarity

We could also employ the extracted structured features to compare text inputs for semantic
and syntactic similarity. Recent work has explored efficient similarity evaluation methods
via GNNs [149] or BERT-based models [213]. In this context, text similarity is generally
formulated to compare two text inputs. Models trained for this task learn similar embedding
representations for text inputs labelled as similar.

Similarly to the original application of TKs for argument detection [155], we aim at com-
paring text inputs using their extracted sub-tree structures. Then, graph matching mechanisms
introduced for GNNs [149] can be employed to compare pooled node clusters belonging to two
different text inputs. More precisely, two text inputs are similar based on the number of shared
pooled node clusters.

Such an approach assumes that texts with similar structures, as well as similar semantic
meaning, should be labelled as being similar. Note that, in the case of abstract representations
like constituency parse trees, the content of pooled node clusters can be independent of the
semantic of the given input text. For instance, a pooled node cluster can only describe a sub-tree
comprised of POS tags. In this case, the extracted structured feature can be shared across texts
of different meanings, highlighting a syntactic pattern.

Indeed, in the context of AM, arguments and their components have been frequently
investigated to extrapolate descriptive patterns [52]. Nonetheless, depending on the given
context, the same text can be labelled as a different argument component [35]. Thus, AM
stands as a particularly challenging domain for knowledge extraction as the knowledge itself is
strongly affected by contextual information. In other terms, the set of features that characterizes
a given argument component is highly dependent on (i) the domain, (ii) the argument definition
itself and (iii) the given textual context.

Structure injection

We could employ the extracted structured features in a generative setting as well. Conditional
generation based on a set of attributes has been widely explored in recent years [147, 295]. The
underlying concept is injecting a conditioning factor within the generative process to control
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the generation process and ensure desired properties. A notable example is given by style
transfer in NLP [118].

In the context of AM, we consider the structured features as the conditioning factor of
the generation process. We are mainly interested in affecting the syntactic structure of a
text in conjunction with its semantic meaning. Alternatively, it is also worth exploring the
capability of solely modifying the text structure without affecting its meaning. Indeed, in
natural language, we can express the same concept differently. Such an approach could be
beneficial to a wide variety of tasks in AM [142], such as argument style transfer, argument
completion and argument quality improvement.

In the first, structure injection is applied to modify a text input via a given conditioning
factor. For instance, we might want to paraphrase a given argument by emulating the style of
another one. Such style information is stored in extracted pooled node clusters as our structured
feature set. Argument completion is particularly relevant in domains subject to noisy and jargon
expressions like social media and online blogs.

The difficulties regarding AM in these scenarios are further enhanced by arguments with
missing information like enthymemes [230]. In this domain, one valuable objective follows the
completion of arguments by injecting structured information.

As with argument completion, the integration of structured knowledge is of particular
relevance for argument correction. The problem is formulated as modifying an original
argument to achieve a task-specific goal. One such goal is the quality of the argument. For
instance, argument quality may refer to its persuasiveness for a given topic or the capability of
an argument detection model to identify it with high confidence.

An Online Tool for Argument Mining

We aim at extending the Mining ARGuments frOm Text (MARGOT) tool [157] to integrate
the capabilities offered by TC-GNNs for several purposes. MARGOT allow users to extract
argument components from provided text documents quickly. Figure 3.3 provides a concrete
example of the MARGOT online tool. First, we integrate pre-trained TC-GNN models as an
online service. Second, we plan to cover various applications like argument similarity and
argument generation. The general purpose of such a suite of services is to offer to the research
community and non-expert users easily accessible argumentative annotations.

3.4 Arguments for Scientific Dialogues

We consider the task of defining conversational agents on scientific papers. In this setting,
dialogue partners exchange information about a scientific paper to reach a common goal. We
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Figure 3.3: An example of execution of MARGOT. Detected claims are in bold, while evidence are
displayed in italics. Sentences that both contain a claim and a evidence are in bold italics.

identify two dialogue roles, the Domain Expert (DE) and the Proponent (P). Dialogue partners
sustain a conversation to convey the content of the paper from one DE to P. Differently from DE,
P has no access to the scientific paper. Thus, P has to rely on DE to acquire information. In this
experimental setting, we evaluate conversational agents on two specific tasks: (i) DE message
generation, i.e. the capability of generating a text in response to a P’s dialogue message;
(ii) supporting fact selection, i.e. the capability of selecting text spans (supporting facts) in
scientific papers to support the DE’s generated response.

Scientific papers are rich in argumentative content due to their inherent high persuasive
intent [95, 129]. Therefore, we investigate how automatically detected arguments can aid
the conversational agent in addressing the tasks mentioned above. In particular, the lack of
adequate scientific argumentative data enforces the appliance of pre-trained argumentative
models to extract the argumentative graph of a scientific paper. More precisely, we define the
argumentative graph as the graph where detected arguments stand as nodes and their inferred
relations stand as edges.

Such structured information is of particular importance given the overall organization of
scientific papers as it bridges connections between texts independently of their spatial location
in the paper. More precisely, concepts in scientific papers are presented over multiple paper
sections with incremental details. Thus, the concepts and contributions of the paper follow a
fragmentary organization throughout the paper. We view the extracted argumentative graph
as structured knowledge that provides high-level information about a scientific paper. The
conversational agent then employs such added knowledge to address its tasks better.

We briefly describe our data collection framework for acquiring dialogues on scientific
papers. In particular, several challenges arise since adequate expertise is required to sustain
dialogues on scientific papers. For instance, sufficiently motivating participants to produce
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Figure 3.4: An example dialogue from our ArgSciChat dataset. Supporting facts {F1, . . . ,F6} are
highlighted in the scientific paper. Dialogue partners alternate between information-seeking (IS) and
argumentative (Arg) intents.

dialogues given their tight schedules is a demanding and non-negligible challenge. We provide
an in-depth analysis of our collected conversational dataset, namely ArgSciChat. In particular,
we overview acquired dialogues and present a qualitative study regarding automatically retrieved
arguments. Lastly, we report experimental results regarding DE message generation and
supporting fact selection tasks. We evaluate the efficacy of automatically extracted arguments
when no information about supporting facts is provided. More details are reported in Ruggeri
et al. [226].

3.4.1 Dataset Collection

In this section, we first formulate the dialogues we aim to collect. Then we propose our data
collection framework to acquire dialogues, a multi-step pipeline that is optimized to allow
alignment between participants. We provide details about our implementation in Appendix B.

Dialogue Formulation

We aim at collecting argumentative and information-seeking dialogues between scientists. We
define two roles for participants: DE and P. P starts a dialogue with DE on a scientific paper of
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Table 3.8: The set of actions we define to ensure dialogues contain information-seeking (IS) and
argumentative (Arg) interactions.

IS
Ask Info (AI) A question regarding the paper to know more about its content.

Reply Info (RI) A reply that provides information in response to an initial request.

Ask Suggestion (S) A request or proposal regarding which topic to discuss next.

Arg
Give Opinion (GO) A writer’s opinion about some paper content.

Ask Rebuttal (AR) A request to the other dialogue partner to express their own opinion
on a particular subject.

which P only knows the title. DE is given the abstract and introduction sections of the same
paper. Thus, P is encouraged to formulate initial questions to learn more about the paper. P and
DE also argue about the claims in the paper. We limit paper content to abstract and introduction
sections to limit participants’ effort to act as DE while providing enough information to sustain
a dialogue. We also define a set of actions for dialogue partners to ensure their interactions
follow IS and Arg intents. As shown in Table 3.8, these actions are grouped by their intent
type. We instruct DE to select up to two supporting facts to ground their messages. Lastly, we
instruct DE to provide suggestions about available paper content to limit the occurrences of
unanswerable questions.

Notation

We define as a message each text that a dialogue partner generates. An example of a message
is P2 as shown in Figure 3.4. A message can contain one or more sentences. Each sentence
is associated with a dialogue action (Table 3.8). Lastly, we define a dialogue turn as a pair
of adjacent P and DE messages. For instance, the pair (P1, DE1) as shown in Figure 3.4 is a
dialogue turn.

Data Collection Framework

We define a novel framework to collect dialogues between scientists as domain experts. The
well-used crowdsourcing frameworks like AMT and Upwork are not suitable for dialogue
collection in expert domains due to their shortcoming in (1) letting experts suggest and choose
the topics of dialogue, which helps in encouraging experts to participate in a conversation, and
(2) being flexible with the time slots in which experts are willing to participate in a conversation,
which is required as experts have a limited time budget, and (3) supporting synchronous
participation, which is required to generate natural dialogues.
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Figure 3.5: The data collection framework we propose to acquire argumentative scientific dialogues.

Our framework consists of four major steps (Figure 3.5). The step “Participant Sign-up”
allows domain experts to sign up in the system and propose the topics at which they are experts.
The step “Booking as DE” lets experts propose the time slots at which they are available to
participate in a dialogue with a DE role. The step “Booking as P” lets experts choose the topics
about which they are willing to learn and also the time slots at which they can participate with
a P role. Finally, step “Joining a Dialogue” provides a synchronous online session in which
two experts chat about the topic they agreed on. We describe the method behind each step in
the following paragraphs and report their implementation details in Appendix B.

Participants Sign-up Initially, participants have to fill out a sign-up form. The form consists
of two sections. In the first section, we ask for participants’ personal information. The second
section allows participants to suggest their papers to be used in a dialogue. Participants’ most
recent papers are automatically retrieved to save participants’ time. Participants then have to
select a few of them as the topics they are experts on. Participants can also submit their papers
manually to include topics other than what we retrieved.

Booking as DE Upon papers confirmation, as the next step, we ask participants to select a
dialogue session for each selected paper. We refer to these sessions as “DE dialogue session” as
participants agree to take the DE role on that paper.

Booking as P Participants have to book dialogue sessions in which they should act as P.
Consequently, participants are provided with summary information about all DE dialogue
sessions. To collect several dialogues for each paper, we split each DE dialogue session into
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smaller slots. Participants then select a few slots to match with a dialogue partner. This
procedure provides flexibility for participants to decide on the topic of dialogues while ensuring
enough coverage of scientific papers.

Joining a Dialogue Our framework notifies participants before each dialogue slot begins.
The goal is to maximize the number of dialogue slots in which two participants, acting as P and
DE respectively, are present to talk about a paper.

Collecting Dialogues about NLP Papers

This study uses our framework to collect dialogues about NLP papers. While this choice opens
a common background between participants, it also brings enough topic diversity for dialogues.
We invite senior and junior researchers from two large NLP groups in Europe as a candidate
pool for participation. We organize the data collection phase into multiple short data collection
rounds. Such short term rounds encourage scientists participation due to their limited time
budget and facilitate participants alignment. Dialogues were collected within two distinct data
collection rounds over two weeks. The dialogues collected in these two rounds construct our
ArgSciChat dataset.

3.4.2 Analysis

We carry out extensive analysis on (i) data collection framework; (ii) collected dialogues; (iii)
action set, and (iv) arguments.

Framework Analysis

Table 3.9 reports general statistics of the effectiveness of the data collection framework. At the
end of the last data collection round, we identified 68 dialogues. We filtered out dialogues that
were too short, i.e., had less than eight messages or ended abruptly. At the end of this process,
we obtained 41 dialogues. Considering the number of participants and collected dialogues
given the short data collection period, we notice that our framework successfully encourages
the participation of scientists in the study. The devised short data collection rounds (Section
3.4.1) impose a limited workload to participants, while the lightweight data collection pipeline
lifts the burden of participants alignment.
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Table 3.9: Data collection framework statistics concerning completed dialogue sessions.

Property Value

# participants 23
# scientific papers 20
# dialogues 41
# messages 498
# sentences 1034

Dialogues Analysis

In this section, we elaborate on collected dialogues. First, we compare ArgSciChat with related
datasets. Second, we investigate to what extent our dialogue formulation yields diversified
dialogues on the same paper. Third, we analyze role-specific behaviours concerning our action
set.

Comparison with other datasets Table 3.10 reports detailed statistics about collected dia-
logues. We notice that dialogues in ArgSciChat are comparable in dialogue turns with other
conversational datasets. However, messages in ArgScichat are far more articulated. This prop-
erty is reflected by the higher percentage of multi-sentence messages and the higher message
token length. Examples of multi-sentence messages are P4 and DE4 as shown in Figure 3.4.

Dialogue Diversity We investigate if dialogues on the same paper present low diversity due
to the limited paper content. Indeed, our data collection formulation allows various dialogues
on the same paper. On average, ArgSciChat contains two dialogues per scientific paper. We
evaluate if messages belonging to dialogues on the same paper show high textual similarity as a
diversity measure. The higher the rate of similar messages, the lower is the dialogue diversity.

We define some indicators to measure dialogue diversity: (i) similar P questions percentage;
(ii) similar DE messages given a question cluster; (iii) DE message to supporting fact similarity.
These indicators are chosen to reflect the two main behaviours of our dialogues: a) dialogue
intents (IS and Arg) and b) DE supporting fact selection.

As acquiring experts to annotate the dialogues is expensive, we rely on an automatic analysis
via SentenceBERT [213]5. In particular, we consider the cosine similarity between encoded
sentences as the similarity measure to compute the described indicators. Figure 3.6 reports
results for various similarity thresholds. In particular, we report indicators as the average
frequency of similarity matches based on the given similarity threshold.

5We use all-mpnet-base-v2 as the current state of the start model on sentence similarity.
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We initially identify sentences from P messages as questions. Then, we apply the Sentence-
BERT model to compute the similarity between pairs of questions from dialogues regarding
the same scientific paper. Similarities are rounded to 0,1 binary values given a fixed similarity
threshold. A pair match is then defined when the rounded similarity value equals 1. The first
indicator is computed as the average percentage of unique pair matches over all papers with
multiple dialogues.

Pair matches are also employed to extract question clusters. We define a question cluster
as a group of questions that report mutual matching. For instance, if question A is matched to
question B and the latter is matched to question C, then A,B,C defines a question cluster. From
each identified question cluster, we retrieve the corresponding cluster of DE messages. We
then apply the SentenceBERT model to compute the similarity between pairs of DE messages
belonging to the same cluster. The second indicator is computed as the average percentage of
unique pair matches over all papers with multiple dialogues.

Lastly, we apply the SentenceBERT model to compute the similarity between each DE
message and its corresponding supporting facts. Then, we compute pair matches as done for
the other indicators by fixing the similarity threshold. The third indicator is then computed as
the average percentage of pair matches over all DE messages.

We observe that all indicators show moderate to low frequencies as the similarity threshold
increases. In particular, even at very low similarity threshold values, we notice that about 35%
of DE messages, 60% of messages to facts and 10% of P messages are similar. Such similarity
rates decrease as the similarity threshold increases. This behaviour is mainly attributed to
the high rate of multi-sentence messages that hinders high similarity values. Although an
annotation study is recommended, these results suggest that our dialogue formulation and
action set provide enough flexibility to foster diversified dialogues. Such property encourages
data collection even when a limited amount of papers is considered.

Role-specific Behaviours Moreover, we analyse whether dialogue roles in collected dialogues
reflect our dialogue formulation. First, we study if P interactions with DE follow multiple intents.
Second, we evaluate DE fact selection.

Regarding P interactions, we focus on P questions. Table 3.11 reports the occurrence of
each question starting tri-grams over 293 identified questions. We can distinguish expressions
that reflect request-type actions in our action set (Table 3.8). Notable examples are {(what is
the), (what kind of)} for the Ask Info action, {(would you like)} for Ask Suggestion, and {(do
you think), (how do you)} for Ask Opinion. Thus, we can see how P questions both reflect the
IS and the Arg dialogue intents.
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Figure 3.6: Dialogue diversity indicators based on SentenceBert.

Table 3.10: Dialogue-level statistics of ArgSciChat. With a slight abuse of notation, we consider
sequential QA as a form of dialogue to include QA datasets like CoQA.

Dataset Turns
Multi

sentence
messages

Message
token
length

Sentence
token
length

CoQA 15.5 0.2% 4.7 4.7
QuAC 7.3 4.0% 11.4 10.9

Doc2Dial 6.4 17.8% 16.3 13.5
ArgSciChat (ours) 6.3 50.8% 38.2 12.1

Concerning DE, Table 3.12 reports relevant statistics about fact selection. The high rate of
2-fact DE messages indicates that dialogue turns are articulated and that multiple paper text
spans are used to provide exhaustive content to P. This property is further stressed out when
considering the fact selection distribution over paper sections and the rate of fragmented facts,
i.e. facts from the same DE message that belong to different paper sections. DE3 from Figure
3.4 provides an example of a message with fragmented facts.

Furthermore, the limited paper content does not significantly hinder dialogue partners
interactions. Out of 212 DE messages, 10.4% of them are associated with an unanswerable
question. Compared to QuAC (20.2%), the low percentage is due to how DE is instructed to
provide suggestions based on available paper content to guide the dialogue. One such example
is represented by DE2 as shown in Figure 3.4.

Action Set Analysis

We evaluate dialogue roles based on our action set. We carry out a manual annotation study
of ArgSciChat dialogues to do so. Compared to dialogue analysis (Section 3.4.2), annotating
dialogues with dialogue actions is a low-demanding task as no in-depth understanding of paper
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Table 3.11: Fifteen most frequent tri-grams question starters in ArgSciChat.

1. do you want 6. can you tell 11. how do you
2. do you think 7. would you like 12. which kind of
3. what is the 8. can you give 13. what type of
4. what do you 9. do you have 14. how do the
5. what is this 10. what kind of 15. does it make

Table 3.12: ArgSciChat statistics regarding fact selection.

Property Value

1-Fact Turns 129
2-Fact Turns 82
Avg Facts 1.4
Avg Fact Distance 5.8
% of Title Facts 1.0%
% of Abstract Facts 38.2%
% of Introduction Facts 60.8%
% of Fragmented Facts 15%

content is required. We show that actions are easily recognizable and, thus, widely applicable
to other domains.

Manual Annotation We manually annotate dialogue messages at sentence level using our
action set (Section 3.4.1). We consider four NLP practitioners as annotators. We use GLOSS6,
a lightweight text annotation tool, to collect annotations. The inter-annotator agreement is
computed on a random set of 10 dialogues. Table 3.13 reports Cohen’s Kappa for each annotator
pair. The inter-annotator agreement is computed by transferring sentence-level annotator labels
at the token level. The average Cohen’s Kappa is 0.89, and the Krippendorf’s alpha is 0.83.
These results indicate a high inter-annotator agreement. Such high agreement corroborates our
hypothesis that provided actions are fairly distinguishable in dialogues in our dataset.

Dialogue Roles Table 3.14 reports actions distribution per role computed over the whole
dataset. We notice that specific role behaviours are reflected in the action frequencies. For
instance, P is more inclined to ask questions (AI), whereas DE reports about facts from paper
content (RI). Additionally, by grouping up actions according to their corresponding dialogue

6https://github.com/jsavelka/gloss-server

https://github.com/jsavelka/gloss-server
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Table 3.13: Cohen’s kappa computed for each annotator pair on ArgSciChat.

A1 A2 A3 A4
A1 - 0.94 0.88 0.92
A2 0.94 - 0.87 0.89
A3 0.88 0.87 - 0.86
A4 0.92 0.89 0.86 -

Table 3.14: Action set distribution on ArgSciChat.

AI S RI GO AR IS ARG

P 49.2 0.9 11.3 17.2 4.7 61.4 21.9
DE 0.8 6.6 63.9 10.2 5.9 71.3 16.1

All 24.3 3.8 38.4 13.6 5.4 66.5 18.9

intent, we observe that the argumentative intent represents nearly 20% of each dialogue. This
fact indicates that dialogue partners exchange information and spend time arguing about it.

Argumentative Analysis

We investigate to what extent selected supporting facts are also argumentative. We use pre-
trained models to automatically detect arguments from papers due to the high cost of manual
annotation. We then evaluate the applicability of an argument-based fact selection.

Argument Extraction We employ two argumentative models to detect arguments and links
from a scientific paper automatically. This process defines an argumentative graph. Such
structured representation is precious for fact selection due to linking fragmented text spans. We
apply two SciBERT models [11] for argument detection and argument linking, following a two-
step pipeline as in [174]. The SciBERT models are trained on the DrInventor [141] dataset as
this dataset is the largest with argumentative annotations on 40 scientific papers. We formulate
argument detection as a sequential tagging task alike [140]. We follow the same training setup
of [140]. On the other hand, argument linking is viewed as a binary classification problem
as described in [79]. In contrast to [79], we consider a more simplified formulation. More
precisely, we only consider the task of binary link prediction, i.e. determining whether two
arguments are linked or not, rather than a multi-task scenario. In the latter, the model is trained
to identify both arguments and determine the presence of a relation and the corresponding
relation type.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: Argumentative models class distribution for (a) the task of argument component detection
and (b) argument linking when varying the confidence threshold δ .

Table 3.15: Model performance on Argument Mining tasks. We report Token-F1 for sequential argument
component detection and Link-F1 for argument linking.

Model Token-F1 Link-F1

SciBERT 62.6 36.9
SOTA 44.7 [140] 43.7 [79]

Table 3.15 reports results on argument detection and argument linking tasks regarding
model evaluation. Our models work on par with or outperform the state of the art (SOTA) in
both tasks. As evaluation metrics, we employ token-level F1-score, i.e. Token-F1, for argument
detection and binary F1-score, i.e. Link-F1, for argument linking. As expected, the simplified
argument linking formulation achieves lower performance than the SOTA model. We opted for
a streamlined model for our preliminary study.

Since ArgSciChat scientific papers are not provided with argument annotations, we rely
on DrInventor to control the degree of the automatic annotation process. Figure 3.7a and
3.7b report performance results regarding the two datasets. DrInventor argumentative schema
distinguishes among background_claim, own_claim and data. These annotations are at the
sub-sentence level, where links could exist within a single sentence. We notice that in the
[0.70,0.75] confidence threshold interval, there’s a high similarity between class distributions
in the two datasets for both argumentative tasks. Lastly, we apply these SciBERT models to
annotated ArgSciChat scientific papers.

Arguments Evaluation Figure 3.8 reports statistics concerning the quality of inferred argu-
mentative graphs when varying the model prediction confidence threshold δ . For values of
δ ∈ [0.70,0.75], around 40-60% of facts are argumentative, and 20-15% are linked on average
per dialogue. These graphs have less than ∼30% of isolated nodes while having limited edge
intensity [194] (∼10% of connected node pairs). These results and, in particular, the high rate
of argumentative facts suggest that we could employ arguments to guide fact selection.
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Figure 3.8: Argumentative graph measures when varying the confidence threshold δ . Arguments (Arg)
and facts are considered at the sentence level.

3.4.3 Experiments

In this section, we investigate how our dataset might contribute to building an expert agent
for NLP paper comprehension. In particular, we are interested to know how well the agent’s
responses to P’s messages are similar to DE’s messages in the ArgSciChat dataset. Since the
dataset also contains facts from a paper that are used to generate a response, we study to what
degree a conversational agent retrieves facts similar to those in the dataset.

We follow QASPER to setup this experiment. We use LED [12] to respond to a P’s message
which is taken as query. We consider four settings where the agent is given (i) the input query
(Q); (ii) the query and the scientific paper (Q, P); (iii) the query, the scientific paper and the
dialogue history (Q, P, H), i.e. the sequence of all previous dialogue turns; (iv) the query and
the supporting facts (Q, F). For fact selection, we only consider input combinations (ii) and
(iii) as the scientific paper content is required.

We employ a 5-fold repeated cross-validation evaluation routine to account for model
variance issues. We set the number of repetitions to three as in [51]. Each fold divides
ArgSciChat into train (80%), validation (10%) and test (10%) splits. We perform splits at the
scientific paper level to limit dialogue partners and paper content biases.

Given the presence of multi-sentence messages, we consider two dataset versions: Original
(Orig) and Sentence-split (Split). Figure 3.9 describes the task formulation in both datasets.
We consider the Split version as it (i) represents a relaxation of the response generation task;
(ii) is the upper bound of a pipeline-based approach where S̃i,DE replaces Si,DE as input; (iii) is
compliant with our action set as action labels are provided at sentence-level (Section 3.4.2). In
particular, each input set in the Split dataset represents an individual sample. At inference time,
sentence-level predictions are merged for comparison with the Orig dataset. Table 3.16 reports
ArgSciChat statistics for Orig and Split dataset versions.
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Figure 3.9: Problem setup for Orig and Split dataset versions of ArgSciChat. Additional inputs are
omitted for clarity.

Table 3.16: Samples amount for Orig and Split (in brackets) dataset versions of ArgSciChat.

Split Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4 Fold 5
Train 199 (338) 200 (371) 183 (321) 212 (376) 207 (376)

Validation 27 (63) 14 (32) 39 (74) 27 (57) 22 (40)
Test 23 (53) 35 (51) 27 (59) 10 (21) 20 (38)

Following [51], we report token-level F1-score, i.e. Message-F1, for dialogue generation,
and sentence-level F1-score, i.e. Fact-F1, for fact selection. Additionally, we apply early
stopping training regularization on each task reference metric with patience set to 20 epochs.
We set 50 as the maximum number of epochs. We evaluate LED models for fact selection with
direct supervision or leveraging argument annotations. Then, we report LED performance for
the response generation task.

Fact Selection

As in [51], we consider the fact selection supervision loss, L f act . In particular, the LED model
is jointly trained to generate DE messages and select corresponding facts. We consider Tf-Idf
and SentenceBert (S-BERT) models as baselines for comparison. Additionally, we compute a
human-lower bound as in [51] with three NLP experts. Table 3.17 reports model performance
on the fact selection task. We observe that (Q, P) is the best performing input combination on
both data splits. Furthermore, we notice that models reach higher performance on the Split
dataset. This behaviour might be motivated due to facts being associated with specific message
sentences. In particular, the LED model with (Q, P) input combination is the best performing
model with 14.24 Fact-F1 on the test set.
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Regarding LED models trained on the Split dataset, we distinguish between Best and
Union fact selection merging strategies. Compared to the Orig dataset, sentence-level model
predictions have to be merged into a single prediction. E[51], each model prediction is a binary
mask of size equal to the number of fact candidates. More precisely, a candidate predicted as 1
corresponds to a supporting fact. In the first scenario, we consider sentence-level predictions
and determine the best performing mask as a message-level merging criterion. Conversely,
sentence-level fact masks are summed up together in the second scenario. Table 3.18 reports
LED model performance when considering these two merging strategies.

Based on the results of the argumentative analysis (Section 3.4.2), we replace L f acts with
an argument detection objective, i.e. Larg. Facts are then retrieved by selecting the arguments
that have the highest similarity with the query. We experiment with δ ∈ {0.70,0.75} for
argument annotation. As shown in Table 3.17, LED models with the argument-based fact
selection show comparable or improved performance up to ≈ 1− 2 Fact-F1 points on the
validation split. The only exception is represented by (Q, P) on the Split dataset. Such results
are particularly valuable as no direct fact selection supervision is provided while less than 58%
of paper sentences are considered on average.

On the other hand, S-BERT and Tf-Idf baselines show reversed behaviours when considering
argument-based fact selection. This result is further accentuated when we limit the search
space of these baselines to the argumentative graph. In particular, we consider facts from the
available dialogue history as the initial set of candidates for fact selection. Then, we iteratively
include arguments related to the current set of candidates via the argumentative graph. Thus,
the efficacy of arguments is tightly dependent on how text similarity is defined.

We observe that the graph-based Tf-Idf baseline greatly improves over its argumentative
counterpart and shows comparable performance with its standard counterpart. Such results
are particularly valuable as the graph-based baselines search space uses ≈ 15−40% of paper
sentences and ≈ 26− 59% of argumentative sentences. Table 3.19 reports graph baseline
performance with an increasing number of iterations. In particular, each iteration corresponds
to adding new arguments as potential candidates by considering the neighbourhood of each
current candidate fact.

In the first iteration i= 0, the initial set of candidates for fact selection is the set of supporting
facts in the dialogue history. If the set of candidates is empty, we consider the whole set of
arguments for fact selection like their non-graph argumentative counterparts. For the next
iteration i+ 1, the set of candidates consists of the set of candidates of iteration i plus the
neighbourhood of each candidate according to the argumentative graph. Additionally, Table
3.20 reports argumentative graph statistics for graph argument-based fact selection baselines.
In particular, we evaluate to what extent the argumentative graph is used for fact selection. We
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Table 3.17: Experimental results and human lower-bound on supporting fact selection. We report the best
sentence-level performance for models trained on the Split dataset. We report the best graph iteration
performance for argumentative graph-based baselines.

Model Fact-F1

L f act Larg

δ = 0.70 δ = 0.70
Val Test Val Test Val Test

LEDOrig (Q, P) 10.69 10.58 12.25 6.85 11.26 5.25
LEDOrig (Q, P, H) 8.43 8.50 9.90 7.19 8.61 7.48

LEDSplit (Q, P) 17.91 14.24 10.93 6.72 11.24 10.24
LEDSplit (Q, P, H) 10.56 9.97 10.94 7.80 10.13 6.22

Tf-Idf 10.85 11.41 3.99 5.85 4.51 7.01
S-BERT 7.27 9.95 8.34 8.4 7.75 8.34

Graph Tf-Idf / / 9.42 8.19 9.07 9.60
Graph S-BERT / / 3.80 5.99 4.06 7.72

Human (LB) 51.26

also compute the ratio of candidates amounts to the number of paper sentences and the number
of argumentative sentences.

We observe that the argumentative graph is exploited in ≈ 8−27% of examples on average.
Moreover, the search space for graph-based fact selection baselines is relatively tiny compared
to the number of paper sentences (≈ 15−40%) and the number of argumentative sentences
(≈ 26− 59%). Altogether, these results are particularly valuable as some models, such as
Tf-Idf, manage to reach comparable performance to their counterpart with full knowledge, i.e.
which has access to all paper sentences for fact selection, while using far less data. Additionally,
performance improvement is also observed for their argumentative baselines. Therefore, the
argumentative graph represents a valuable form of added knowledge as (i) arguments are often
selected as supporting facts in dialogues and (ii) the semantic structure of the graph helps
in attentively retrieving valuable information when the graph is navigated according to the
dialogue history. These results suggest that the argumentative information of scientific papers
can act as valuable knowledge for fact selection.

Response Generation

Table 3.21 reports LED performance with different input combinations. We cannot entirely
determine human performance due to multiple dialogue intents. In particular, the capability
of mixing actions into messages is arbitrary. As expected, giving supporting facts as input
significantly boosts model performance by ≈ 3−6 Message-F1 points depending on the given
input combination. In contrast, dialogue history seems to not bring any additional benefit to
the task. This result is partly expected as collected dialogues are relatively short and centred
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Table 3.18: Fact selection performance for LED models trained on the Split dataset according to Best
and Union merging strategies.

Input Fact-F1

L f act Larg

0.70 0.75
Val Test Val Test Val Test

Union (Q, P) 13.94 12.37 8.33 5.61 8.59 8.36
Best (Q, P) 17.91 14.24 10.93 6.72 11.24 10.24

Union (Q, P, H) 8.42 8.55 8.17 6.36 7.66 5.39
Best (Q, P, H) 10.56 9.97 10.94 7.80 10.13 6.22

Table 3.19: Baseline performance for graph argument-based fact selection.

Input Fact-F1

L f act Larg

0.70 0.75
Val Test Val Test Val Test

Tf-Idf 10.85 11.41 3.99 5.85 4.51 7.01
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 0) / / 7.97 9.86 8.41 10.73
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 1) / / 8.27 8.55 8.27 9.60
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 2) / / 9.42 8.19 9.07 9.60

S-BERT 7.27 9.95 8.34 8.4 7.75 8.34
Graph S-BERT (i = 0) / / 3.80 5.99 3.41 5.99
Graph S-BERT (i = 1) / / 3.00 7.72 3.25 6.70
Graph S-BERT (i = 2) / / 3.29 7.04 4.06 7.72

Table 3.20: Graph statistics for graph argument-based fact selection baselines. We report the ratio
of samples with at least one candidate extracted from the argumentative graph that is not a fact from
dialogue history (Graph Usage Ratio). Additionally, we report the ratio between the number of candidates
and (i) the number of paper sentences (Paper Candidates Ratio) and (ii) the number of argumentative
sentences (Argumentative Candidates Ratio).

Model
Graph Usage

Ratio (%)
Paper Candidates

Ratio (%)
Argumentative Candidates

Ratio (%)
δ = 0.70 δ = 0.75 δ = 0.70 δ = 0.75 δ = 0.70 δ = 0.75

Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

20.81 27.74 20.30 26.57 35.74 42.36 36.95 45.42
Graph S-BERT (i = 0) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 1) 10.43 24.04 8.70 16.35

16.05 29.08 15.05 25.06 26.72 43.73 26.89 42.47
Graph S-BERT (i = 1) 12.17 24.04 9.57 22.12
Graph Tf-Idf (i = 2) 15.65 25.0 13.04 17.31

18.78 40.74 16.62 34.49 31.32 63.27 29.75 59.18
Graph S-BERT (i = 2) 19.13 26.92 15.65 24.04

on different parts of the scientific paper (Section 3.4.2). Thus, the dialogue history may not
contain relevant information to the generation task. The overall low achieved Turn-F1 reflects
the task’s difficulty, leaving room for improvements.
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Table 3.21: Performance on DE message generation with different input combinations.

Model Message-F1
Orig Split

Val Test Val Test
LED (Q) 16.54 13.72 45.59 40.19

LED (Q, P) 17.32 14.93 43.89 36.11
LED (Q, P, H) 17.26 13.96 44.59 37.19

LED (Q, F) 20.92 19.54 46.14 37.15

Table 3.22: Sentence-level and message-level performance on DE message generation with different
input combinations on the Split dataset.

Model Message-F1
Split (Sentence) Split (Message)
Val Test Val Test

LED (Q) 11.19 9.63 45.59 40.19
LED (Q, P) 11.82 9.91 43.89 36.11

LED (Q, P, H) 11.77 10.37 44.59 37.19
LED (Q, F) 13.60 10.07 46.14 37.15

Regarding the Split dataset, the reduced complexity leads to significant performance
improvement compared to the Orig dataset. In particular, the LED model gains up to ≈ 18−29
Message-F1 points. Interestingly, the (Q) input combination achieves one of the highest
performances on both evaluation splits. Nonetheless, additional evaluation metrics are required
as the Message-F1 score does not account for word ordering [51]. For instance, Table 3.22
reports sentence-level and message-level LED model performance on the Split dataset. We
notice that sentence-level Message-F1 for the (Q) and (Q, F) input combinations is 11.19
and 13.60, respectively. We generally observe an incremental sentence-level performance
trend when considering more informative input combinations. Nonetheless, such a trend is not
visible when considering merged message-level predictions as the Message-F1 metric does not
consider word orderings. Action annotations could also be employed in the Split dataset to
instruct the generative model. We leave this as future work.

3.4.4 Discussion

Experimental results on dialogue generation and fact selection show that scientific dialogues
are a challenging domain for conversational agents. We have experimentally evaluated the
contribution of argumentative graphs for fact selection. In particular, in some scenarios, the
conversational agent solely relying on argumentative information reaches similar performance
with its counterpart that has direct supervision on supporting facts.
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However, the application of the argumentative graph is hindered by the lack of adequate
data. First, we relied on the DrInventor corpus to train argumentative models. However, this
corpus contains scientific papers on computer graphics and not on NLP. Second, we would
prefer manually annotated argumentative graphs rather than relying on models for automatic
detection. Indeed, a pipeline approach for argument detection hides prediction errors in each
pipeline step. Altogether, these errors exacerbate the adoption of models for the automatic
extraction of an argumentative graph. The capability of leveraging additional annotation
layers like the argumentative one opens to a wide variety of research directions. We briefly
outline some research directions worth exploring: (i) digesting long scientific documents with
sampling-based strategies and (ii) argument-guided dialogue generation.

Handling Long Scientific Documents with Sampling

Recent work has proposed efficient models that scale up to large documents [12]. However, their
applicability to long documents is still hindered by several imperfections, such as important
resource requirements, slow computational times, and a maximum document length. We
formulate the task of document reading as a sampling task [158]. In particular, we introduce an
information extraction agent that samples content from the available scientific paper. The task
of information retrieval is an iterative process: (i) the agent attempts to select a few sampling
candidates; (ii) the agent receives feedback based on the associated evaluation criterion and
(iii) the agent updates its internal sampling policy based on the feedback.

The given sampling granularity defines candidates for sampling. For instance, as in ArgSci-
Chat, each paper sentence could act as a potential candidate. Additionally, hierarchical ap-
proaches to reduce the search space progressively can be considered [84]. As for the evaluation
criterion, we could consider the performance of the conversational agent regarding response
generation as in an end-to-end architecture. The described sampling-based dialogue generation
approach views the problem of handling long textual documents as a search problem. The
main advantage of this method is that the complexity of the model is mainly attributed to its
sampling component. Nonetheless, the problem of handling an ample search space remains.

To this end, we plan to adopt the argumentative graph to restrict the sampling space while
not excluding potential valid candidates. In particular, at each sampling step, the sampling agent
can decide to use the topology of the argumentative graph to select new candidates (location-
based sampling) or exploit current information to look for non-local candidates according to a
similarity metric (content-based sampling).
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Argument-guided Dialogue Generation

We can also employ the information of the argumentative graph for dialogue generation.
Structured representations like the argumentative graph represent a valuable resource for
conversational agents: (i) allow the integration of multiple and heterogeneous sources, such
as online blogs, dialogue history and other documents; (ii) act as a verification tool to explain
the decision making process of the agent; (iii) define a general tool for information extraction
that is not limited to a query-driven approach. The dialogue history represents one relevant
information source. We can categorize the environment on which the conversational agent
operates: (i) the static component, i.e. the scientific paper and the corresponding argumentative
graph; (ii) the dynamic component, the dialogue history. As the dialogue goes on, the dialogue
turns accumulate, defining an incremental dialogue history. From this perspective, we extend
the dialogue generation task by conditioning the generation on both the static and dynamic
components. More precisely, the conversational agent already uses both the scientific paper
and the dialogue history to respond.

Nonetheless, as it increases in size, we seek to bridge connections between the argumentative
graph and the dialogue history itself. In particular, we define a new dynamic component,
denoted as the dialogue graph. The dialogue graph comprises dialogue messages as nodes and
their inferred relations as edges. Additionally, nodes in the dialogue graph are also connected
to nodes in the argumentative graph or, more in general, to the structured representation of
the scientific paper. By doing so, a structured representation of both the dialogue and related
employed paper content is summarized into a single structure.

The dialogue graph has two main advantages regarding dialogue generation: (i) it provides
a backup explanation of the generation process since we can inspect the sub-graph used to
respond; (ii) it provides a high-level input source that can boost the generation process. The
main requirement of such research direction is defining a model capable of inferring relations
between dialogue messages to define the dialogue graph eventually. A concrete example of the
described approach is represented in Figure 3.10.

3.5 Considerations on Knowledge Extraction

This chapter has explored two concrete scenarios regarding structured knowledge extraction
(KE). In the first, structured text representations, i.e. sub-trees, aim at capturing high-level tex-
tual features. More precisely, we have declined the knowledge extraction task to automatically
retrieving sub-trees from a given input constituency tree. These sub-trees represent a structured
feature type that is employed for the task of argumentative sentence detection. In the second
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Figure 3.10: Argumentative dialogue generation. Using argument relations, the agent can integrate
document information with current dynamic dialogue content to respond appropriately to the user’s
query. In particular, argument relations broaden the search space, thus, allowing the agent to access
additional content that query-based retrieval methods lack.

scenario, automatically extracted arguments from scientific papers guide a conversational agent
in two different tasks: (i) dialogue generation and (ii) supporting fact selection.

These structured knowledge representations can represent a valuable source of information.
In the case of TC-GNNs (Section 3.3), extracted sub-trees lead to improved performance
over several argument mining datasets. Additionally, the extracted sub-trees, albeit achieved
via soft constraints, can be quickly retrieved for inspection. In particular, we can evaluate
whether different argument classes are characterized by different structured textual patterns.
This approach falls under the frame of argument evaluation. Here, the focus is on determining
the underlying distinguishing properties of arguments and their components [52, 96].

Similarly, the extracted argumentative graph for dialogues on scientific papers aids the
conversational agent in reducing its search space for supporting fact selection. Despite the
limited search space, the conversational agents solely rely on the argumentative graph to
achieve comparable performance with their counterparts with direct supervision. In addition to
task-specific contributions, the argumentative graph can be potentially employed for different
purposes. For instance, we highlight the integration of heterogeneous sources, such as online
blogs, scientific documents and dialogue history.
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To sum up, in both experimental scenarios, a KE process can be a valuable component for
the definition of high-level model reasoning. Additionally, structured text representations can
provide a unified input representation, as shown in ArgSciChat (Section 3.4). Nonetheless, the
significant advantages of a KE process also carry along some strong assumptions. First, an
ad-hoc model for KE is required. Such a model is meant to be pre-trained on a provided data
set to accomplish its task. For instance, argumentative models for ArgSciChat had to be trained
on the DrInventor corpus [79, 141]. In many cases, such preliminary requirement becomes a
strong assumption that may not be guaranteed. For instance, we have shown that no adequate
dataset with argument annotations for NLP exists in the literature. The lack of sufficient data
may lead to poor results and additional challenges concerning KE.

Furthermore, there might be cases in which the desired structured knowledge is domain-
or task-specific. Thus, existing tools for KE like tree parsers [167] or knowledge graphs do
not provide the required information to address the task. For instance, specific knowledge
graphs that expose domain-specific entities and connect them are usually required in the legal
domain. Nonetheless, defining such resources is prohibitively expensive in the majority of the
scenarios. Such an annotation process can represent a significant bottleneck depending on the
given domain.

In conclusion, KE is an effective supplement when addressing a particular task. However,
we have to evaluate such a process’s cost and efficacy properly. In the context of no available
structured knowledge, we explore unstructured knowledge integration (UKI). The main advan-
tage of this approach is that no particular expertise regarding a given structured representation
is needed. In other terms, we can consider unstructured knowledge representations from differ-
ent expertise levels independently of each other. Nonetheless, integrating such unstructured
knowledge becomes particularly challenging since no specific semantic interpretation is given.
In contrast, structured representations like knowledge graphs provide a semantic frame for the
integration and evaluation of known knowledge. We then focus on the definition of adequate
unstructured knowledge integration processes.





Chapter 4

Unstructured Knowledge Integration

In some scenarios, we cannot guarantee the availability of adequate structured knowledge.
Generally speaking, extracting and formulating well-organized knowledge can be quite chal-
lenging, time-consuming or not feasible. This chapter presents some experimental scenarios
where structured knowledge is not available and challenging to define. To this end, we for-
mulate these scenarios from the point of view of unstructured knowledge integration (UKI).
Our objective is to overcome restrictions concerning structured knowledge definition while
maintaining some possible derived benefits like some level of model interpretability and an
increased generalization capability from limited data. Among the many challenges regarding
UKI, dealing with the natural language formulation of knowledge is one of the core dynamics
to consider. In particular, the absence of a specific knowledge interpretation semantic frame
creates the necessity of defining a good UKI process.

As a preliminary study, we investigate the unstructured knowledge integration mechanism
of comparison. More precisely, unstructured knowledge is defined as a collection of relevant
descriptors for a particular class in a classification setting. Such descriptors can be class
rationales or contextual data in highly correlated information concerning text inputs. We choose
memory-augmented neural networks (MANNs) [252, 276] as the base model architecture
for defining a UKI process as a natural way to extend any deep learning model with an
external knowledge set. The flexibility of such architecture allows decoupling the unstructured
knowledge integration process with its application. By doing so, we can progressively consider
selective extensions. For instance, integrated knowledge can shift from being static to being
iteratively updated throughout the learning process while keeping the integration semantic
fixed [282]. We explore simple MANN architectures mainly focused on defining an unstructured
knowledge mapping mechanism that addresses task-specific requirements. Additional UKI sub-
processes like knowledge validation are partially covered due to their challenging satisfiability.
Despite these limitations, we remark the difficulty of defining an unstructured knowledge
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mapping mechanism when facing issues like large-sized knowledge, partial knowledge coverage
and direct knowledge supervision. Although some knowledge validation properties are not
quantitatively measured and verified, integrating unstructured knowledge into simple neural
architectures via the MANN architecture is sufficient to provide notable benefits like improved
model performance.

4.1 Knowledge Representation

In this chapter, we consider two arbitrary textual knowledge types (KTs): (i) class rationales
concerning the positive class of a binary classification task; (ii) contextual data that is highly
correlated with the text inputs belonging to the positive class of a binary classification task. As
a preliminary case study, we consider a classification problem in both scenarios as it imposes
fewer requirements for knowledge integration and represents a more manageable task than
generation [91]. The first KT we explore is in the legal domain. In particular, we consider the
automatic detection of unfair clauses in legal documents. In such a scenario, we use expertise
explanations, denoted as legal rationales, to motivate the classification of an unfair clause.
Thus, legal rationales are the unstructured knowledge for unfair clause detection.

Intuitively, the integration of legal rationales requires a knowledge integration mechanism
that allows some verification process. The classification model learns how to use unstructured
knowledge to classify unfair clauses better. The interaction between the model and the unstruc-
tured knowledge should be made explicit and interpretable to properly verify if the model has
learned to associate text inputs to legal rationales. Similar behaviour is desired in our second
experimental scenario. We explore the task of argument component detection. In particular,
argument components are the classes for the classification task. The unstructured knowledge is
represented by text data belonging to a given component class. Such knowledge is employed as
contextual data to ease the task of classification. More precisely, we consider two argumentative
components based on Walton’s argument model [268]: the claim, i.e. an opinion or subjective
proposition, and the evidence or premise, i.e. a fact that supports the definition of the claim.

We then formulate the task of claim detection by using text examples labelled as evidence
as our unstructured textual knowledge. Evidence and claims are paired by their argumentative
support relation. Thus, it is possible to explicitly associate each evidence text example with
its corresponding claim text example in the dataset. Unlike the legal domain, the unstructured
knowledge comprises non-synthetic text examples that might ease the detection of claims
based on the correlation of each (evidence, input example) pair. In both scenarios, unstructured
knowledge is a valuable indicator to aid a model in addressing a classification task. However,
legal rationales are also the desired output of the model itself. The model should be capable
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of jointly classifying and motivating its decision process. On the other hand, such a tight
requirement is not enforced in argument component detection.

In the latter scenario, the preferred behaviour is when the model can select the correct
evidence for the detected claim. Nonetheless, in the domain of Argument Mining (AM), a
given text can be labelled as a particular component depending on contextual information [35].
Thus, provided argument relations are tied to the provided context. For instance, the same text
can appear as a claim and a evidence throughout the dataset. For this reason, the employed
knowledge does not impose an additional model behaviour, e.g. motivating its decision process,
but rather provides valuable information to ease the decision process itself and remove potential
ambiguities.

4.2 Challenges

Many challenges characterize the integration of unstructured textual knowledge. This section
describes the major challenges that we face in the preliminary experiments listed in this chapter.
First, we consider the problem of dealing with knowledge of poor quality. Second, we describe
the issue of modelling direct knowledge supervision. Third, we discuss the case when the
knowledge only covers a subset of input data. In particular, we consider how we should model
the unstructured knowledge integration (UKI) processes. Lastly, we evaluate how incorrect
mappings between text inputs and the knowledge should affect the unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism. More precisely, we reason to what extent such incorrect mappings can
condition model learning depending on the given knowledge mapping mechanism.

4.2.1 Poor Knowledge Quality

Unstructured textual knowledge hides several challenges regarding its natural language for-
mulation. In this chapter, we present the challenge of integrating knowledge of poor quality.
In particular, quality is measured in UKI properties like integration robustness and efficiency
(Section 2.4). For instance, in Section 4.3, we address the classification task of unfair clause
detection in the legal domain with class rationales. However, the formulation of such rationales
is not particularly compliant with the given input data to classify. For example, some class
rationales are too abstract or contain multiple reasoning concepts. Thus, some class rationales
should be split or reformulated better.

Having knowledge of poor quality is undoubtedly a possibility that we can encounter
when considering UKI. Therefore, we require the definition of adequate solutions. These
solutions can involve a dynamic knowledge representation. For instance, if a team of experts
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defined the original class rationales, we can consider instructing them to refine the knowledge.
Alternatively, we can also consider a dynamic knowledge update step applied at the unstructured
knowledge integration sub-process. In this case, we use the data-driven approach to instruct a
model and update the knowledge.

4.2.2 Supervised Knowledge Mapping

Depending on the given problem setting and the employed knowledge type (KT), direct
supervision about input to knowledge mappings might be available. Such information is
particularly valuable as it allows quantitatively measuring correctness. Additionally, direct
supervision opens the path to more intuitive explainable systems. In particular, direction
supervision allows a critical evaluation of potential language biases while assessing fundamental
properties, such as input stability. These properties are mainly required in settings subject
to hard constraints, such as safety. In this scenario, model predictions must be sustained by
confident motivations.

Nonetheless, correctly encoding direct supervision into the knowledge mapping process
may represent a challenge by itself. As direct supervision is strongly coupled with how the UKI
process is defined, we require direct supervision to be aligned with the unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism. For instance, in the context of unfair clause detection (Section 4.3), a
text to classify can be associated with multiple class rationales. However, it is sufficient to
select just one correct class rationale based on how the task is formulated. In this context, direct
supervision should consider the equivalence of class rationales associated with a given text
input.

4.2.3 Partial Knowledge Mapping

Another relevant challenge concerning UKI is the partial coverage of knowledge for input data.
In this scenario, the knowledge is only applicable to a specific input data subset. Thus, the
unstructured knowledge mapping process should not alter the decision-making process of a
model when dealing with input data that is not covered by the knowledge. For instance, in
the context of unfair clause detection (Section 4.3), the class rationales only cover the set of
unfair clauses in the dataset. In particular, unfair clauses are just one minor portion of the
dataset. Therefore, it is particularly crucial to define an unstructured knowledge mapping
mechanism capable of attentively making use of knowledge when required. Additionally, the
partial coverage of knowledge should be compatible with other dynamics like direct knowledge
supervision.
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4.2.4 Dealing with Incorrect Knowledge Mapping

One subtle dynamic that concerns the unstructured knowledge mapping process is described by
using incorrect knowledge for given text input. In this scenario, other tightly related dynamics
must not be altered when the model incorrectly uses the knowledge. For instance, in Section 4.5
we explore unstructured sampling to account for large knowledge sizes. In particular, sampling
strategies extract knowledge portions, i.e. knowledge elements, to define a new knowledge of
nominal size. In this context, sampling strategies are explored based on how well the knowledge
can benefit the decision-making process of a model. That is, we jointly learn to address the
task and retrieve the proper knowledge subset for a given input.

Consequently, the unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism should be robust to sam-
pling irrelevant knowledge elements for given text input. Furthermore, the unstructured
knowledge mapping mechanism should learn how to correct these irrelevant mappings similarly
to how the model receives feedback regarding its decision-making process.

4.3 Unfair Clause Detection with Legal Rationales

We consider the task of unfair clause detection in consumer contracts. The task is formulated
as a classification problem where a sentence be labeled as unfair or not. Despite a clause can
range from one to multiple sentences, we explore the simplified problem where each sentence
is treated individually. Thus, no contextual information is considered for the classification. In
this domain, classification models are tight to strong requirements. For instance, the decision
process of the classification model should be easily evaluable by legal experts. This is a required
process for experts to adopt the proposed classification model.

As a solution, we consider experts’ explanations, denoted as legal rationales regarding
unfairness as a form of unstructured textual knowledge to be integrated into the classification
models [136]. A legal rationale describes for what reasons a clause has been labelled as unfair.
We focus on the possible integration of a knowledge base of legal rationales. That is, the
unstructured knowledge to be integrated is represented by legal rationales. Legal rationales
fall within the KT of class rationales (Section 2.6.4). This corresponds to the idea that human
lawyers use legal rationales to provide explanations for intuitions of unfairness. Additionally,
lawyers use legal rationales to guide such intuitions, pointing to general features relevant
to unfairness, that could be shared by other similar clauses. Via an adeguate unstructured
knowledge integration mechanism, legal rationales can be employed by the classification
models to: (i) aid the classification process by leveraging domain information; (ii) providing a
motivation of the decision making process of a model.
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We adopt Memory-Augmented Neural Networks (MANNs) [252, 276] as a way to encode
legal rationales into the classification model to achieve above benefits. Indeed, MANNs define
a model architecture with an external memory component on which information can be stored
and read. In their basic formulations [252], MANNs also define a simple knowledge mapping
mechanism based on semantic similarity. Such property permits to condition the classification
problem on the unstructured knowledge, thus satisfying (i). Additionally, the same unstructured
knowledge mapping mechanism offers ways to evaluate to what extent the knowledge has
been used, thus satisfying (ii). We initially introduce a new dataset for unfair clause detection
with legal rationales annotations. We then describe our method for unstructured knowledge
integration of legal rationales. Lastly, we report experimental results and discuss the case study
from the point of view of UKI. More details about this work are reported in [136].

4.3.1 Data

Our starting point is the dataset produced by [154], consisting of 50 relevant online consumer
contracts, i.e., Terms of Service (ToS) of online platforms, analyzed by legal experts and
marked in XML. We selected the new contracts among those offered by some of the major
players in terms of global relevance, number of users, and time the service was established. We
focused on eight categories of clauses, which most often are unlawful or unfair, i.e., clauses
establishing: (1) jurisdiction in a state different from the consumer’s (J); (2) choice of a law
other than the consumer’s (LAW); (3) limitation of provider’s liability (LTD); (4) provider’s
right to unilaterally terminate the contract and/or access to the service (TER); (5) provider’s
right to unilaterally modify the contract/service (CH); (6) arbitration on disputes arising from
the contact (A); (7) provider’s right to unilaterally remove consumer content from the service,
including in-app purchases (CR); (8) acceptance of contract by the mere use of the service,
even when the consumer has not read the contract or explicitly agreed to it (USE) [154].

All the ToS we analyzed are standard terms available on the provider’s website for review
by potential and current consumers. Indeed, as it will be noted below, many providers assert
that rather than being an obligation on the service provider to notify their users regarding
changes to the ToS and even to the service, consumers are required to review the ToS from
time to time, visiting the website on a regular basis to check for any changes. As reported
by [159] and as our research indicates [176], such categories are widely used in ToS for online
platforms.

For the purposes of this study we focused on limitation of liability (LTD). Clauses falling
under this category stipulate that the duty to pay damages is limited or excluded for certain
kinds of losses and under certain conditions. One reason for focusing on limitation of liability
is that LTD is the category for which we have the largest number of problematic clauses in
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our dataset. More precisely, our corpus contains a total of 21,063 sentences, 674 of which
contain a potentially or clearly unfair clause (note that the total number of sentences containing
a potentially unfair clause, in any category, is 2,346).

In particular, clauses excluding liability for broad categories of losses or causes of them
were marked as potentially unfair, including those containing blanket phrases like “to the
fullest extent permissible by law”. Conversely, clauses meant to reduce, limit, or exclude the
liability for physical injuries, intentional harm, or gross negligence were marked as clearly
unfair [154, 176]. The second observation concerns the particular difficulty of detecting unfair
LTD clauses. Our classifier has shown lower performance on such clauses in comparison to
other categories [154]. Moreover, focusing on a single category of unfairness makes it easier
to circumscribe a dedicated knowledge base for testing the MANNs. However, this does not
affect the significance of our experiments, since unfair limitation of liability can be identified
on the basis of several different rationales.

Legal Rationales

An initial analysis enabled us to identify 21 legal rationales for (potentially) unfair limitation
of liability, which map different questionable circumstances under which the ToS reduce
or exclude liability for losses or injuries. For each rationale we defined a corresponding
identifier [ID]. The rationales have been formulated by two independent legal experts, each
adopting different approaches. The first approach was more synthetic, and produced a smaller
number of broad grounds of unfair exclusion of liability (Table 4.1). The second approach was
more analytical, and produced many explanations, each describing multiple kinds of unfairly
excluded losses or damages (Table 4.2). The two lists of rationales were then merged and used
together for running the experiments.

Table 4.1: Legal rationales for the legal qualification of unfairness (synthetic approach).

ID Legal Rationale

blanket_phrase The limitation of liability uses a blanket phrase to
the fullest extent permissible by law, any indirect
or incidental damages, liability arising out of or in
connection with these Terms or similar.

srv_con_liab Liability is excluded in cases related to availability,
usability or legality of service, website and/or user’s
content.

vir_malware Liability is excluded for data loss, corruption or damage
whether caused by viruses, trojan horses, malware or other
malicious activity.

physical_harm Liability is excluded also in cases of physical or personal
injuries.
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third_party Liability is excluded for the actions and/or services of
third parties.

Table 4.2: Legal rationales for the legal qualification of unfairness (analytical approach).

ID Legal Rationale

extent since the clause states that to the fullest extent
permissible by law the provider is not liable.

discontinuance since the clause states that the provider is not liable
for any technical problems, suspension, disruption,
modification, discontinuance, limitation of services and
features.

compharm since the clause states that the provider is not liable
for harm or damage to hardware and software, including
viruses, worms, trojan horses, or any similar contamination
or destructive program.

anydamage since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any special, direct and/or indirect, punitive, incidental or
consequential damage, including negligence, harm or failure.

amount since the clause states that the compensation for liability
or aggregate liability is limited to, or should not exceed,
a certain amount.

thirdparty since the clause states that the provider is not liable
for any action taken from third parties or other people,
including service and products, material and link posted by
others.

security since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any damage deriving from a security breach, including any
unauthorised access.

disclosure since the clause states that the provider is not liable
for damages resulting from disclosure of data and personal
information.

reputation since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
reputational and goodwill damages or loss.

anyloss since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any loss resulting from the use of the service and or of the
website, including lost profits, data, opportunity.

awareness since the clause states that the provider is not liable
whether or not he was, or should have been, aware about the
possibility of any damage or loss.

contractfailure since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any failure in performing contract and terms obligations,
breach of agreement.

unilateral since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any unilateral change or unilateral termination.

dataloss since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
any loss of data.

grossnegligence since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
gross negligence.

injury since the clause states that the provider is not liable for
personal injury and death.
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Each unfair limitation of liability clause in the training set has been indexed with on or
more identifiers of rationales that apply to the specific clause. As an example consider the
following clause taken from the terms of service of Badoo (last updated on 11 September 2018)
and previously classified as potentially unfair:

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Badoo expressly excludes:all conditions,
representations, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be implied by statute,
common law or the law of equity; and any liability incurred by you arising from use of
Badoo, its services or these Terms, including without limitation for any claims, charges,
demands, damages, liabilities, losses or expenses of whatever nature and howsoever direct,
indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, punitive or consequential damages (however
arising including negligence), loss of use, loss of data, loss caused by a computer
or electronic virus, loss of income or profit, loss of or damage to property, wasted
management or office time, breach of contract or claims of third parties or other losses
of any kind or character, even if Badoo has been advised of the possibility of such damages
or losses, arising out of or in connection with the use of Badoo.

The clause above has been linked to the following identifiers one the analytical approach: ID:
extent, anydamage, compharm, anyloss, awareness, contractfailure, dataloss. Con-
versely, on the synthetic approach, the clause has been associated to the following ID: blanket_-

phrase, vir_malware. The link between rationales and clauses will be used in future experi-
ments to instruct the system so that it can provide an explanation for the unfairness of particular
clauses.

4.3.2 Method

Legal experts can detect unfair clauses by relying on multiple sources of knowledge, such as
the applicable legal regulations, the relevant judicial cases, their trained common sense. They
also use these sources also for generating rationales (explanations). While a system aimed at
recognizing unfair clauses cannot be expected to reason like a lawyer, it should however be
expected to provide results that match the assessments that a trained lawyer would give after
carefully reading the document containing such clauses. In CLAUDETTE we have adopted
a supervised machine learning approach, based on a training set of documents annotated by
domain experts [154]. The system compares clauses classified as fair or unfair, and, based
on such a comparison, it develops its implicit concept of unfairness. Such an approach has
delivered very encouraging results, as noted above.

However, the legal knowledge used by the system is restricted to the annotations (category
and unfairness level) provided by the experts, which does not directly point to the rationales
behind the annotations. Conversely, we aim to directly exploit legal rationales for unfairness in
a forward-looking way. This corresponds to the idea that human lawyers use rationales not only
to provide explanations for intuitions of unfairness, but also to guide such intuitions, pointing
to general features relevant to unfairness, that may be shared by other similar clauses.
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Knowledge Integration via MANNs

To provide a computable model for the forward-looking use of rationales we rely on a par-
ticular category of deep learning models, denoted as Memory-Augmented Neural Networks
(MANNs) [92, 276]. MANNs are a type of a recurrent neural network (RNN) that introduces
an external memory block as a support for reasoning. Given an input, the model checks whether
the memory contains some slot that is related to that input (e.g., through a similarity measure).
Subsequently, the memory content is extracted and coupled with the given input to accomplish
the classification task.

We can distinguish between two phases: (i) the memory addressing sub-process, where
the network computes some representation of the input to operate with the memory; (ii) the
reasoning sub-process, where the new content is distilled for the resolution of the task. The
inter-operability of the model with respect to the memory block is general: the enhanced
representational capacity is equivalent to a Turing-complete machine, which can read and
write information on an hypothetical infinitely large memory tape. MANNs have been widely
used for complex tasks where reasoning about the context of the given inputs plays a key
role: question answering [25, 26, 134, 252], sentiment analysis [257], reading comprehension
[40, 109, 179], graph analysis and navigation [93, 94]. From a technical point of view, we
explore a simple variant [252] of the general concept of MANNs, named end-to-end memory
network, and define the task of unfair clause detection as a binary classification task [154],
where a given input clause can be labelled as either fair or (potentially) unfair.

Since unfairness detection inherently requires a comparison action with an adequate knowl-
edge base, covering syntactic, lexical and most importantly semantic ’patterns’, we require the
model to have access to the knowledge base while analyzing the input clause. The knowledge
base stored in the memory consists of a fixed collection of possible rationales for unfairness.
These rationales were provided by legal experts, based on their experience or on the case law,
and linked by the same experts to the clauses they apply to. Some examples of such rationales
are reported in Table 4.2).

Concerning knowledge integration, we consider provided unfairness prior information
as it is, i.e. raw texts, since conveying such knowledge via structured formulations, such as
knowledge graphs, stand as a challenging task itself. For instance, consider the awareness
explanation in Table 4.2. Compared to other simpler examples, such as physical_harm,
that intuitively introduce knowledge by highlighting relevant words or phrases, the type of
information provided by the awareness rationale is quite challenging to correctly distill. In
particular, it requires high-level understanding which cannot easily be formulated as a single
logic rule or by means of entity relations.
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How Integrated Knowledge is employed

When analyzing an input clause, the system accesses the knowledge base to retrieve the
rationales that best match such input. The links between statements and rationales established
by the system provide a simple criterion for qualitative analysis of the model. In particular,
if clause-rationale links were given for some samples, it would be possible to compare such
references made by the experts with those made by the MANN. Considering notable tasks
where MANNs have been employed, namely question answering and reading comprehension,
the problem of unfair clause detection locates nearly halfway between them. Typically, in
simple question answering, a single memory slot containing necessary information about the
answer is demanded. Moreover, contents stored in the memory blocks are usually independent
of each other and do not represent fragmented sequential information.

Conversely, in reading comprehension, document sentences referenced by the input question
are stored in individual memory slots. In this scenario, preserving sequential knowledge is
usually an important factor for correctly solving the task. In our case study, memory definition
follows the one of question answering, since explanations are independent of each other.
However, depending on the given knowledge formulation, multiple slots may be consulted
in order to correctly detect violations in clauses text, just as in reading comprehension. In
broad terms, the method employed by the MANN to classify a given input clause is as follows.
The MANN iteratively performs reading operations based on a similarity metric between each
memory slot and the input clause. Subsequently, the MANN extracts memory content by
combining all memory slots, and attributing to each slot a weight proportional to the similarity
score. Next, the extracted content is added to the current input to build a representation that
can possibly be distilled as a new input for another iteration (reasoning phase). In this way,
past iterations are always taken into account during memory reading. Eventually, after the last
memory iteration, the network operates on the distilled input to predict a fair/unfair label. Note
that the same memory slot may be read multiple times in order to properly exploit its content,
since a distribution of weights is applied to the whole memory block. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
architecture.

4.3.3 Experiments

Our experiments use the proposed dataset of consumer contracts, focusing solely on LTD
clauses. We employ a 10-fold cross-validation as both an evaluation and a calibration method
for our models of interest. In particular, the whole corpus is first split into 10 subsets, named
folds. Each fold is then used, in turn, as the test set, whereas the union of the other folds is
further split into a training set and a validation set, exploited for hyper-parameter tuning.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the proposed model for unfairness detection. Each given input clause to
be classified is firstly compared with the memory block via a similarity metric. By doing so, pertinent
content is extracted from the memory and coupled with the input clause. Subsequently, based on the
chosen fixed amount of read iterations, the model either repeats the procedure described so far with the
newly modified input, or uses content gathered so far to produce a prediction via a dedicated answer
module.

Concerning calibration, we consider two simple baselines that were also tested in some
of our previous work [154] about unfairness detection in consumer contracts: (i) a network
comprised of stacked recurrent neural network layers, a variant of RNNs referred to as Long
Short-Term Memory network (LSTM), used extensively in the deep learning community; and
(ii) a network defined as a stack of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Moreover, we
consider the current state-of-the-art solution for this task [154], featuring at its core a Support
Vector Machine (SVM). Among all these models, the MANN is the only one that leverages
an external knowledge base. The only input of LSTM, CNN, and SVM is the clause to be
classified.

The memory network we propose follows the architecture described in [252] with minimal
differences. With respect to the system illustrated in Section 4.3.2, the model performs six
iterations, i.e. hops, over the memory before producing an answer. Qualitative analysis of
this behaviour is reported below. Just like in [252], the similarity operation between the input
clause and each content stored in memory is implemented as a simple dot product between the
two sentence-embedding vectors, numerical representations of the corresponding texts. Far
more complex implementations have been adopted in the literature [94, 106, 134, 202, 282],
and we will consider them in future extensions.
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For the present study we decided to adopt the simplest similarity operation, because of the
exploratory nature of our investigation. Once extracted, the distilled memory vector, defined as
the weighted sum of read contents, is summed with the current input and used as input for the
next iteration, as shown in Figure 4.1. As a last stage, a stack of fully connected layers is used
to predict the classification label, given the latest memory-enhanced input.

To account for performance variations due to different initial configurations, we address
model stability by repeating the cross-validation routine a sufficient amount of times. In our
experimental setting we fix the number of repetitions to 10. In this way, it is possible to gather
insight about performance variance and select at the same time the best-performing results.
Input sensitivity is a crucial factor for detection systems, especially when the task is centred
on infrequent or hard-to-detect anomalies. Furthermore, models were early stopped based on
validation loss scores. Hyper-parameters calibration was accomplished via the same evaluation
method, but without repetitions.

Table 4.3 reports the results of the proposed experimental setting. In particular, for all the
models we report precision, recall, and F1 scores, macro-averaged over the ten folds.1 From the
collected results, it is evident that baseline models that exclusively leverage the input-clause
content fail to correctly classify the majority of legal violations in consumer contracts. On the
other hand, the MANN model shows a strong improvement in performance with respect to
the baselines. This indeed corroborates the rationale that background knowledge is a crucial
element for this task. The proposed model exploiting an external memory shows even slightly
better results than the state-of-the-art SVM.

Differently from other described architectures, modelling explicit comparison in memory
networks presents the advantage of directly visualizing the interaction level of the model with
respect to its memory blocks. This opens up the possibility of understanding what the model
believes to be useful for the detection task. As an example, Figure 4.2 shows the overall
memory usage over all folds.

It is clear that the model does not exploit all the memory slots equally. The most used
memory is the one stating “The limitation of liability uses a blanket phrase like to the fullest
extent permissible by law, any indirect or incidental damages, liability arising out of or in
connection with these terms, or similar”, which is one of the most general explanations, also
providing several examples. Overall, the eight most used memories account for over 45% of the
cases labeled by our experts, which is very interesting, since we point out that no information
about which explanations were linked to which clauses was given during training. The latter

1For all the neural models, we have exploited multi-start by training ten different networks for each
fold, and selecting the best network for each fold according to the validation performance.
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Table 4.3: Results on 10-fold cross-validation on ToS-100. Performance measures are macro-averaged.

Model Precision Recall F1

Baseline LSTM 37.55 88.93 51.51
Baseline CNN 43.43 87.90 56.27

Memory Network 68.36 84.31 64.33
SVM 52.52 81.57 63.7

Figure 4.2: Cumulative memory distribution across all test folds. Slots never selected are not shown.

would be called a strong supervision for memory networks, and we plan to use it in future
work.

4.3.4 A New CLAUDETTE Tool

We make use of the aforementioned MANN-based methodology to provide an extended version
of the CLAUDETTE tool [154]. Figure 4.3 provides a concrete example for unfair clause
detection where legal rationales, and their model confidence scores, are provided in addition. In
particular, the tool offers the user the possibility to enter some text to analyse [150]; the input
text is then separated into sentences, and each of them is classified as either unfair or not.

In the first case, the system also predicts the unfairness category. For each detected unfair
sentence presented in the results web page, CLAUDETTE thus reports the unfairness category
and, if any, also the list of legal rationales that were employed by the underlying MANN model
during classification, each with a corresponding confidence score. In this way the user is not
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Figure 4.3: Example of classification performed by the CLAUDETTE tool. Unfair sentences are
highlighted in bold and tagged with predicted unfairness label, i.e., category. Additionally, if the memory
has been used during classification, the list of exploited legal rationales along with model confidence
score (ranging from 0 to 1) is reported.

only informed about the unfairness categories and reasons for unfairness, but also is given an
indicator on how relevant these reasons are for the input text.

4.3.5 Discussion

We have investigated the integration of legal rationales with a focus on limitation of liability.
As a preliminary study, the integration of unstructured knowledge has been formulated via
MANNs for deep learning models. In particular, we explored a simple unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism via a neural attention mechanism [77]. The unstructured knowledge
integration mechanism of entailment is then viewed as a simple embedding-based similarity
operator with no asymmetry constraint [250].

As a preliminary study, we only focused on measuring unstructured knowledge integration
from the point of view of model performance. Nonetheless, the knowledge type (KT) of legal
rationales is class rationales. Thus, further studies regarding the unstructured knowledge vali-
dation process have to be carried out. For instance, we can quantitatively measure correctness
if direct knowledge supervision is provided. We assume that consistency is guaranteed from
the point of view of legal rationales definition.
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However, their natural language formulation may represent a notable obstacle for their
integration. Lastly, coherence is hardly measurable when considering neural attention models
and the KT of class rationales. As a preliminary approach, we could rely on attention values to
identify linguistic patterns that denote the entailment between the input clause and the selected
legal rationales. Nonetheless, more advanced techniques that belong to other research areas
like eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) [117] should be considered.

This study was motivated by two main goals. The short-term goal was aimed at verifying
whether the use of a knowledge base of legal rationales can improve the system performance in
unfairness detection, while improving the reliability of the classification task. The experimental
results show that a MANN model using a relatively small set of legal rationales without direct
supervision can outperform other neural baselines. Additionally, the employed simple MANN
architecture is able to slightly improve over the state-of-the-art SVM.

Moreover, memory-enhanced architectures inherently allow qualitative in-depth analyses of
the model’s behaviour, facilitating task-related investigations concerning relevant issues, such
as trustworthiness and stability. Nonetheless, further steps are required, such as the annotation
of memory targets for each input clause, to be exploited both to train the model towards task
objectives, and to directly assess behaviour comparison.

The experimental preliminary case study raises up to major challenges. In particular, these
challenges mainly concern unstructured knowledge integration in terms of memory usage. More
precisely, contrary to traditional settings in which unstructured information is exploited, such
as goal-oriented dialogues or question answering, a correct integration of available knowledge
is a challenge itself. This is due to potential information incompleteness or due to its inherent
high-level and abstract formulation.

Optional Memory Usage

Enhancing binary classification by introducing complex legal rationales concerning unfairness
naturally opens up several questions concerning memory usage. In particular, albeit exper-
tise knowledge is a useful support tool, there could be cases in which such information is
not required at all. For instance, the employed legal rationales only refer to unfair clauses.
Nonetheless, their integration via a softmax-based attention mechanism enforces their usage
for each input clause.

As a result, an inappropriate knowledge integration mechanism may even hinder the
classification due to irrelevant introduced unstructured knowledge that may obfuscate crucial
clause information. In other terms, contrary to traditional dialogue-oriented task, available
knowledge base may be optional for certain situations. This stand as a necessary gimmick
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due to the impossibility to properly define an unstructured knowledge capable of covering all
possible scenarios.

Partial Strong Supervision

Providing direct knowledge supervision about which legal rationales should be associated with
each input unfair clause is highly desirable. Traditional MANNs scenarios [25, 134, 179, 257,
282] have direct supervision defined for each input example. In contrast, in our case study the
integration of unstructured knowledge only affects unfair input examples.

As a result, traditional implementations concerning knowledge supervision may not come
as effective as seen in standard settings. Moreover, if knowledge has partial coverage over input
data, the integration of direct knowledge supervision is particularly challenging. Thus, ad-hoc
solutions have to be considered.

Interestingly, the described scenario can also be beneficial from the point of view of
knowledge evaluation. For instance, consider a legal rationale that is frequently associated
with unfair clauses. Nonetheless, the model hardly uses that legal rationale. Therefore, we can
hypothesize that the natural language formulation of the legal rationale is quite challenging for
its integration. Consequently, a modification of the legal rationale could be considered.

4.4 Unfair Clause Detection with Partial Strong Supervision

This section extends the work presented in Section 4.3 regarding unfair clause detection with
MANNs from several perspectives. The present study relies on a significantly extended dataset
with several unfairness categories and related rationales. Additionally, we evaluate multiple
MANN configurations, limited to single-hop reasoning regarding task-related assumptions.
Furthermore, we explore the benefits of partial direct knowledge supervision, denoted as strong
partial supervision, from both the classification performance and the model explainability
perspectives.

Regarding UKI, we use direct knowledge supervision to measure correctness quantita-
tively. Additionally, we analyze how unstructured knowledge is employed by reporting several
memory-oriented statistics. These measures do not explicitly guarantee coherence but rather
are an additional support tool for evaluating how legal rationales are integrated and used. For
instance, we can evaluate the quality of unstructured knowledge from its natural language
formulation. Additionally, insights concerning the adopted unstructured knowledge mapping
mechanism emerge as well. We can determine the efficacy of the mapping mechanism when
input data and unstructured knowledge are considered fixed. Consequently, we can consider
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extensions regarding the unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism if it cannot address
knowledge with partial coverage and partial strong supervision.

We briefly outline the extended dataset with new categories of unfairness and corresponding
legal rationales. We then describe the method for unstructured knowledge integration with
MANNs. In particular, the MANN models are formulated to support partial knowledge coverage
and partial strong supervision. Lastly, we report experimental results and further discussions.
More details about the presented work are reported in [223].

4.4.1 Data

We employ the same dataset of online consumer contracts, i.e. Terms of Service (ToS), intro-
duced in [136]. As a contributing point, the dataset was further extended by introducing legal
rationales for the following categories: Arbitration (A), Unilateral changes (CH), Unilateral
termination (TER) and Content removal (CR). Additionally, the sets of legal rationales for the
Limitation of liability (LTD) category were merged into a single set and further refined due to
overlapping expressions. The distribution of the different categories across the 100 documents
is reported in Table 4.4. We shall notice the high frequency of some of the chosen categories
within the dataset. Arbitration clauses are the most uncommon and are found in 43 documents
only. All other categories appear in at least 83 out of 100 documents. Limitation of liability
and unilateral termination together represent more than half of all potentially unfair clauses.

We expected that detecting unfair clauses under these categories would be especially
challenging. The state-of-the-art classifier shows lower performance on such clauses than other
categories [154]. Additionally, it also turns out that we could match each of these potentially
unfair clause categories with several potentially unfair practices/legal rationales. The resulting
one–to–many mapping of clauses to legal rationales will be detailed in the following sections.
We can use the link between rationales and clauses to instruct the system to explain the
unfairness of particular clauses. We limit the listing of legal rationales to the Arbitration (A)
unfairness category. The complete legal rationales listing is reported in Appendix C.

Arbitration

The arbitration clause can be considered a kind of forum selection clause since it requires or
allows the parties to resolve their disputes through an arbitration process before the case could
go to court. However, such a clause may or may not specify that arbitration should occur within
a specific jurisdiction. While clauses defining arbitration as fully optional has been marked as
clearly fair, those stipulating that the arbitration should (1) take place in a state other than the
state of consumer’s residence and (2) be based not on law but arbiter’s discretion were marked
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Table 4.4: ToS-100 corpus statistics. For each category of clause unfairness, we report the overall
number of clauses, the number of documents they appear in and the average sentence length (i.e. word
count).

Type of clause # clauses # documents average length (# words)
Limitation of liability 629 98 47.04

Content removal 216 83 39.81
Unilateral termination 420 93 36.04

Unilateral changes 344 97 26.03
Arbitration 106 43 47.55

as clearly unfair. In every other case, the arbitration clause was considered potentially unfair.
Under this category, we identified eight legal rationales, as reported in Table 4.5. As examples,
consider the following clauses taken from the Airbnb (retrieved in November 2019) and Grindr
(recovered in July 2018) terms of service:

By accepting these Terms of Service, you agree to be bound by this arbitration clause and
class action waiver.

Any Covered Dispute Matter must be asserted individually in binding arbitration
administered by the American Arbitration Association (AAA) by its Consumer Arbitration
Rules (including utilizing desk, phone or video conference proceedings where appropriate
and permitted to mitigate costs of travel).

The first clause above, previously classified as potentially unfair, has been linked to the
consent_tos identifier since it states that the agreement to the Terms of Service is specifically
treated as consent to the arbitration clause. Conversely, the second clause was previously
classified as clearly unfair, and it has been linked to the following IDs: arb_obligatory,
extralegal_rules since it states that all disputes must be resolved through arbitration, and
the consumer is mandatorily subject to rules on dispute resolution not covered by the law, i.e.
Consumer Arbitration Rules by the American Arbitration Association (AAA).
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Table 4.5: Legal rationales for the Arbitration category.

ID Legal Rationale

arb_obligatory All disputes must be resolved through arbitration,
instead of a court of law, and the rights and
obligations of the party will be decided by an
arbitrator instead of a judge or jury.

exceptions_apply Arbitration is mandatory though the clause contains
exceptions where arbitration is not mandatory or does
not apply under certain circumstances; this includes
pursuing certain claims in a small claims court.

extralegal_rules The consumer is mandatorily subject to rules on dispute
resolution not covered by law; this includes any rules
on arbitration coined by an arbitral body, chamber,
association or other type of organization.

outside_domicile The arbitration is to take place in country different
than the consumer’s domicile.

opt_out The consumer must first opt out for the arbitration not
to be obligatory.

unless_-
prohibited

The arbitration is mandatory unless prohibited by
applicable law.

soft_redirect Disputes which are unresolved informally, through a
small claims court or otherwise, may be submitted for
arbitration, also on option of one of the parties.

consent_tos The user is bound by the arbitration clause on grounds
of accepting the ToS.

4.4.2 Method

We formulate the task of potentially unfair clause detection as a standard classification problem,
yet enhanced by introducing external knowledge containing possible explanations for the
labelled unfairness types. Specifically, we extend the setup described by [136], in which
statements to be classified are explicitly compared with the given knowledge. In particular,
following the technical formulation of MANNs, we consider input clauses as a query to the
memory, which contains a collection of legal rationales.

When a clause q has to be classified, the system attempts to retrieve from memory M those
rationales (possibly more than one) that best match such clause. We can compute this match
by exploiting a similarity metric s(q,mi) between the input clause and each memory slot mi.
Then, the MANN extracts content from memory M, by computing a weighted combination
of all the memory slots, where the weight wi of the i-th slot is proportional to the similarity
metric: c = ∑

|M|
i=1 wi ·mi. It is worthwhile noticing that, differently from [136], here we compute

wi by applying a sigmoid function σ to the output of the similarity function: wi = σ(s(q,mi)).
Compared to softmax, a sigmoid activation allows us to view the external memory as an
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optional source of information, promoting the idea that rationales may not be required for all
clauses and enabling the activation of multiple memory slots.

Content c is then combined with clause q to build the final representation q̃ to be used to
classify the clause. This query update consists of a simple concatenation of the two vectors in
our experimental setting.2 The MANN finally considers q̃ to predict whether the input clause is
potentially unfair. The whole architecture of the system is depicted in Figure 4.4a.

4.4.3 Weak and Strong Partial Supervision

We consider two different kinds of supervisions for the use of memory, usually named weak
and strong supervision [252]. Under weak supervision, we feed the MANN with the whole
collection of rationales (the KB), without providing the information, during training, of which
set of rationales should be used for which clause. Under strong supervision, instead, we provide
the MANN with the explanation(s) used for every potentially unfair clause.

Strong supervision of legal rationales encoded in the memory is implemented as a max-
margin loss at the extraction level. We can view it as suggesting a higher preference for
memory elements, i.e., legal rationales, labelled by experts as the true motivation of given
clause unfairness. This added penalty term gives a high cost to examples (unfair clauses) that
are not assigned to the corresponding ground-truth explanation(s) in the memory:3

LSS =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

1
|Mn

+||Mn
−|

∑
m+∈Mn

+

∑
m−∈Mn

−

[L (m+,m−)] (4.1)

L (m+,m−) = max
(

0,γ−σ(s(qn,m+))+σ(s(qn,m−))
)

(4.2)

where Mn
+ is the set of target explanations for a given example qn, Mn

− is the set of non-target
explanations for n, (m+,m−) is a target/non-target explanation pair for a given sample n, and γ

is the margin hyper-parameter. Intuitively, this loss function pushes the MANN to compute
scores for the larger target explanations than those for non-target explanations for at least a
margin γ . By controlling the intensity of this preference via a sort of regularization coefficient,
we can trade-off between classification performance and model output interpretability (see
Figure 4.4b). In fact, in our scenario, properly motivating the proposed model predictions is as
crucial as evaluating its performance by standard classification metrics. As already mentioned,

2The general MANN architecture would also allow for multiple iterations of memory reading
operations. We leave to future research a deep investigation of this possibility.

3It is worthwhile noticing that each clause in the training set could be associated with multiple
justifications. We consider the memory to be correctly used if at least one of the supervision rationales
is selected.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) MANN general architecture for unfair clause detection. Given a clause q to classify and
a set of legal rationales, i.e., memory M, the model first evaluates the similarity between q and each
memory slot mi. Subsequently, proportionally to their similarity with q, memory components mi are
aggregated into a single vector representation. Intuitively, if the similarity metric is non-zero only for
a single mi, the aggregated vector is a weighted representation of mi. Lastly, such aggregated vector
is used to update q to enrich input information for the final classification step. (b) Weak and strong
supervision. We can guide the parametric similarity step by specifying which memory content mi should
have high similarity with q. This process is formally known as strong supervision (SS) in the MANN
literature. In particular, the model is instructed to shift from its current similarity behaviour (black bars)
to the one desired by SS (red bars).
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introducing a KB comprised of expertise rationales allows us to better interpret the model
output by considering its linkage to the KB.

4.4.4 Experiments

For each unfairness category introduced in Section ,4.4.1 we employed sets of expert justifica-
tions, each of a different size. In particular, we consider each category as a standalone binary
classification task, where model evaluation is defined as a standard 10-fold cross-validation.

As it is well-known that standard MANN architectures are affected by high variance [276],
three networks are trained with different random seed initialization for each fold in the cross-
validation. We pick the best according to the performance on the validation set, as customary
in many applications [14].

As for the deep architecture, we employ a simple variant of the traditional end-to-end
MANN [252], with the following modifications, already introduced in Section 4.4.2:

(i) Attention operation via sigmoid activation function instead of softmax to enable the
selection of multiple (possibly none) memory slots;

(ii) The number of reading iterations over memory limited to just one, which also simplifies
training;

(iii) Query update via concatenation instead of embedding sum;

(iv) Clause-justification similarity operation via a two-layer MLP, to further consider strong
supervision as an additional penalty term.

The last two architectural choices follow a preliminary experimental evaluation and make
the model more expressive. In particular, we have defined a hyper-parameter calibration step
on the validation set via Bayesian optimization (with the hyperopt package). We tested
different query update variants: sum, concatenation, computation via an MLP or an RNN.
For the similarity operation, we have tested the following configurations: dot product, scaled
dot-product, from 1 up to 3 dense layers with units belonging to the set [64,128,256,512].

For each test fold in the cross-validation, the remaining data are split between 80% for
training and 20% for validation. Training is then regularized by early stopping on validation F1,
with patience equal to 40 epochs.

As for performance comparison, we consider the current state-of-the-art solution imple-
mented in the CLAUDETTE system [154], based on support vector machines (SVM). Addition-
ally, we consider a set of deep neural networks that do not leverage any external information:
(i) a simple set of stacked convolutional neural networks (CNNs), on the top of which a 2-layer
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Table 4.6: Classification performance of the employed models according to macro-F1 computed on 10-
fold cross-validation for unfair examples. For MANN, WS and SS stay for weak and strong supervision,
respectively.4

Categories
Model A CH CR LTD TER
SVM 0.350 0.673 0.538 0.636 0.636
CNN 0.361 0.654 0.584 0.627 0.612

LSTM 0.326 0.639 0.498 0.589 0.589
MANN (WS) 0.503 0.670 0.596 0.649 0.664
MANN (SS) 0.526 0.665 0.606 0.659 0.666

MLP classifier is added for binary classification; (ii) a set of stacked recurrent neural networks
along with a 2-layer MLP for classification.

We set the hyper-parameters of each model, including MANNs, by selecting the architecture
with the best performance on the validation set. In particular, for MANNs, we chose a word
embedding size of 256, an L2-regularization weight of 10−3, a dropout equal to 0.7, an MLP
with a hidden layer of 32 neurons for the similarity score between clause and memory, and 64
neurons for the final classification layer. For strong supervision, we set the margin γ = 0.5 to
ensure that uncorrelated legal explanations are irrelevant for classification, while we tuned the
penalty coefficient separately for each unfairness category.

We present two different tables for results. In Table ,4.6 we report the standard classification
metrics, namely the macro-average F1 score computed on the cross-validation procedure,
evaluated on the five unfairness categories of interest. Table 4.7 instead reports several statistics
about memory usage and related classification performance when considering weak and strong
supervision. In particular, we compute the following metrics:

memory usage (U): the percentage of input examples (clauses) for which memory is used;

coverage (C): the percentage of correct memory slot selection over all unfair examples;

coverage precision (CP): the percentage of correct memory slot selection over examples
where memory is used.

4The reported performance is not directly comparable with the work of [136] for two different reasons:
(1) the corpus is different, as it consists of a more extensive (and more heterogeneous) collection of 100
contracts; (2) the task here is a binary classification for each separate category, whereas [136] addressed
the (more straightforward) problem of detecting potentially unfair clauses (of any category).
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Table 4.7: Memory statistics concerning model predictions on unfair examples only. Memory interaction
is evaluated on the test set only. Several metrics are reported to assess the extent to which legal rationales
are of use and exclude ill-based performance. In particular, the following metrics are considered:
memory usage (U), correct memory usage over unfair examples (C) and over examples for which
memory is used (CP), along with a more fine-grained ranking version (CP@1-3), correct classification
when memory is employed (MP) and, lastly, the average memory usage per sample (APM). Models
are compared with baselines that always select the most (@1) or second-most (@2) frequent legal
explanation.

Model U C CP CP@1 CP@3 MP APM MRR
Arbitration (A)

Baseline@1 1.0 0.698 0.698 0.698 0.698 0.698 0.125 /
Baseline@2 1.0 0.358 0.358 0.358 0.358 0.358 0.125 /

MANN (WS) 0.292 0.283 0.968 0.548 0.839 0.968 0.839 0.673
MANN (SS) 0.547 0.500 0.914 0.741 0.897 0.862 0.500 0.876

Unilateral changes (CH)
Baseline@1 1.0 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.143 /
Baseline@2 1.0 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.212 0.143 /

MANN (WS) 0.526 0.445 0.845 0.210 0.757 0.459 0.752 0.417
MANN (SS) 0.872 0.805 0.913 0.850 0.877 0.693 0.454 0.896

Content removal (CR)
Baseline@1 1.0 0.546 0.546 0.546 0.546 0.546 0.059 /
Baseline@2 1.0 0.435 0.435 0.546 0.546 0.435 0.059 /

MANN (WS) 0.074 0.051 0.688 0.250 0.563 0.688 0.482 0.271
MANN (SS) 0.148 0.093 0.625 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.292 0.452

Limitation of liability (LTD)
Baseline@1 1.0 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.676 0.056 /
Baseline@2 1.0 0.423 0.423 0.423 0.423 0.423 0.056 /

MANN (WS) 0.176 0.144 0.818 0.264 0.564 0.818 0.581 0.351
MANN (SS) 0.174 0.145 0.835 0.321 0.624 0.835 0.586 0.414

Unilateral termination (TER)
Baseline@1 1.0 0.388 0.388 0.388 0.388 0.388 0.036 /
Baseline@2 1.0 0.229 0.229 0.229 0.229 0.229 0.036 /

MANN (WS) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MANN (SS) 0.998 0.631 0.632 0.387 0.492 0.499 0.136 0.531

These metrics ascertain whether knowledge integration is effective and to what extent.
Moreover, we report a classification-oriented score concerning prediction accuracy with non-
zero memory usage, namely memory precision (MP).
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Table 4.8: Qualitative evaluation of strong supervision concerning two examples of different unfairness
categories. The leftmost column shows the category. The rightmost column reports the target set
(Targets) associated with given clauses and the legal rationales selected by the model during the
inference of two MANNs trained with strong (SS) and weak supervision (WS). In these examples, the
contribution of the strong supervision leads to more content-aware and selective classification, providing
at the same time a qualitative tool for model interpretability.

Cat. Clause Targets/SS/WS

A

You and Airbnb mutually agree that any dispute, claim
or controversy arising out of or relating to these terms

or the breach, termination, enforcement or interpolation
thereof, or to the use of the Airbnb platform, the host

services, or the collective content (collectively,
"disputes") will be settled by binding arbitration (the

"arbitration agreement"

Targets: exceptions_apply
SS: exceptions_apply
WS: |

CH

[...], additionally, there may be times when we need to
remove or change features or functionality of the
service or stop providing a service or access to

third-party apps and services altogether

Targets: anyreason
SS: anyreason
WS: anyreason, nowarning,
justponed, imbalance,
consresp, againsterms,
lawchange, update

However, more detailed information about memory selection is required to exclude ill-
behaved scenarios, such as where the model uses all available memory, and avoid rushed
positive conclusions about memory usage even though the model mostly prefers non-target
justifications. To this end, we also report metric CP when only the memory slot with the highest
score—that is, the most preferred explanation—is considered (CP@1) as well as the three slots
with the highest scores are considered (CP@3). Finally, we report the average percentage of
used memory the average number of memory elements selected concerning total memory size
(APM).

The results in Table 4.6 show that even a naive combination of a simple MANN architecture
and raw knowledge representation is sufficient to show increased performance over traditional
knowledge-agnostic models, such as the proposed neural baselines and the current state-of-the-
art SVM solution. However, solely relying on classification performance is a non-exhaustive
evaluation criterion to assess whether a model is better. Weak supervision is already sufficient to
slightly enhance performance, whereas strong supervision still adds a margin of improvement.
More specifically, more challenging unfair detection scenarios, such as A and CR, show a
considerable benefit of added knowledge that compensates for the high-class distribution
unbalance of these settings.
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However, different factors represent a challenger for unstructured knowledge integration.
Notable examples are noisy knowledge representation, many possible explanations of unfair-
ness, and increased available data. Hence, the performance improvement over the other interest
categories appears to be only moderate. In particular, LTD and TER categories present the
highest explanation variation, increasing the complexity of knowledge formulation for a correct
performance boost.

As for the accuracy in providing explanations, which is the main point of adopting a MANN
architecture, Table 4.7 confirms our intuition that strong supervision offers a crucial element in
correctly linking potentially unfair clauses to their correct rationales. Table 4.7 clearly shows
that the CP metric is very high when strong supervision is applied, ranging from 0.63 (CR and
TER) up to 0.8 and 0.9 (A, CH, LTD). The top-scoring rationale is often correct for A and
CH (above 0.7 and 0.8, respectively). For all the categories, the correct explanation is among
the top-3, scoring in over 50% of the cases (around 0.9 for A and CH). The APM metric also
shows that the MANN is quite selective in choosing the memory: in fact, the percentage of
used explanations never exceeds 50% of the memory size, on average.

Lastly, to further illustrate the benefits introduced by strong supervision, Table 4.8 shows
two examples of proper and selective memory usage that lead to correct unfairness detection.
In particular, not only is the model encouraged to use target legal rationales for the given
example, but it also learns to use such added knowledge attentively. On the other hand, a model
without such direct supervision may fail to filter out irrelevant information or select relevant
information for classification. Supplementary material regarding the contribution of partial
strong supervision is reported in Appendix D.

4.4.5 Discussion

This second case study concerning unfair clause detection confirms that integrating unstructured
textual knowledge into data-driven methodologies is challenging. This is particularly evident
in legal analysis where providing an interpretable and transparent unstructured knowledge
integration process is desired. In particular, the integrated knowledge is significant, broad and
noisy. We extensively analyzed simple formulations for unstructured knowledge integration
and mapping processes. In particular, the provided analysis concerning the adoption of partial
strong supervision sheds light on the difficulty of defining a successful UKI process.

Different analyses have to be carried out to evaluate the integration of unstructured knowl-
edge properly. Here, we have only scratched the surface regarding the unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism. Additionally, more sophisticated mapping mechanisms, model architec-
tures and, more importantly, knowledge validation criteria have to be explored. An additional
issue is scalability. Being able to rely on several sources of explanation may provide high
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flexibility, easing cross-domain adaption. However, incorporating large sets of legal rationales
requires approximation methods at the memory addressing level [36, 189], depending on the
given model architecture.

Other areas of legal analytics of far higher complexity have yet to be explored. Notable
examples are legal argument analysis [153] and privacy policies [45]. In particular, in the latter
scenario, the high structural complexity of legal documents demands richer task formulations
than just sentence-level information. For instance, intra-document contextual information is
crucial to assess the correctness of a legal statement. The integration of legal rationales for unfair
clause detection remains a challenging task where tight constraints like model interpretability
are particularly important. We briefly outline in the below sections some research directions
worth exploring.

Dynamic Knowledge

The conditioning of knowledge on the data-driven learning process is not new [114] and
has also been explored in the context of MANNs [282]. However, any modification process
regarding a knowledge type (KT) should be compliant with the selected knowledge integration
and mapping mechanisms. For instance, the newly added unstructured knowledge modification
process should maintain the validity of the provided knowledge. Thus, the proposed data-driven
unstructured knowledge modification process should be somewhat constrained to not alter the
knowledge itself in a significant way.

Nonetheless, automatically determining violations in the modification process is non-trivial.
For instance, in the case of legal rationales, we should consult legal experts periodically to
evaluate the nature of the unstructured knowledge modification process. However, such a
requirement may not be feasible at all. Despite the problem of defining a formal unstructured
knowledge validation process, a controlled unstructured knowledge modification process could
significantly aid model learning. Indeed, in our experimental scenario of unfair clause detection,
some legal rationales are of poor quality and, thus, hardly utilized throughout learning.

Zero- And Few-Shot Learning with Legal Rationales

Formulating the task of unfair clause detection as a zero- or few-shot learning task is of
particular importance for two main reasons: (i) it facilitates extending the task to new sets
of legal rationales and new unfairness categories; (ii) it explicitly enforces the process of
unstructured knowledge mapping throughout learning. Regarding the first point, we aim at
evaluating classification models on unseen unfairness categories with their corresponding set
of legal rationales. Such capability eases defining new legal rationales and automatically
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modifying existing ones. By doing so, no additional training phases specialized for each
unfairness category may be required. Instead, a unique model is preferred to adapt to a new set
of legal rationales.

Lastly, relying on legal rationales for classification enforces the model to use the provided
unstructured knowledge explicitly. This process also allows a critical approach to evaluating
the quality of legal rationales based on model performance. Nonetheless, a different KT for
this task should be considered. In particular, adequate class descriptors for each unfairness
category are preferred. Consequently, we should discuss the difficulties of determining these
class descriptors from available legal rationales.

4.5 Sampling from Unstructured Knowledge with Trans-
formers

This section explores two challenging research directions to assess the contribution of unstruc-
tured knowledge integration in aiding a model in addressing a particular task. More precisely,
we consider classification scenarios with (i) limited training data and with (ii) large knowledge
bases. As for classification tasks, we explore the task of argument sentence detection [225]
and pick the task of unfair clause detection [136, 223], once again. We then formulate the
experimental setup for text classification with limited training data by considering a smaller
version of two datasets, one for argument sentence detection and the other for unfair clause
detection. In the context of argument sentence detection, such a choice is also aligned with the
size of the knowledge to be integrated as it scales with the size of the data.

We consider the same setup of [223] for unfair clause detection regarding unstructured
knowledge integration. That is, legal rationales define unstructured knowledge. On the other
hand, unstructured knowledge for argument sentence detection comprises textual examples
that are highly correlated with the ones to classify. We view these textual examples to be
integrated as a contextual data knowledge type (KT) (Section 2.6.6). To account for the
extensive knowledge size, we explore knowledge sampling strategies that can adapt to the
underlying data-driven learning approach. We condition how knowledge is retrieved for a
particular input example based on its usefulness for the task. Additionally, we explore advanced
language understanding models like BERT [58] within the framework of MANNs to address
the task of text classification with UKI.

We initially describe our methodology concerning knowledge sampling and introduce a
memory-augmented version of DistilBERT [228] and BERT [58], denoted as MemDistilBERT
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and MemBERT, respectively. Lastly, we report experimental results and discussions. More
details about this work are reported in [224].

4.5.1 Method

We propose a method for combining transformers with natural language explanations to enhance
interpretability without creating a knowledge acquisition bottleneck. This approach could be
described as learning from textual descriptions, and it resembles certain human learning
processes. Importantly, we achieve this result without hampering classification performance.

Knowledge as an External Memory

Dealing with knowledge expressed in natural language requires ad-hoc methodologies that
can efficiently use knowledge while maintaining desired properties like model interpretability.
Past research on deep learning models tackled the problem of handling external content
by introducing external memory blocks the model could interact with in a differentiable
way [251]. Such memory-augmented neural models enabled complex reasoning tasks like
reading comprehension and question answering and opened a new path in the context of
meta-learning [291].

Therefore, they seem an ideal candidate architecture for the integration of natural language
explanations. However, the main purpose of our extension of transformers is not to improve
classification performance, but to generate explanations in the form of grounding to elements of
a domain knowledge. Accordingly, the knowledge stored in our memory is not required, strictly
speaking, to correctly address the task (as, for example, in question answering). It is instead an
auxiliary collection of pieces of information that can be consulted to perform reasoning and to
make the neural model interpretable.

Memory-Augmented Transformers

The main building block of our architecture is a transformer-based model. In our experiments
we considered BERT [58] and DistilBERT [228], a distilled version of BERT that achieves
competitive performance while limiting the overall computational burden. However, our
approach is general and is not restricted to these two architectures. Memory-augmented neural
network architectures [92, 276] (MANNs) extend neural networks with an external memory
block that supports reasoning. We denote our memory-augmented transformer models as
memBERT and memDistilBERT. Memories are loaded with relevant background information.
Our architecture (see Figure 4.5) follows the typical structure of MANNs:
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Figure 4.5: Memory-augmented transformer architecture. M denotes the whole knowledge, M̄, the part
of the knowledge loaded in the memory after a possible sampling step. | · | denotes cardinality.

(i) a transformer layer encodes the input texts, including memories, producing a set of
sentence embeddings;

(ii) a memory-lookup layer compares the memory content with the input, producing a set of
similarity scores;

(iii) a memory extraction layer converts such similarity scores into attention scores {a1, . . . ,aM}
and uses them to compute a single memory summary embedding vector via a weighted
sum of the memory slots;

(iv) a memory reasoning layer uses the memory summary embedding vector to update the
input embedding vector. For instance, a simple form of input update consists in summing
input and memory summary embedding vectors together;

(v) a fully-connected layer uses the updated vector as an input for the classification task.

Being N the number of training examples and C the set of classes, all models are trained to
minimize standard cross-entropy loss:
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LCE =−
N

∑
i=1

C

∑
c=1

p(yi = c) log pθ (yi = c) (4.3)

In this setting there is no information about which is the correct memory slot to be applied
to a given example. In the literature, this is known as Weak Supervision (WS).

Guiding Memory Interaction with Strong Supervision

The concept of WS is important, since not always single memory slots can be directly associated
with individual training examples (e.g., this might be costly with regard to the time required from
an expert, but also intrinsically challenging). This is a very general setting. Yet, if background
knowledge comes with the capability of naturally linking each example with the associated
memory content, it is then possible to guide the model in the training phase by only focusing
on specific target memory slots. This procedure is formally known as Strong Supervision (SS)
and it has been widely explored in memory networks since their introduction [251]. SS can
assume different formulations.

In our experimental scenarios, it is sufficient to enforce a preference for just one of the
(possibly multiple) memory slots associated with a given input example. Following [223] we
exploit SS in the form of a max-margin loss. We define target memory slots as those that have
been linked to the input example during the annotation phase. We introduce a penalty term that
enforces target memory slots to have a higher similarity score with respect to the input x than
to the remaining slots, up to a γ margin:

LSS =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

1
|Mn

+||Mn
−|

∑
m+∈Mn

+

∑
m−∈Mn

−

[L (m+,m−)] (4.4)

L (m+,m−) = max
(

0,γ−σ(s(x,m+))+σ(s(x,m−))
)

(4.5)

where for the n-th example Mn
+ is the set of target memory slots for a given input example x, Mn

−
is the set of non-target memory slots for the n-th input example, (m+,m−) is a target/non-target
memory slot pair for n, σ is the activation function and s(·, ·) is the similarity function. The
hyper-parameter γ controls the intensity of the SS constraints, while trading-off classification
performance and model interpretability: large values of γ would basically turn the preference
ranking induced by the hinge loss into a classification loss. Overall, the loss function for
memBERT and memDistilBERT with SS is:

L = LCE +LSS (4.6)
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Efficiently Handling Large Memories with Sampling

In the architecture described so far, efficiently handling large memories is particularly chal-
lenging, for two main reasons. First, as the size of the memory grows, the number of irrelevant
(if not noisy) memory slots for a given input example inevitably grows as well. Second, the
complexity of the memory-related layers (steps (ii)–(iv) in Section 4.5.1) also increases with
the size of the memory. To this end, approximate solutions or sampling-based methods have
been explored, trading-off performance with efficiency [36]. Typical solutions mainly exploit
simple comparison strategies, like dot product similarity, that are easily executed in parallel
and approximated.

In our case, we aim to define a more complex memory lookup phase. Therefore, we
allow neural-based similarities and strive to look for an efficient sampling strategy to achieve
scalability. Memory sampling brings about both benefits and, possibly, issues. Reducing the
overall memory size enables large knowledge integration when dealing with complex deep
neural models like transformers. Moreover, sampling eases the knowledge integration process
from the point of view of noise compensation, i.e., filtering out irrelevant memory content. In
a similar fashion to curriculum learning [15], sampling reduces complexity by considering a
smaller memory, which, in turn, induces a limitation of spurious lookup operations. This is
also reflected at training time, where in each batch the model sees a different memory, thus
avoiding to always focus on specific slots, which could possibly head to over-fitting.

Nonetheless, sampling inherently introduces variance, therefore compatibility issues with
other strategies like SS might arise as well. To compensate for both problems, we define smart
sampling strategies that prioritize memory content according to the observed input examples.
To this end, similarly to prioritized experience replay (PER) [231], introduced in reinforcement
learning, we introduce priority-based sampling strategies that progressively take into account
the importance of the added information with respect to both input examples and task objectives.
In particular, to efficiently deal with large memories, we operate at batch level by sampling a
shared knowledge base. Then, depending on the given strategy, priority weights pmi associated
to each memory slot mi are updated and available for the next batch step. More precisely, we
adopt the same priority definition of PER, where the temporal difference (TD) error is replaced
by a custom importance assignment function:

pmi = (wmi + ε)α (4.7)

where wmi is the importance weight of the i-th memory slot mi, ε is a sufficiently small real
value that avoids zero-based exponentiation and α controls the priority degree. Intuitively, α

equals to 0 produces all priorities equal to 1, thus defining a uniform sampling strategy. Lastly,
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Algorithm 1: General Training Sampling Procedure
Input: Data D = {(xn,yn)}N

n=1,
Memory priority weights distribution p|M|,
Model weights θ

1 Initialize model weights θ = θ 0

2 Initialize memory priority weights p|M| = p0
|M|

3 repeat
4 Sample a minibatch B = (X,Y)⊂ D
5 Sample memory M̄ using pk−1

|M|
6 Compute model loss L (x|M̄) on minibatch B
7 Update model parameters θ k using any optimizer
8 Compute memory importance weights wk

|M|
9 Update memory priority weights pk

|M| = (wmi + ε)α

10 Normalize pk
|M| to get corresponding distribution

11 until stopping criteria
12 Save memory priority weights p|M|

Output: Trained model weights θ , trained sampler priority weights p|M|

Algorithm 2: General Inference Sampling Procedure
Input: Data D = {(xn,yn)}N

n=1,
Trained memory priority weights distribution p|M|

1 repeat
2 Get next inference minibatch, B = (X)⊂ D
3 Sample memory M̄ using p|M|
4 Save model predictions Ỹ
5 until B ∈∅

Output: Model predictions and sampled memory {(ỹn,M̄n)}N
n=1

sampling is applied both at training and at inference time, when learnt priority weights are
employed to sample the memory. Algorithm 1 describes the training sampling procedure, while
Algorithm 2 describes the inference sampling procedure. Introduced strategy variants differ on
how priority weights are updated at each batch step.

Uniform Sampling As a baseline strategy we consider uniform memory sampling. At each
batch, each memory slot has the same probability of being selected. Priorities are kept fixed
during training. Formally, being |M| the memory size, we define the probability of sampling
each memory slot mi as pmi =

1
|M| .
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Priority-based Sampling Intuitively, uniformly sampling from memory immediately relieves
us from the problem of handling a large knowledge base, but it does not take into account the
importance of each slot. In order to do that, at training time, each individual input example
should be able to modify the underlying sampling distribution by giving more priority to those
memory slots that have been reputed useful. We explore two different formulations of priority
that ground the notion of usefulness to a specific architectural property of the model. More
precisely, we consider the memory attention layer as the major indicator of importance of
each memory slot with respect to the given input example, considering two variants: (i) the
first one relies exclusively on the attention value of each memory slot, whereas (ii) the second
formulation also takes into account the contribution of each memory slot to the overall objective
of training (i.e., the classification loss).

Attention-Based Priority-based Sampling In this formulation, the priority associated to
each memory slot during sampling is based only on the corresponding attention value computed
by the memory lookup layer, given an input example. In particular, working with batches
inherently requires to aggregate each memory slot importance at batch level. To this end,
we consider a masked average based aggregation, which considers the mean attention value
of each memory slot for a certain class of input examples. This strategy accounts for noise
introduced by input examples for which no target memory slot exists. For instance, in the case
of a binary classification task where memory contains valuable information for the positive
class only, we should limit sampling priority update to positive examples, to avoid spurious
memory selections. Formally, the attention-based priority sampling defines each memory slot
importance as its summary attention value in the batch.

wmi =
∑
|B|
j a j,i

∑
|B|
j 1y j∈Y+

(4.8)

where ai is the attention value attributed to memory slot i, |B| is the batch size and Y+ is the
set of examples in the batch belonging to the positive class. Note that this strategy is purely
similarity-based and it does not take into account the contribution of each memory slot to the
task-specific objective. In other terms, it operates under the assumption that each knowledge
descriptive concept contained in the memory should have high semantic and syntactic similarity
with its associated input examples. Therefore, we argue that, in cases where input examples have
high similarity with unrelated memory slots, the proposed approach might be not appropriate,
as it would aim to perform the task at hand by combining the input with irrelevant information.
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Loss Gain Priority Sampling In order to render priority sampling aware of the usefulness of
each memory slot to the task itself, we consider an additional variant that directly takes into
account the classification loss. In particular, we consider the loss difference between the model
architecture and the one without the memory layer. By doing so, we are able to estimate the
informative gain introduced by the external knowledge with respect to the task. The larger is
the difference, the larger is the impact of the memory. To associate a specific priority value to
each memory slot mi, we weigh the computed difference by the corresponding attention value
mi. We consider the same reduction operation strategy adopted for attention-based priority
sampling. Formally, this loss gain priority sampling can be formulated as follows:

wmi =
∑
|B|
j a j,i exp(LCE(x j)−LCE(x j|M̄))

∑
|B|
j 1y j∈Y+

(4.9)

where ai is the attention value attributed to memory slot i, M̄ is the sampled memory, LCE(x)
and LCE(x|M̄) are the cross-entropy loss obtained without any interaction with the memory,
or with the introduction of the sampled memory M̄, respectively. The exponential guarantees
a positive priority while awarding positive differences with high values and down-weighting
negative differences.

4.5.2 Experimental Setup

To test our approach, we consider two distinct classification scenarios. In the first, we extend
the work in [223] focusing on the legal domain for unfair clause detection in online ToS, by
employing explanations given by legal experts as domain knowledge. In the second scenario, we
explore the argument mining case study of claim detection by considering evidence as the source
of knowledge, following the assumption that class correlation might ease the classification task.

These scenarios motivated some architectural choices regarding the usage of memory.
Typically, when memory slots contain connected segments of text, steps (ii)− (iv) described in
Section 4.5.1 are repeated multiple times to capture sequential information. However, since
our memory slots contain independent fragments, we run these steps just once. In the MANN
jargon, this means setting the number of hops to 1.

Both our case studies have input examples associated with multiple target memory slots,
as well as examples associated with none. For example, a negative result (a clause that is not
unfair) has no associated justification. For these reasons, we adopt sigmoid-based attention
scores instead of softmax-based ones.
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Knowledge as Class Descriptions: Unfairness Detection

Online Terms of Service (ToS) often contain clauses that are potentially unfair to the consumer.
Unfair clause detection in online ToS is a binary classification task where each clause is
labeled as either fair or unfair [154]. Multiple unfairness categories result in multiple binary
classification tasks. Recent proposals [223] address this problem by using legal expertise in the
form of rationales. Because rationales define, in a way, the unfairness category, they can be
used as explanations of the unfairness predictions. In our setting, the input text is a clause to be
classified, and the shared memory contains all the possible legal rationales.

Data The corpus originally published in [223], named ToS-100, contains 100 documents. It
defines legal rationales for five unfairness categories following a multi-label perspective (i.e., a
clause can be unfair according to more than a single category). These categories are:

A arbitration on disputed arising from the contract;

CH the provider’s right to unilaterally modify the contract and/or the service;

CR the provider’s right to unilaterally remove consumer content from the service, including
in-app purchases;

LTD liability exclusions and limitations;

TER the provider’s right to unilaterally terminate the contract.

To assess the ability of our architecture to cope with limited training data, we randomly
extracted from ToS-100 30 documents, while ensuring that each document contained at least
one example per unfairness category. We name this corpus ToS-30. Table 4.9 reports some
statistics on ToS-30, showing the number and percentage of unfair clauses per category and the
amount of corresponding legal rationales defined by experts. More technical details concerning
the definition of both the unfairness categories and the rationales can be found in [223].

Setting As in [223], we consider each unfairness category individually. For a given unfairness
category, we consider as positive examples those who have been labeled as being unfair for
the given category, while the remaining sentences are viewed as not unfair.5 We consider
the following neural baselines: (i) 2-layer CNN network; (ii) 1-layer bi-LSTM network; (iii)
MANN baseline defined in [223], which computes the sentence embedding as an average

5Note that the corpus labeling procedure distinguishes between potentially unfair and clearly unfair
clauses, but following [223] we merged these categories together.
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Table 4.9: Corpus statistics for ToS-30. For each category of clause unfairness, we report the number
and percentage of unfair clauses, and the number of rationales.

Type of clause # unfair clauses % unfair clauses # rationales
Arbitration (A) 45 0.8 8

Unilateral change (CH) 89 1.7 7
Content removal (CR) 58 1.1 17

Limitation of liability (LTD) 161 3.0 18
Unilateral termination (TER) 121 2.3 28

over word embeddings. Neural baselines use 512-dimensional embeddings, except for MANN
which, following [223], uses 256-dimensional embeddings. All the embeddings are learnt from
scratch.6 We use a single-layer MLP-based memory-lookup implementation with 32 units.
The reasoning layer is a concatenation of input and memory summary embedding vectors.
Additionally, models are further regularized with L2 penalty with 10−5 weight, dropout rate in
the [0.5,0.7] range and early-stopping based on the validation F1-score, with a patience equal
to 10 for BERT models7 and to 50 for other neural baselines. For optimization we use Adam,
with 10−3 learning rate. For evaluation, we employ a 10-fold cross-validation procedure with
multi-start with 3 repetitions, choosing the best one according to the validation F1-score.

Knowledge as Supporting Facts: Claim Detection

The second classification scenario is claim detection, which is an argument mining task [156].
We formulate the problem as a binary classification task where each input sentence can be
either identified as containing a claim or not. Here, background knowledge is expressed by
the set of labelled evidence that can potentially support a claim. Thus, we aim to investigate
whether knowing the supporting evidence improves claim detection.

Data We consider a portion of the IBM2015 argumentative corpus, built in the context of the
Debater project [217, 241]. The dataset consists of a collection of Wikipedia pages, grouped
into topics. The annotation procedure carried out by IBM is context-dependent, which means
that claims and evidence are annotated with the assumption that the topic (context) is given.
In our scenario, we selected the four topics with the largest amount of claims and evidence.

6We also investigated the use of pre-trained word embeddings like GloVe [? ], but we did not observe
a performance improvement.

7We initially trained for 3-4 epochs as a standard practice, but we immediately saw that more epochs
were required to achieve significant performance.
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Table 4.10: Topics extracted from the IBM2015 corpus, with associated number of evidence and claims.
For claims, we also report the percentage with respect to the overall corpus size, which corresponds to
the frequency of the positive class.

Topics No. Evidence No. Claim Claim Ratio
1 130 113 4.2%
2 239 201 4.0%
3 578 288 3.8%
4 642 374 3.5%

Subsequently, we defined the set of evidence as the model memory. Due to how argumentative
texts were annotated, there are cases in which a single sentence may contain both a claim and
evidence or, more seldom, an evidence spans through multiple sentences and incorporates a
claim. Indeed, these cases hinder the quality of selected data, but due to the low amount of such
spurious sentences, we do not consider further pre-processing steps and use the corpus as is.
Table 4.10 reports details about the selected subsets of topics, focusing on their argumentative
content. We remark that evidence in the IBM2015 dataset are typically statements extracted
from studies or facts established by experts: it is thus a reasonable assumption to have a list of
such items available to support claim detection.

Setting We frame claim detection as a sentence-level binary classification task, where each
sentence can either be identified as containing a claim or not. To evaluate the benefits of added
knowledge, we consider incremental subsets of topics, spanning from 1 up to 4. However,
differently from the legal domain case study, the memory content dramatically increases as
the number of topics gets larger, from 130 with a single topic up to 642 with four topics.
Additionally, the number of claims associated with each evidence is very low (range 1-5). Thus,
a correct usage of memory and of strong supervision is extremely challenging. Moreover, the
increased memory size prohibits the use of all the given knowledge with transformer-based
architectures, due to hardware limitations. Hence, the need to adopt a sampling strategy. Given
the low amount of samples, models are evaluated via a k-fold cross-validation procedure (we
chose k=4). All hyper-parameters and training configurations are identical to those described
for the ToS-30 setting, except for the MANN baseline, which now uses 50-dimensional
embeddings.

4.5.3 Memory Analysis

Evaluation of memory usage cannot be reduced to task-specific metrics only, like classification’s
F1. Of course one may hope for increased performance; however, the addition of knowledge
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should be evaluated by also taking into account other possible benefits, for example in terms of
interpretability. Directly measuring interpretability would require human studies, which we do
not have. However, if we assume that memories contain human-interpretable, natural language
justifications, a reasonable proxy could be given by suitable memory usage metrics.

As an initial step, we consider several memory-related metrics already introduced in [223].
These metrics evaluate memory usage under several perspectives, covering typical information
retrieval analysis concerning top-K memory ranking, as well as purely memory-oriented
statistics like target coverage. Such metrics will also be employed to analyze the behavior of
sampling in domains where the full memory size is prohibitively large. We only select a limited
amount of these metrics by picking the most informative ones:

• Memory Usage (U): percentage of examples for which memory is used.

• Coverage (C): percentage of positive examples for which (at least one) memory slot
selection is correct.

• Coverage Precision (CP): percentage of examples using memory, for which (at least
one) memory slot selection is correct.

• Precision at K (P@K): percentage of positive examples for which at least one correct
target memory is retrieved in the first K positions.

• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): average of the reciprocal memory ranks, by considering
the highest-ranking correctly retrieved target memory.

One problem is how to define an appropriate activation threshold δ , i.e., the minimum
value to consider a memory slot has been used by the model. While in some cases, like ToS, a
δ = 0.5 threshold could be meaningful enough, in other cases, like for the IBM2015 corpus,
we preferred to consider in our analysis different vales for δ .

4.5.4 Results

In this section we discuss results based on standard classification metrics, memory usage
metrics, and an error analysis.

Unfairness Detection

Table 4.11summarizes the results obtained on the ToS-30 corpus, by reporting the macro-F1
averaged on 10-fold cross-validation. A first, clear result is that all BERT models maintain a
significant performance gap over the other neural baselines.
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A first, clear result is that all BERT models maintain a large performance gap over the other
neural baselines. The introduced legal rationales significantly aid memory-augmented models
in categories for which there are few positive examples like A and CR. On the other hand, on
category CH we can observe that memory-based approaches do not show an improvement over
their counterparts: MANNs perform worse than LSTMs, and MemDistilBERT performs worse
than DistilBERT. This may be due to the nature of the natural language rationales given for the
CH category, which are probably less informative than those given for the other categories8.
The introduction of SS regularization always leads to better performance for MemDistilBERT
models with full knowledge. SS regularization is especially beneficial in categories with larger
memory size like CR, LTD and TER. Sampling-based models manage to reach performance
comparable with their full knowledge counterparts. However, memory sampling attenuates the
added contribution of SS regularization, leading to mixed results for different strategies.

Table 4.12 reports memory-related metrics on unfair clause classification. The results
clearly show that SS brings a crucial contribution in identifying the correct explanations: a
correct memory slot is ranked in the top-3 positions in over 55-80% of the cases in all categories.
This behaviour is reflected also in the MRR score which shows a clear advantage of SS over
WS.

Claim Detection

Table 4.13 reports our experimental results. Like we did with unfair clause detection, we
evaluate knowledge-agnostic neural baselines as well as MANN models. First of all, we note
how MANNs achieved significant improvements over CNNs and LSTMs, suggesting that the in-
troduced knowledge is indeed beneficial to the task itself. Similarly, MemDistilBERT achieves
higher F1-score with respect to standard DistilBERT, whereas MemBERT is comparable with
BERT. Interestingly, even the uniform sampling strategy manages to outperform other neural
baselines, suggesting that sampling also compensates the noise introduced by memories, thus
increasing model robustness. This behaviour is even more evident with MANNs, where the
combination of SS and priority sampling largely outperforms the version with full knowledge.
Interestingly, for 1 and 2 topics MANNs nearly match DistilBERT and BERT, in spite of a
drastically lower number of parameters. These results support our intuition that controlled and
smart knowledge sampling can be particularly beneficial when limited training data is available.

We observed that with MemDistilBERT the priority sampling strategies produce quasi
uniform distributions. We think this should be ascribed to the sparsity of relations between

8Legal rationales for CH category are very similar to each others, with minor distinctions that might
be hard to discriminate without supervised guidance.
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Table 4.11: Classification macro-F1 computed on 10-fold cross-validation for unfair examples on the
ToS-30 dataset. Sampling employs a 5-slot reduced size memory. We compare uniform (U), priority
attention only (P-Att) and priority loss gain (P-LG) strategies. Priority sampling always considers
negative example filtering (F) for correct priority update. Best results are in bold, second-best results are
underlined.

A CH CR LTD TER
No Knowledge

CNN 0.339 0.506 0.403 0.628 0.583
LSTM 0.302 0.573 0.363 0.602 0.508

DistilBERT 0.447 0.635 0.620 0.670 0.748
BERT 0.442 0.547 0.653 0.653 0.724

Full Knowledge
MANN (WS) 0.483 0.506 0.387 0.635 0.602
MANN (SS) 0.465 0.516 0.414 0.605 0.660

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.494 0.565 0.639 0.664 0.705
MemDistilBERT (SS) 0.504 0.609 0.670 0.686 0.737

MemBERT (WS) 0.477 0.581 0.617 0.650 0.723
MemBERT (SS) 0.524 0.541 0.616 0.630 0.740

Sampling
MemDistilBERT (WS) (U-5) 0.514 0.556 0.609 0.678 0.702

MemDistilBERT (WS) (P-5-Att-F) 0.491 0.559 0.601 0.643 0.703
MemDistilBERT (WS) (P-5-LG-F) 0.475 0.574 0.660 0.678 0.716

MemDistilBERT (SS) (U-5) 0.503 0.580 0.617 0.652 0.702
MemDistilBERT (SS) (P-5-Att-F) 0.448 0.599 0.635 0.661 0.708
MemDistilBERT (SS) (P-5-LG-F) 0.490 0.536 0.625 0.656 0.706

MemBERT (WS) (U-5) 0.514 0.590 0.563 0.677 0.723
MemBERT (WS) (P-5-Att-F) 0.477 0.597 0.655 0.659 0.710
MemBERT (WS) (P-5-LG-F) 0.501 0.574 0.625 0.636 0.753

MemBERT (SS) (U-5) 0.463 0.593 0.599 0.678 0.719
MemBERT (SS) (P-5-Att-F) 0.459 0.601 0.645 0.649 0.747
MemBERT (SS) (P-5-LG-F) 0.480 0.580 0.637 0.666 0.723

memories and examples in this dataset. We thus decided to only run experiments with uniform
distribution for BERT.

Differently from unfairness detection, the large memory size hinders selective memory
lookup operations. Thus, metrics are computed over incremental values of activation threshold
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Table 4.12: Memory-related metrics concerning predictions on ToS-30 unfair examples only. Activation
threshold δ is set to 0.5. We shall remark that columns C to P@3 are not directly comparable among
models due to their different memory usage. Comparison should be based on the MRR column only.
We highlight in bold the MRR results of models with SS regularization.

Model U C CP P@1 P@3 MRR
Arbitration (A)

MANN (WS) 0.311 0.289 0.929 0.571 1.000 0.761
MANN (SS) 0.689 0.644 0.935 0.903 0.968 0.861

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.489 0.400 0.818 0.273 0.545 0.478
MemDistilBERT (SS) 0.956 0.911 0.953 0.767 0.837 0.864

MemBERT (WS) 0.756 0.667 0.882 0.147 0.588 0.420
MemBERT (SS) 1.000 0.933 0.933 0.778 0.844 0.862

Unilateral Change (CH)
MANN (WS) 0.169 0.090 0.533 0.000 0.067 0.299
MANN (SS) 0.854 0.730 0.855 0.855 0.961 0.883

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.404 0.382 0.944 0.250 0.750 0.522
MemDistilBERT (SS) 1.000 0.955 0.955 0.809 0.888 0.886

MemBERT (WS) 0.801 0.719 0.889 0.222 0.597 0.505
MemBERT (SS) 1.000 0.865 0.865 0.809 0.921 0.889

Content Removal (CR)
MANN (WS) 0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.335
MANN (SS) 0.672 0.414 0.615 0.282 0.872 0.612

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.328 0.328 1.000 0.316 0.632 0.478
MemDistilBERT (SS) 1.000 0.948 0.948 0.431 0.879 0.681

MemBERT (WS) 0.430 0.362 0.84 0.2 0.32 0.328
MemBERT (SS) 1.000 0.914 0.914 0.466 0.879 0.686

Limitation of Liability (LTD)
MANN (WS) 0.037 0.025 0.667 0.33 0.833 0.504
MANN (SS) 0.814 0.534 0.656 0.313 0.573 0.501

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.497 0.416 0.838 0.100 0.275 0.328
MemDistilBERT (SS) 1.000 0.919 0.919 0.224 0.565 0.474

MemBERT (WS) 0.478 0.366 0.766 0.156 0.351 0.303
MemBERT (SS) 1.000 0.919 0.919 0.304 0.609 0.500

Unilateral Termination (TER)
MANN (WS) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.499
MANN (SS) 1.000 0.471 0.471 0.438 0.537 0.536

MemDistilBERT (WS) 0.223 0.198 0.889 0.074 0.074 0.193
MemDistilBERT (SS) 1.000 0.851 0.851 0.438 0.579 0.567

MemBERT (WS) 0.215 0.198 0.923 0.423 0.538 0.275
MemBERT (SS) 1.000 0.876 0.876 0.380 0.636 0.568
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Figure 4.6: Memory analysis on IBM2015, 1-Topic. Left: P@K for increasing K values and δ = 0.25.
Right: P@3 for increasing δ values. Metrics for sampling-based models are averaged across three
distinct inferences on the test set.

δ . In particular, we mainly focus on the P@K metric, since it is a valuable indicator of the
model retrieval capabilities. Figures 4.6a reports values of P@K on the 1-Topic case, along
incremental value of K, with fixed δ = 0.25, whereas Figure 4.6b reports P@3 with incremental
δ values. In both cases, we observe a slight advantage in using loss gain priority sampling
coupled with SS (P-10-LG-F).
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Table 4.13: Classification performance for dataset IBM2015. For each topics subset, we report the
achieved macro F1-score. WS and SS stay for weak and strong supervision, respectively. Memory
sampling is tested with a 10-slot reduced size memory. We report the uniform strategy (U), the priority
attention only strategy (P-Att) and the priority loss gain strategy (P-LG). Priority sampling always
considers negative example filtering (F) for correct priority update. Best results are in bold, second best
results are underlined instead.

1 Topic 2 Topics 3 Topics 4 Topics
No Knowledge

CNN 0.196 0.283 0.287 0.268
LSTM 0.194 0.344 0.278 0.272

DistilBERT 0.317 0.431 0.405 0.451
BERT 0.246 0.442 0.431 0.450

Full Knowledge
MANN (WS) 0.252 0.380 0.325 0.336
MANN (SS) 0.205 0.392 0.317 0.281

Sampling
MANN (WS) (U-10) 0.269 0.406 0.331 0.355

MANN (WS) (P-10-Att-F) 0.251 0.402 0.322 0.358
MANN (WS) (P-10-LG-F) 0.259 0.408 0.332 0.340

MANN (SS) (U-10) 0.297 0.400 0.319 0.352
MANN (SS) (P-10-Att-F) 0.264 0.423 0.332 0.348
MANN (SS) (P-10-LG-F) 0.302 0.424 0.344 0.354

MemDistilBERT (WS) (U-10) 0.311 0.457 0.454 0.453
MemDistilBERT (WS) (P-10-Att-F) 0.275 0.449 0.422 0.434
MemDistilBERT (WS) (P-10-LG-F) 0.305 0.449 0.428 0.428

MemDistilBERT (SS) (U-10) 0.341 0.442 0.444 0.436
MemDistilBERT (SS) (P-10-Att-F) 0.354 0.424 0.421 0.423
MemDistilBERT (SS) (P-10-LG-F) 0.290 0.459 0.411 0.444

MemBERT (WS) (U-10) 0.278 0.430 0.427 0.428
MemBERT (SS) (U-10) 0.253 0.421 0.436 0.432
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4.5.5 Error Analysis and Discussion

As observed, in unfairness detection, SS regularization is highly effective in selecting the
appropriate legal rationales when detecting an unfair clause (see Table 4.12). This is especially
true with categories with a larger memory like CR, LTD and TER. Compared to its weak
supervision (WS) counterpart, the SS regularization helps in filtering out irrelevant legal
rationales. For instance, consider the following clause, taken from the Linden Lab contract,
that is unfair according to the limitation of liability (LTD) category:

In such event, you will not be entitled to compensation for such suspension or
termination, and you acknowledge that Linden Lab will have no liability to you in
connection with such suspension or termination.

BERT fails in identifying the clause as being unfair, whereas memBERT (WS) and memBERT
(SS) correctly detect the unfairness. Nonetheless, memBERT (WS) almost uses half of the
memory slots (17 out of 28). In contrast, memBERT (SS) selects only four of them and shows
a preference for the target memory slot, which corresponds to the following rationale:

Since the clause states that the provider is not liable for any technical problems,
failure, suspension, disruption, modification, discontinuance, unavailability of ser-
vice, any unilateral change, unilateral termination, unilateral limitation including
limits on certain features and services or restriction to access to parts or all of the
Service without notice.

We notice that the impact of SS regularization is more significant when the memory is
limited in size and each memory slot is associated with several input samples. This is not the
case when addressing claim detection where hundreds of memory slots are considered. In
contrast, we observe performance improvement when the amount of training data is limited. We
also notice a similar behaviour in unfairness detection in categories with fewer unfair clauses
like A and CR.

The introduction of smart sampling strategies allows to scale to larger memories. However,
the introduced priority-based strategies lack a proper conditioning on the input, but rather
learn a dataset-level importance of each memory slot. This works well in unfairness detection,
where there are few memory slots and they are associated with many samples; not so well
in claim detection, where there are many memory slots, each associated with one or very
few samples. In our experiments, this led priority-based strategies to learn a quasi-uniform
priority distribution. This suggests as a possible direction for improvement the adoption
of input-conditioned sampling strategies compatible with SS regularization. For instance, a
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parametric model could be trained to embed input texts near their target memory slots into a
latent space [190].

We explored unstructured knowledge integration with BERT models. In particular, we
proposed a memory-augmented version of DistilBERT that follows the traditional MANN
architecture. We considered two challenging experimental settings: (i) class descriptions for
unfair clause detection in the legal domain and (ii) evidence as support for claim detection in the
context of argumentation mining. Despite a relatively straightforward formulation, promising
results have been achieved concerning classification performance and interpretability. Most
notably, when strong supervision is applied, memory-augmented models learn to select target
memory slots with high precision correctly and, in most cases, reach higher performance.
Memory sampling allows to scale up to large knowledge bases. In particular, priority-based
sampling strategies reach more consistent performance from the viewpoint of both classification
and interpretability.

Nonetheless, correctly handling text examples not covered by the integrated knowledge is
still an open problem. To this end, more sophisticated memory interaction mechanisms have
to be investigated to improve the performance of the approach. Generally speaking, devising
adequate unstructured knowledge mapping mechanisms is particularly challenging. This is also
evident when considering the contextual data KT for argument sentence detection. In particular,
contextual data is relatively more straightforward to integrate than legal rationales since it
doesn’t involve specific integration requirements. However, correctly mapping contextual data
in domains like Argument Mining (AM) is not immediate. Unwanted input to knowledge
mappings can occur and have to be addressed in multiple stages of UKI. For instance, unstruc-
tured knowledge might be reformulated as a solution or explore more sophisticated integration
mechanisms.

We briefly outline some research directions concerning unstructured knowledge integration
from this perspective. In particular, the introduced memory sampling strategies present two
major drawbacks: (i) the priority update process is disruptive as it considers each sample batch’s
contribution. Thus, there may be cases in which a specific memory slot usage oscillates between
frequent use and no usage at all. Such oscillations are then reflected when updating the memory
slot priority value; (ii) the sampling process is not directly affected by the given input samples.
That is, priority values consider the cumulative behaviour of memory usage and are not specific
to each input sample. More precisely, the memory for a specific batch is sampled according to
the current priority values and not on the given inputs. Such behaviour is particularly evident at
inference time, where priority values are fixed, and no explicit conditioning on the given input
is applied to regulate the sampling process.
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Cumulative Memory Priority Update

We can attenuate the disruptive behaviour regarding priority updates by introducing cumulative
updates. Intuitively, these updates are accumulated across batches rather than updating priority
values at each batch. Priority updates are then applied periodically every B batches. By doing
so, batch-wise priority values jumps are averaged together into a single update. By controlling
the B hyper-parameter, it is possible to shift towards more stable priority updates.

Input Conditioned Sampling

To condition the sampling process on the given input sample, we propose to replace the
sampling strategies with a parametric model fφ . This model is responsible for outputting
the memory priority values for sampling based on the given input sample. In this way, it is
possible to associate input-specific memory priority values via fφ . When considering multiple
inputs simultaneously, e.g. at batch-level during training time, we can consider averaging
priority values across inputs to determine a unified set of memory priority values. Subsequently,
memory slots are sampled according to obtained priority values. The added parametric model
fφ can be trained in a meta-learning fashion [190], where the training phase alternates between
classification model updates and fφ parameter updates. Furthermore, fφ can be trained to
imitate a particular sampling strategy.

4.6 Considerations on Unstructured Knowledge Integration

In this chapter, we have introduced two primary preliminary studies about unstructured knowl-
edge integration in NLP. In the first, we have presented the problem of unfair clause detection in
legal documents. Here, knowledge is defined as legal explanations regarding the unfair class in
a binary classification task. Legal experts have acquired these legal explanations as motivation
concerning the decision process behind the labelling of a clause as unfair. Such motivations are
crucial in the legal domain for adopting automatic detection models as their decision process
must be accompanied by adequate and interpretable motivations.

In the second study, we considered the task of claim detection and formulated it as a binary
classification task. In this scenario, the knowledge is comprised of the set of examples labelled
as evidence. We then explore the task of argument detection by employing the set of evidence
examples as an indicator of the presence of a claim. Indeed, claim, and evidence are strongly
correlated classes as an evidence often supports a claim [268]. Despite the challenges related to
UKI, we have shown that a straightforward approach via MANNs, based on semantic similarity,
can achieve satisfying results on both presented case studies.
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First, in the context of unfair clause detection, the MANN-based classification model
is enriched to output the employed legal rationales supporting its reasoning process. Thus,
the legal rationales act as a support device to ground the model classification predictions on
interpretable information. In other words, we can evaluate the classification performance by
also looking at the employed set of legal rationales. Therefore, the model is judged not only on
its capability of providing the correct answer, but we also introduce an additional reference, i.e.
the knowledge to which we can relate model predictions. Second, regarding claim detection,
we have experimentally verified how correlated class information, such as the set of evidence
examples, can act as a valuable task-specific indicator. This property is particularly evident
when considering low-resource scenarios, i.e. when available training data is limited. In this
case, introducing examples belonging to the same data distribution that highly correlate with
specific input examples are sufficient to boost model performance significantly. Third, we
have shown that MANNs are a simple and straightforward model architecture for UKI that is
compliant with multiple knowledge types (KTs). More precisely, legal rationales and evidence
examples have been integrated as the memory component of the MANN-based model without
any architecture modification.

Generally speaking, UKI is a challenging task. The described preliminary studies only
explore a few KTs and are subject to strong assumptions and limitations. First of all, knowledge
interpretability is only superficially explored. In both our case studies, we consider soft attention
weights as the major indicator for explaining the decision process of the classification models.
The unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism is cast down to a basic semantic similarity
operation in the embedding space. We explored UKI with deep learning models by leveraging
the MANN architecture. In particular, MANNs are naturally compliant with knowledge
integration since we can use the memory component to store the knowledge. Nonetheless, other
neural architectures could be used either in place or in combination with MANNs for UKI.

Although recent work supports the analysis of attention weights as an explanation tool [77],
it is necessary to develop methods that impose a robust knowledge verification process that is
interpretable by experts. For instance, causal reasoning [286] and probabilistic logic program-
ming (PLP) [54, 166] could be employed to entail the association between the input text and
the selected set of legal rationales. In this context, structured knowledge extraction (KE) could
be considered in combination with the research mentioned above areas to satisfy critical re-
quirements of UKI like coherence and correctness. In Chapter 5, we propose Neural-Symbolic
Learning and Reasoning (NeSy) [17, 293] as a valuable methodology to integrate unstructured
knowledge while guaranteeing some of the derived, hard requirements.





Chapter 5

Open Challenges and Future Research
Directions

In Chapter 3, we described a few experimental scenarios regarding structured knowledge
extraction (KE). In particular, we have concluded the chapter by underlining the importance
of appropriate KE representations. Such representations are abstract formulations of a corre-
sponding text robust to specific natural language issues (Section 2.7). Additionally, structured
knowledge also defines a semantic frame that allows reasoning on the abstract representation.
Notable examples are knowledge graphs and soft logic rules. In Chapter 4 we have scratched
the surface of UKI by presenting some preliminary studies regarding text classification. Our
final considerations show that even simple approaches that do not guarantee crucial unstructured
knowledge integration properties can provide notable benefits to a classification model.

Regarding UKI, we have described KE as a sub-process that can be adopted to satisfy
specific hard requirements like coherence and model transparency. In this chapter, we further
bridge the connection between KE and UKI. We initially provide a few examples of how the
methods introduced in Chapter 3 could address the tasks presented in Chapter 4 within the
umbrella of UKI. In particular, we describe the benefits of adopting structured knowledge
representations to define UKI sub-processes like unstructured knowledge mapping. We remark
using KE sub-processes that are compliant with the given knowledge type (KT) in terms of
knowledge integration. For instance, the extracted structured knowledge should not violate the
unstructured knowledge integration mechanism of the KT.

We provide a unified vision of all possible KE representations by viewing them and their
corresponding semantic frame as a general symbolic method for knowledge integration. Under
this perspective, we consider the framework of Neural-Symbolic Learning and Reasoning
(NeSy) [17, 293] as a valuable tool for encoding KE as part of a UKI process to guarantee
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specific demanding requirements of UKI. We conclude by providing concrete examples where
KE formulated as NeSy is encoded as a UKI sub-process.

5.1 KE as a Sub-process of UKI

We resume the experimental scenarios presented in Chapter 3 regarding structured knowledge
extraction. In particular, we provide a few examples of their application to define more
sophisticated UKI sub-processes. In the first example, we discuss the adoption of TC-GNNs to
define a more complex unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism that relies on the extracted
sub-tree features. In particular, both the semantic and syntactic dimensions of input clauses and
legal rationales are considered for knowledge mapping.

In the second example, we consider the argumentative graph that connects evidence and
claims for claim detection. In this scenario, we identify two potential benefits regarding using
the argumentative graph. First, the argumentative graph can limit the search space for unstruc-
tured knowledge mapping. In particular, the graph topology is exploited to regulate knowledge
sampling. Second, the argumentative graph could also condition the decision-making process
of a model. More precisely, model predictions should not violate the argumentative relations
defined in the graph.

Sub-Tree Features for Unfair Clause Detection

We propose TC-GNNs to automatically extract structured features from the text for unfair
clause detection. TC-GNNs are used to define a more sophisticated unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism of legal rationales. Sub-tree features are automatically extracted from
legal rationales and input clauses to classify. Consequently, the mapping mechanism is built on
top of the aforementioned structured knowledge.

The extracted sub-trees define a more sophisticated unstructured knowledge mapping
mechanism by evaluating the similarity of each sub-tree pair in the embedding space. Formally,
we consider the input class to classify as c, and the provided set of class rationales as knowledge
{r1,r2, . . . ,rM}, where M is the size of the knowledge. Additionally, we consider a TC-GNN
model gφ with φ as the set of learnable parameters. For each input c j to classify, the unstructured
knowledge mapping mechanism is defined as:
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gφ (c j) = {st
c j
1 , . . . ,stc j

K } (5.1)

gφ (ri) = {stri
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K} ∀i = 1, . . . ,M (5.2)

s(c j,ri) = h
(
gφ (c j),gφ (ri)

)
∀i = 1, . . . ,M (5.3)

where stc j
k is the sub-tree node cluster k for clause c j, K is the number of sub-tree clusters that

gφ extracts, s(a,b) is the similarity score between two input texts a and b, h(a,b) is a matching
function [149] that computes the similarity between each pair of sub-trees belonging to a and b.

The described approach defines a more informative unstructured knowledge mapping
mechanism based on structured knowledge. Note that the mapping is still applied in the
embedding space. Alternatively, we can greedily extract hard sub-trees via a rounding threshold
at the graph pooling layer. Subsequently, we can consider more transparent criteria regarding
knowledge integration that rely on the extracted structured information. For instance, we
might identify specific structured patterns in given legal rationales to regulate the unstructured
knowledge mapping mechanism when facing an input clause c j.

Argumentative Graph for Argument Sentence Detection

Another example of integrating KE as a sub-process of UKI regards the task of claim detection
described in Section 4.5. In this scenario, evidence define correlated information relevant to
detecting claims. We can follow a similar approach to the one described for argumentative
scientific dialogues (Section 3.4). In particular, we intend to build an argumentative graph of
all claims and evidence. By doing so, we can exploit relations between claims and evidence to
ensure inference consistency and ease the process of detection.

Formally, we consider the input text to classify x and the extracted argumentative graph
concerning the knowledge Gk for knowledge k. A model fθ is trained to classify x as either
being a claim or a non-argumentative sentence by comparing x with Gk as follows:

fθ (x)Gk = u
(
{ fθ (x),mφ (x,Gk)}

)
(5.4)

where u is a function that fuses inputs according to a given criterion. A few examples are
summation and concatenation. mφ is a matching function that computes the similarity between
the input x and each node in Gk.

The described decision process is as with the one reported in Section 4.5. In particular,
the knowledge Gk is employed to provide additional information mφ (x,Gk) to the model
fθ to address the task of claim detection better. In Section 4.5.2, mφ (x,Gk) is defined via
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an embedding-based similarity metric where Gk has no connections, i.e. all evidence are
independent of each other, and evidence are retrieved via sampling.

In this scenario, we can exploit the Gk in several ways. For instance, we can limit the
search space of evidence by leveraging the graph structure. In particular, sampling strategies
can consider the graph topology to define a hierarchical sampling approach. Additionally,
sampling priorities regarding specific evidence could be propagated to connected nodes in the
argumentative graph. By doing so, the graph topology can compensate for potentially missed
input to knowledge mappings due to low matching scores. In a reversed perspective, we can
regulate model predictions to satisfy the relations reported in the argumentative graph. For
instance, if x is predicted as being a claim by using evidence ei ∈ Gk and ei is connected to e2,
then x should also be supported by e2. Note that we require an additional relation prediction
model to regulate the confidence of the classification model fθ .

5.2 KE as a Symbolic Representation

A wide variety of abstract text representations fall within the frame of structured knowledge.
Notable examples are soft logic rules, knowledge graphs and constituency parse trees. In
Chapter 3, we discussed how KE could be viewed as a sub-process of UKI. In particular,
structured knowledge representations help address the challenges of satisfying UKI properties
like coherence. Furthermore, these properties depend on the given knowledge type (KT).

In this section, we provide a straightforward interpretation of KE to unify all possible
abstract representations and corresponding semantic frames under a single scope. We can view
the output of a KE process as two distinct factors: (i) a translation process from unstructured
knowledge to structured knowledge and (ii) a semantic frame upon which reasoning can occur.
Altogether, these two factors denote a symbolic representation of given text input. In particular,
each KE process instance follows this general behaviour. The natural language representation
of an input text is translated to a higher-level text representation. The translation process is
realized in compliance with a semantic specific to the given KE process instance.

For example, we can employ soft logic rules to describe a general behaviour to guide the
learning of a model [111, 114]. The underlying dynamic behind the adoption of soft logic rules
is translating such behaviour into a specific representation. Rules define the latter according to
a given framework, e.g. differentiable mathematical functions. Such an abstract representation
also comes with a way to interpret them. Simply put, we can evaluate soft logic rules as
functions.

As we can use structured representations interchangeably (Section 1.2), the same behaviour
can be expressed via a knowledge graph, for instance. Such different but equivalent repre-
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sentation also comes with a corresponding semantic frame. Consequently, we view a KE
sub-process for UKI as a means of defining a symbolic representation of a given unstructured
textual knowledge. The defined symbolic representation conveys both the two distinguishing
factors of KE. In particular, the first factor mainly addresses the integration requirement of
robustness as it filters out spurious text information (Section 2.4.4). Furthermore, the second
factor provides a method for guaranteeing properties like transparency and coherency (Section
2.3.3).

5.3 Neural-Symbolic Reasoning for UKI

We have declared KE as a sub-process of UKI that defines a symbolic representation of
unstructured knowledge. Such symbolic representation is the backbone of an unstructured
knowledge integration process to guarantee properties specific to the given KT. The integration
of symbolic representations into deep learning models and, more generally, into sub-symbolic
approaches dates back to the initial stages of AI (Chapter 1). Recently, an emerging hot topic
in deep learning is represented by Neural-Symbolic Learning and Reasoning (NeSy) [17, 293]
approaches that aim to combine symbolic representations with neural networks. We hereby
identify NeSy as a general framework to address the integration of a KE sub-process into UKI.
First, we briefly overview the motivations behind the introduction of NeSy. Then, we discuss
the benefits how applying NeSy as part of a UKI process.

5.3.1 Neural-Symbolic Learning: A Brief Overview

A major research trend in Artificial Intelligence (AI) with theoretical foundations in sciences
like psychology, philosophy and cognitive science is represented by Neural-Symbolic Learning
and Reasoning (NeSy) [17, 211, 293]. Purely logic and symbolic based frameworks incorporate
the notion of high-level reasoning such as classical, temporal and deductive logic [17]. The
major advantage of such systems is their transparency and generalization capabilities relying
on the employed symbols and their representation [82].

Nonetheless, symbolic systems are brittle to data fluctuations, i.e. noise, due to their
poor flexibility at processing unstructured data. Conversely, purely data-driven approaches
like neural networks complement symbolic systems as they are highly efficient at learning
from a large amount of data. Their major downside is the lack of exposing a transparent
decision-making process, and fragile generalization capabilities generally characterize them
[293]. NeSy systems aim to combine inductive learning and deductive reasoning altogether to
conciliate the two methodologies to acquire the advantages of both and address their respective
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shortcomings. As reported in [17], the objective of NeSy can also be formulated as "providing
a coherent, unifying view for logic and connectionism, to contribute to the modelling and
understanding of cognition and, thereby, behaviour, and to produce better computational tools
for integrated machine learning and reasoning".

Combining Learning and Reasoning

The integration of the two worlds of NeSy (i.e. the symbolic and the sub-symbolic ones)
assumes different forms. Notable examples are the integration of logic as part of the architecture
of a neural network [70, 207, 208, 220, 262], using empirical evaluation criteria [121], ad-hoc
neural architectures that expose reasoning capabilities [92, 94, 276], and symbolic-oriented
regularizations [61, 111, 283].

A recent survey regarding NeSy applications [293] divides existing literature on how
reasoning and learning are combined. In particular, the following taxonomy is introduced: (i)
heavy-reasoning and light-learning and (ii) heavy-learning and light-reasoning. First, neural
networks are the bridging step between unstructured input data and symbolic representation.
On top of that, symbolic reasoning is applied [27, 68, 70, 119, 166]. Differently, in heavy-
learning and light-reasoning, symbolic methods guide the training phase of a neural network
and can be generally viewed as part of the input, denoted as the knowledge, that conditions its
decision-making process [63, 283].

Reasoning Frameworks

According to [293], the reasoning is generally defined via formal languages and knowledge
graphs. In the first, first-order logic [69] and propositional logic are the mainly adopted
representations. Depending on the given representation, logic reasoning is integrated into
numerical representations via adequate frameworks. Notable examples are t-norm fuzzy
logic [170], Logic Tensor Networks (LTN) [242] and Markov Logic Networks [216].

Limitations and Challenges

Strong assumptions and limitations characterize current contributions that fall within the scope
of NeSy. Indeed, the integration of symbolic and sub-symbolic paradigms into a unified
perspective that can benefit both worlds is still in its infancy [17]. The set of limitations spans
three main dimensions [293]: (i) computational inference capabilities; (ii) dynamic knowledge
definition; and (iii) symbolic representation.

First, we can hardly employ NeSy solutions in real-case scenarios due to the combina-
torial complexity of symbolic reasoning. For instance, Markov Logic Networks [216] have
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exponential complexity regarding the number of possible logic rules instantiations. To this
end, solutions with approximate inference methods have to be considered [8, 125]. Second,
in many cases, the symbolic knowledge is mainly hand-crafted by domain experts and con-
sidered static throughout the integration process. Few examples concerning Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) explore the automatic constructions of new rules but are affected by strong
limitations [70, 169, 171, 288]. Third, NeSy systems hardly adapt to variations of the symbolic
representation and are tied to its informative content. In particular, the mapping between
unstructured data and its corresponding symbolic representation stands a research direction
worth exploring.

Additionally, other theoretical limitations are pointed out in [17]. Amongst the many,
modelling human behaviour is of particular interest as it represents a significant challenge in a
logic-oriented representation. In particular, human reasoning is defined as non-deterministic
and subjective, thus, not always following an optimal reasoning path that is logically sound.
Factors attributable to the emotional sphere of human behaviour, like personal bias, have to
be modelled. We can integrate probability into the symbolic paradigm to account for such
uncertainties [108]. However, systems built on such consideration are still subdued to acquire
large amounts of data to address possible uncertainties with statistical relevance.

5.3.2 NeSy for UKI

We hereby discuss how NeSy fits within the scope of UKI. According to the founding moti-
vation behind the introduction of NeSy, UKI in NLP is another branch of sub-symbolic tasks
characterized by two distinct inputs: (i) an unstructured task-specific set of data and (ii) another
relevant set of textual data that in UKI is denoted as the knowledge. In the optic of UKI, we
identify two distinct roles of NeSy that reflect the taxonomy described in Section 5.3.1. The
first role involves translating unstructured textual knowledge into a symbolic representation to
address unstructured knowledge validation. Secondly, the defined symbolic representation can
regulate the data-driven learning approach of a model while considering the knowledge to be
integrated.

The first role mainly reflects the idea behind heavy-reasoning light-learning when con-
sidering properties like coherence and correctness. For example, text constraints require a
symbolic representation to evaluate their degree of satisfiability quantitatively. Additionally,
the reasoning process must be transparent to qualitatively assess the proper enforcement of
those constraints within the model.

On the other hand, we can apply solutions within the light-reasoning and heavy-learning
category to UKI for the unstructured knowledge integration process. We may also define tight
dependencies between symbolic representation and evaluation criteria regarding the task and
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the intended symbolic integration of the knowledge. Depending on the given KT, the above
distinction may collapse into a single process when the unstructured knowledge integration
process is also the primary evaluation criterion for guiding the learning of a model. For instance,
forestalling one of the presented future research directions, the task of text classification with
just class descriptors views unstructured knowledge integration as the learning signal to instruct
the model on the task (Section 5.4.1). To better outline the above discussion concerning NeSy
for UKI, we resume the two experimental settings introduced in Section 5.1. In particular, we
briefly describe how we could adopt a NeSy framework to improve the sub-processes of UKI.

The application of TC-GNNs for unfair clause detection can be re-arranged into a NeSy
formulation. We could denote the dependencies regarding unstructured knowledge integra-
tion concerning clause detection via probabilistic logic programming (PLP) and strict rules.
For instance, we can define a simple unstructured knowledge mapping mechanism in Deep-
ProbLog [166] as reported in Figure 5.1. In particular, we define consider a classification model
that outputs the probability pu of a clause c j being potentially unfair. Furthermore, we consider
a TC-GNN model that computes the similarity score pri between c j and each legal rationale
ri (Eq. 5.3). A clause is then labelled as unfair if the classifier labels it as potentially unfair
and there’s a match with at least one legal rationale. Additionally, a clause can also be unfair
without any knowledge match with some uncertainty to account for partial knowledge coverage
and its natural language formulation.

Regarding claim detection, argument relations (between evidence and claims) can condition
the classification process of a model via a NeSy formulation. In particular, the graph topology
concerning argument relations should not be violated when an input text x is classified as a
claim and x is connected to one or more evidence. For instance, we could define a dependency
between claim x, its connected evidence e1 and another evidence e2 that is connected to e1 as
follows:

supports(E2,X)← claim(X), supports(E2,E1), supports(E1,X)

A similar approach has been proposed for argument mining for relation prediction [78].

5.4 Application Examples

In this section, we provide a few examples of challenging UKI tasks that we view as future
research directions. We provide a brief description of each problem and discuss how introducing
a KE sub-process based on NeSy is a valuable solution to address task-specific challenges from
the point of view of unstructured knowledge integration properties satisfaction.
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% facts
p_u:: pot_unfair(clause ).

p_r1::match(clause ,rationale1 ).
p_r2::match(clause ,rationale2 ).
% ...
p_rM::match(clause ,rationaleM ).

% rules
unfair(C) :- pot_unfair(C), match(C,R).
0.3:: unfair(C) :- pot_unfair(C).

Figure 5.1: An excerpt of a DeepProbLog program for defining an unstructured knowledge mapping
mechanism based on TC-GNNs.

5.4.1 Text Classification with Class Descriptors

We consider a text classification problem where class label information is not provided. Instead,
text examples are described via a set of textual class descriptors (Section 2.6.3). In other terms,
class descriptors replace class label information and act as indicators for categorizing text
examples into classes. We can view the problem as text clustering based on class descriptors.
A similar approach based on class descriptors denoted as task descriptors has been recently
proposed in the context of Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) [275]. In this scenario, task descriptors
are questions that define datasets of question-answer pairs. In particular, a task defines a specific
generalization capability like paraphrasing and semantic flips. The chosen task then formulates
questions.

As a concrete example, we consider the task of text classification with human annotation
guidelines. Therefore, the task is viewed as imitating the process of a human annotator when
dealing with the same input data. We assume that the given set of class descriptors covers
a significant portion of input data. This assumption is reasonable as human guidelines are
employed to annotate the same data. Furthermore, class descriptors provide explicit information
regarding the distinctive properties of input data.

To showcase, we consider a single set of class descriptors related to a given class A . In
particular, the set of class descriptors contains N distinct text descriptors: {DA

1 ,DA
2 , . . . ,DA

N }.
Multiple class descriptors for the same class may be defined as, in general, multiple properties
falling within the same class. Suppose that certain dependencies characterize these class de-
scriptors. For instance, if DA

1 is considered, then DA
2 must be considered as well, thus defining

a sort of metaclass descriptor (described as the union of DA
1 and DA

2 ). Additionally, certain
class descriptors may be mutually-exclusive. In general, we can consider all kinds of dependen-
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cies. Most notably, in the context of multi-class classification, class descriptors referring to
different classes are not compatible with each other. These domain-specific dynamics regarding
class descriptors dependencies must be taken into account when addressing the task of text
classification. In particular, model predictions should not violate the dependencies mentioned
above.

We can formulate class descriptors dependencies in NeSy. For instance, Figure 5.2 shows
an example formulation via Grounding Specific Markov Logic Networks (GS-MLN) [152].
In particular, we specify a hard constraint regarding DA

1 and DA
2 so that model predictions

must follow the above behaviour regarding these two class descriptors. Additionally, we
model uncertainty about other descriptors and define a hard constraint regarding another class
descriptors set of size M: DB

1 ,DB
2 , . . . ,DB

M for class B.

We are particularly interested in this problem setup for two main reasons. First, text
classification with class descriptors can be viewed as a relaxation of the standard classification
formulation as explicit class properties are formulated in natural language. We can directly
inspect these properties to assess the capabilities of a model and, in parallel, evaluate the
employed set of class descriptors. For instance, in the above example, we can verify if the
defined human guidelines are related to the input data. Second, a formulation based on class
descriptors inherently defines a range of possible knowledge formulations. Considering the
issues of unstructured textual knowledge like semantic equivalence, we can evaluate model
performance when varying the formulation of text descriptors.

When adding the capability to generate or modify new knowledge, such a process reflects
guidelines refinement in the above example. Lastly, the generation of new knowledge introduces
further constraints that we can model via NeSy. Amongst many, newly generated class
descriptors might describe distinct class properties that existing descriptors cannot subsume.
The generation task with a NeSy formulation is particularly new, and few contributions have
been recently proposed [183].

w1(x) Entail(x,$fx ,da1) ^ ClassA(da1) ^ ClassA(da2) =>
!Entail(x,$fx ,da2)

w2(x) Entail(x,$fx ,da) ^ ClassA(da) ^ ClassB(db) =>
!Entail(x,db)

Figure 5.2: An excerpt of a GS-MLN program for defining class descriptors dependencies.
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5.4.2 Substitution-based Pattern Matching

We explore more advanced methods for textual patterns integration and mapping. As an
example, we consider the task of unfair clause detection. In this task, we view the set of legal
rationales as comparison terms for the classification of unfair clauses. In particular, unstructured
knowledge mapping is defined as a simple embedding-based semantic similarity. Thus, the
problem setup is similar to textual patterns. In this example, legal rationales are often seen as
listing specific abstract properties or, conversely, are far too grounded on the given domain.
In the latter, legal rationales can be treated via the same unstructured knowledge integration
process of textual patterns.

As a solution, we discuss the definition of a more sophisticated unstructured knowledge
mapping mechanism based on term substitution. More precisely, we view each legal rationale
as a complex textual pattern. Due to their complexity and word length, we replace embedding-
based semantic similarity with an iterative substitution mechanism. Based on a specific key,
each legal rationale is viewed as a text where key related terms are treated as variables open to
grounding. Examples of keys are part-of-speech (POS) tags. The grounding operation is from
logic programming languages where variables are assigned to specific instance values. The
information of the input text represents the pool of candidates for grounding.

Textual pattern matching is then based on the degree of the reconstruction of the original
legal rationale. Such method differs from the embedding-based semantic similarity as the
former defines a semantic of knowledge mapping aligned with the interpretation and role of
textual patterns. Figure 5.3 provides a schema of the described approach.

In this context, we require an adequate semantic to correct the substitution-based pattern
matching method that defines the knowledge mapping mechanism. That is, term substitutions
have to be logically combined to define the concept of pattern matching. Simply put, we define
a successful pattern matching if all term substitutions with a candidate input text lead to the
original class rationale. We can formulate the union of term substitutions via logic rules under
a NeSy formulation. In particular, key-based term substitution inherently defines the atomic
unit of reasoning. For instance, if we adopt POS tags as substitution keys, we identify words as
atomic units. If we consider the legal rationale reported as an example in Figure 5.3, we can
identify three distinct groups for the NN substitution key (see Figure 5.4):

G1 = {NN1}
G2 = {NN2,NN3,NN4,NN5}

G3 = {NN6,NN7}
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Figure 5.3: Knowledge mapping mechanism via key-based term grounding. Given a substitution key,
terms corresponding to that key in the legal rationale are variables for substitution. Candidates for
substitution are taken from the given input clause to classify. In this example, we consider POS tags as
keys for substitution. In particular, each colour denotes a POS tag. Terms corresponding to that POS tag
are coloured accordingly.

these groups are defined based on the pattern matching semantic. For instance, it is sufficient
that input text matches any candidate of G2 to be aligned with the meaning expressed by the
class rationale as G2 describes equivalent actions. In GS-MLN language, we could formulate
this behaviour as follows:

Ground(x,$ f x,nn) ∧ Group2(nn) ∧ Key(k,nn)⇒ Sub(x,nn,k)

where Ground denotes the substitution predicate that operates with a feature set $ f x of candidate
word x. This approach assumes a preliminary notion of logic groups {G1,G2,G3}. Such
assumption is reasonable with a limited number of class rationales where a group of experts
can manually identify the logic structure of each class rationale. Nonetheless, with large-
sized knowledge (e.g. consider the case of knowledge generation), we require automatic
representation methods to shift from textual rationales to their symbolic interpretation for
pattern matching. For instance, we might adopt dependency trees to define symbolic rules like
in the above Equation that rely on such intermediate representations.
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Figure 5.4: An example of key-based term substitution. Given a substitution key, terms corresponding to
that key in the input clause to classify are employed for reconstructing the original legal rationale. In
this example, term substitution is done via attention-based neural mechanisms to define a differentiable
operation compatible with data-driven model learning.





Concluding Remarks

This thesis discussed the importance of knowledge integration for deep learning models. In
particular, we remarked on the shortcomings of a purely data-driven approach and briefly
introduced the research area of Informed Machine Learning (IML) [267] that leverages prior
information (i.e. knowledge) as a solution.

In Chapter 1, we have outlined recent developments of IML in the context of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) [44]. In particular, a wide variety of structured knowledge
representations and applications have been presented over the years. Some notable examples
we have reported are knowledge graphs, logic rules and universal dependencies. Our analysis
found that structured knowledge is a valuable tool in many NLP domains, capable of addressing
issues like linguistic biases and leading to higher models generalization capability. Nonetheless,
in many scenarios, the acquisition process of structured knowledge is hardly realizable and
may represent a critical bottleneck.

Within the scope of NLP, we have proposed to address the above situations by leveraging
unstructured textual knowledge. We have motivated our objective based on the high availability
of textual knowledge in a wide variety of domains. More precisely, we have identified the
broad research area of Unstructured Knowledge Integration (UKI). We have defined UKI as the
result of three main sub-processes. These processes regard the definition of an integration, a
mapping and a validation mechanism that must be in concordance with the interpretation and
role of knowledge.

From this perspective, we have provided an extensive listing of knowledge types, each
defining its own set of properties to satisfy. We have discussed the major challenges of dealing
with knowledge in natural language format and the advantages of integrating unstructured
knowledge. Our analysis has also bridged connections with several well-known research areas
that can be formulated as instances of UKI. Notable examples are reading comprehension,
question answering, zero- and few-shot learning and knowledge-enhanced text generation.

Despite the potential of UKI, we have highlighted the need of defining advanced unstruc-
tured knowledge integration processes to guarantee the evaluation of specific UKI properties
like coherence, correctness and model transparency. To this end, we have resumed the notion
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of structured knowledge extraction (KE) and identified it as a possible sub-process of UKI.
In particular, we have reformulated the role of KE within the scope of UKI as the support
device capable of defining abstract textual representations that are specific to the task of interest
and the adopted knowledge type. To support this formulation, we have demonstrated in two
experimental scenarios the benefits of KE. In parallel, we have further remarked on the issues
regarding the adoption of appropriate KE processes.

In response to highlighted challenges regarding KE, we endeavoured to validate the
importance of UKI by presenting a few challenging experimental scenarios where struc-
tured knowledge is not available. We have proposed memory-augmented neural networks
(MANNs) [252, 276] as a convenient architecture to integrate unstructured knowledge into a
deep learning model. This approach is by the taxonomy of IML regarding knowledge integra-
tion [267]. We have explored a few knowledge types under several preliminary assumptions
regarding their integration. Nonetheless, despite the emerging domain-specific issues, we have
shown that even simple neural-based UKI processes can improve generalization performance,
model transparency, and efficient learning capabilities with limited training data.

To account for the above simplifying assumptions regarding UKI, we have discussed the
general problem of guaranteeing UKI properties with challenging knowledge types like class
rationales and text constraints. From this perspective, we have identified the need for a KE
sub-process to define a semantic frame to satisfy these hard requirements. We have provided a
unified vision of KE process instances by identifying them as a general symbolic representation.
In this optic, we have envisioned adopting neuro-symbolic frameworks [17, 293] for KE as a
sub-process of UKI with the above objectives.

While UKI has been introduced to compensate for certain shortcomings of structured
knowledge integration, the general scope of UKI touches different research domains. It is not
intended to be viewed as a distinct research field. For instance, we have discussed how structured
knowledge can be considered part of UKI. Generally speaking, the definition of a complete
UKI process (i.e. capable of satisfying all the knowledge integration properties) requires a
suite of methodologies, including eXplainable AI (XAI) [5], KE, knowledge-compliant neural
architectures [92, 94, 121, 276] and Natural Language Inference [250] to name a few.

One primary remark that we hope to convey regarding UKI is a change of perspective
regarding knowledge integration. We have extensively analyzed and discussed the role and im-
portance of knowledge within the realm of autonomous learning models. From this perspective,
we would like to pinpoint one of the underlying purposes of UKI. It is undeniable that prior
information represents a valuable supplement to a purely data-driven approach. In particular,
we have remarked multiple times throughout this thesis the importance of a hybrid learning
system that combines learning with reasoning [10, 17, 262].
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However, we envision a knowledge-centric learning approach, where knowledge represents
the accurate evaluation metric of an autonomous learning model. To be more precise, knowledge
does not only play the role of an additional input to the system. Instead, we view knowledge
as the desired output. In particular, knowledge defines a reference point for evaluation that
assumes a primary role in conjunction with the specific task of interest. With a simple analogy,
we could view knowledge as a system of equations describing the dynamics of an environment.
Input data is then verified as being an instance of such a system. Compared to task evaluation,
knowledge represents a valuable reference point in the assessment as it is directly interpretable
and provides a richer informative content set. Nonetheless, it is undeniable that knowledge
integration is still a highly challenging task, especially UKI.

We recognize that the work of this thesis has been limited to a few preliminary experimental
scenarios with strong assumptions. However, we believe that the presented unified and broad
view of structured and unstructured knowledge integration can be considered a practical step
towards adopting more sophisticated and intelligent systems. We eagerly look forward to our
future work in this direction.





Appendix A

GNN architecture calibration

We choose GCN [128] as the base GNN within our architecture. Nonetheless, we consider
a few simple modifications to explore sufficiently complex model configurations. The GCN
layer is mainly described via two operations: (i) aggregation via message passing and (ii) node
encoding update. Our implementation follows a variant of Eq. 3.2:

Ht+1 = RNNcell(MLP(A,Ht ;θ
t+1),Ht) (A.1)

multiple non-linearities might be applied in sequence instead of a single one. In the case of a
single layer, we go back to Eq. 3.2. Lastly, a recurrent cell is applied to get the updated node
encoding Ht+1, where the state is defined by the previous node encoding Ht . In the case of
differentiable pooling, the GCN layer is enhanced with the DiffPool layer as in Eqs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5.
The GCN and DiffPool layers are viewed as a single block (see Figure 3.1) that we can stack
multiple times. Also, in this case, we slightly modify the equations mentioned above by
considering MLPs instead of single matrix multiplication as follows:

P = so f tmax(MLP(H)) (A.2)

H̃ = PT MLP(H) (A.3)

we transform current node encoding by applying a sequence of fully connected layers. In the
case of determining P, the last layer is enforced to have k neurons. For argument classification,
we label GNN a GCN layer with a DiffPool layer with k = 1 for graph embedding. In contrast,
we label GNN + DiffPool the GNN model with an intermediate GCN and DiffPool layers
with arbitrary k. Lastly, the graph embedding is fed to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) for
classification. Regarding hyper-parameter tuning, we calibrate each part separately, in the
following order: (1) GCN layers for the GNN model; (2) the number of layers and neurons in
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each layer for the final MLP; (3) the intermediate GCN and DiffPool blocks; (4) regularization
hyperparameters α and δ .



Appendix B

Data Collection Framework
Implementation

We provide details about our implementation of the described data collection framework below.
For each pipeline step, we define a time deadline to ease synchronizing participants along the
data collection process.

Participants Sign-up We require participants to provide the following information: full
name and email address. We also need participants to provide their Google Scholar profile
regarding paper selection. If no Google Scholar profile is available, participants can still sign-up
by manually submitting hyperlinks to the PDF files of papers about which they have enough
expertise. The automatic paper retrieval step reports the top five participants’ most recent papers
listed in their Google Scholar profile. Participants are then asked to select two to participate in
the study.

Booking as DE We consider DE dialogue sessions of one hour in length. Upon sign-up,
summary information about selected papers and dialogue sessions is provided to participants.
In particular, participants can add selected dialogue sessions to their calendar to ensure partici-
pation. Upon submission, summary information is provided to participants with the possibility
to add chosen dialogue sessions to their calendar to ensure participation.

Booking as P Once the sign-up deadline has been met, our framework automatically notifies
participants about the next phase. Additionally, a unique private authentication code is assigned
and provided to each participant. The authentication code is used to identify participants during
the study while ensuring anonymity. Regarding dialogue session booking as P, we split DE
dialogue sessions into slots of 20 minutes duration. Participants are required to book four
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distinct dialogue session slots, each one regarding a different paper. Upon submission, summary
information is provided to participants regarding their final schedule concerning both roles.

Joining a Dialogue Once the time deadline of the previous pipeline step has been met,
our framework automatically notifies participants about their final schedule. By doing so,
participants have exact information about which dialogue sessions they have to join. Our
framework also supports an automatic notification system that ensures participants join each of
their dialogue sessions on time.

Why Synchronous Dialogues? Given participants’ required level of expertise and to ensure
naturalness during dialogue collection, we opted for synchronous dialogue sessions. Indeed,
such a choice introduces tight requirements about participants’ availability and corresponding
attributable effort. However, asynchronous dialogues can potentially lead to harsher drawbacks,
such as an extended data collection period. Additionally, in an asynchronous dialogue, we can
quickly overcome dialogue properties like the partial observability of P due to the absence of a
time limit. Conversely, short synchronous dialogue sessions encourage both dialogue partners
to maximize the exchanged information flow similar to a natural goal-oriented conversation.

Data Collection Interfaces We develop role-specific collection interfaces based on the
Mephisto library1. We opt for a standalone data collection application that does not impose
additional participation steps apart from initial data submission. Upon connection between
dialogue partners, associated paper content is loaded, and dialogue roles are attributed to each
participant. Coherently with the given formulation, no worker payment was considered, but
an award system is devised to encourage attendance further. To avoid DE message without
supporting facts, the system notifies when no facts have been highlighted upon message sent.
Additionally, a hint system alerts both dialogue partners to suggest discussing previous dialogue
turns to encourage opinions exchange. Figure B.1 reports the data collection interfaces for both
dialogue roles. Both interfaces reflect the asymmetrical nature of the dialogue by restricting
information to individual roles.

Implementation Limitations The major limitation of our implementation concerns the
chosen interface library. More precisely, the Mephisto library has been developed for crowd-
sourcing. In crowdsourcing, there are no restrictions about joining a specific task instance, i.e.
a dialogue in our setting. However, we require advanced access control operations to guarantee
participants can only enter their scheduled dialogue sessions. For this reason, we couldn’t allow

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/Mephisto

https://github.com/facebookresearch/Mephisto
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parallel dialogue sessions. This limitation significantly reduced the number of possible dialogue
sessions and, thus, dialogues. We opted for an existing data collection platform to avoid the
burden of building one from scratch. Nonetheless, there might be a need to define a custom
crowdsourcing platform to overcome this major limitation. We leave platform improvements as
future work.

Collection Issues Considering the two data collection rounds, we identified 68 dialogue
sessions in total. However, events like participant disconnection, reply timeout, and session
skipping lowered the number of dialogues with a sufficient number of messages to 41. We
could overcome some encountered issues with a more advanced data collection implementation.
We leave this as future work.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.1: Data collection interfaces for (a) P and (b) DE. On the right side, title, abstract and
introduction sections of the paper are reported for DE. Conversely, P’s view is solely restricted to the
paper title.



Appendix C

Legal Rationales for Unfair Clause
Detection

We report the complete legal rationales listing for the remaining unfairness category of interest.

Limitation of liability clauses

Service providers often dedicate a considerable portion of their ToS to disclaiming and limiting
liabilities. Clauses falling under this category stipulate that the duty to pay damages is limited
or excluded for certain kinds of losses and under certain conditions. Most of the circumstances
under which these limitations are declared significantly affect the balance between the parties’
rights and obligations and are unlikely to pass the Directive’s unfairness test. In particular,
clauses excluding liability for broad categories of losses or causes were marked as potentially
unfair, including those containing blanket phrases like “to the fullest extent permissible by law”.
Conversely, we marked clauses meant to reduce, limit, or exclude the liability for physical
injuries, intentional harm, or gross negligence as clearly unfair [154, 176]. The analysis of the
dataset enabled us to identify 19 legal rationales for (potentially) unfair limitation of liability,
which maps different questionable circumstances under which the ToS reduce or exclude
liability for losses or injuries. We defined a corresponding identifier [ID] for each rationale, as
shown in Table C.1.

Table C.1: Legal rationales for the legal qualification of Limitation of Liability unfairness.

ID Legal Rationale

extent Except as required by law, or to the fullest extent
permissible by applicable law, the provider is not
liable, and users are solely responsible for ensuring
that the Terms of Use/Service comply with all laws,
rules and regulations, and the use of the platform its
on their own risk.
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gen The clause introduces a general and non-specific
limitation and exclusion of liability, such as liability
for various things, liability arising out of or in
connection with the service and the Terms.

discontinuance The provider is not liable for any technical problems,
failure, inability to use the service, suspension,
disruption, modification, discontinuance, unavailability
of service, any unilateral change, unilateral
termination, unilateral limitation including limits on
certain features and services or restriction to access
to parts or all of the Service without notice

compharm The provider is not liable for harm or damage to
hardware and software, including viruses, malware,
worms, trojan horses, or any similar contamination or
destructive program.

anydamage The provider is not liable for any special, direct
and/or indirect, punitive, incidental or consequential
damage, including negligence, and broad categories of
damages, including harm or failure.

amount The compensation for liability or aggregate liability is
limited to, or should not exceed, a certain total amount,
or that the sole remedy is to stop using the service
and cancel the account, or that you can’t recover any
damages or losses.

thirdparty The provider is not liable for any action, errors,
omissions, representations, warranties, breaches
or negligence taken from third parties, third-party
providers services, suppliers or other people, acts
of any government and authority, including service
and products, additional costs, copyright compliance,
legality or decency of material, content and link posted
by others, including users.

security The provider is not liable for any damage deriving from
a security breach, including any unauthorised access,
alteration and modification of data, data transmission.

dataloss The provider is not liable for any disclosure, damage,
destruction, corruption, failure to store or loss of
data and material.

reputation The provider is not liable for reputational and goodwill
damages, loss.

anyloss The provider is not liable for any loss , or broad
categories of loss, resulting from the use of the
service and or of the website, including lost profits,
lost opportunity, lost business or lost sales, data loss,
loss of goodwill, loss of reputation.

awareness The provider is not liable even if he was, or should
have been, aware or have been advised about the
possibility of any damage or loss.
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contractfailure The provider is not liable for any failure in
performing contract and terms, obligations, including
unavailability or failure in providing products and
services, breach of agreement, lack of performance.

dataloss The provider is not liable for any loss of data.

ecoloss The provider is not liable for any loss of profits, loss
of income, lost opportunity, lost business or lost sales,
loss of revenue.

content The provider is not liable for any information stored
or processed within the Services, inaccuracies or
error of information, content and material posted,
software, products and services on the website,
including copyright violation, defamation, slander,
libel, falsehoods, obscenity, pornography, profanity,
or objectionable material.

liabtheories The provider is not liable under different theories of
liability, including tort law, contract law, strict
liability, statutory liability, product liability and
other liability theories.

grossnegligence The provider is not liable for gross negligence.

injury The provider is not liable for intentional offence
and damage, physical or personal injury, including,
emotional distress and death.

As noted above, each (potentially) unfair LTD clause within the data set may be relevant, and
thus indexed with the corresponding IDs, under more than one legal rationale. As an example,
consider the following clause taken from the Box terms of service (retrieved on August 2017)
and classified as potentially unfair:

To the extent not prohibited by law, in no event will Box, its affiliates resellers,
officers, employees, agents, suppliers or licensors be liable for: any direct, incidental,
special, punitive, cover or consequential damages (including, without limitation, damages
for lost profits, revenue, goodwill, use or content) however caused, under any theory of
liability, including, without limitation, contract, tort, warranty, negligence or otherwise,
even if Box has been advised as to the possibility of such damages.

The clause above, to the extent not prohibited by law, limits the provider’s liability by
kind of damages, i.e., broad category of losses (e.g. loss of data, economic loss and loss of
reputation); by standard of care, since it states that the provider will never be liable even in
case of negligence and awareness of the possibility of damages; by causal link (e.g. special,
incidental and consequential damages) as well as by any liability theory. As a consequence,
the clause has been linked to the following identifiers: extent, anydamage, reputation,
dataloss, ecoloss, awareness, liabtheories. As a further example, consider the
following clause taken from the Endomondo terms of service (retrieved on May 2018) and
classified as clearly unfair:
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Except as otherwise set out in these Terms, and to the maximum extent permitted by
applicable law, we are not responsible or liable, either directly or indirectly, for
any injuries or damages that are sustained from your physical activities or your use
of, or inability to use, any Services or features of the Services, including any Content
or activities that you access or learn about through our Services (e.g., a Third-Party
Activity such as a yoga class), even if caused in whole or part by the action, inaction
or negligence of Under Armour or by the action, inaction or negligence of others.

To the maximum extent permitted by the law, the clause above limits the service provider’s
liability by the causal link with broad categories of potential damages (i.e., to encompass
direct and/or indirect damages), by cause (i.e., service interruption and/or unavailability, third
party actions and content published, stored, and processed within the service), and by kind,
in particular for personal injury, resulting from an act or an omission of the supplier. Thus, it
has been linked to the following identifiers: extent, anydamage, injury, thirdparty,
content, discontinuance.

Content Removal

Content removal clauses give the provider a right to modify and/or delete user’s content,
including in-app purchases, and sometimes specifies the conditions under which the service
provider may do so. As in the case of unilateral termination, clauses that indicate conditions
for content removal were marked as potentially unfair, whereas clauses stipulating that the
service provider may remove content in his full discretion, and/or at any time for any or no
reasons and/or without notice nor possibility to retrieve the content were marked as clearly
unfair. Under this category, we identified 17 legal rationales, shown in Table C.2.

Table C.2: Legal rationales for the Content Removal category.

ID Legal Rationale

nonotice The provider has the right to remove content and
material without prior notice

noretrieve The provider has the right to remove content and
material without the possibility to retrieve such
content and material.

fulldiscretion The provider has the right to remove content and
material for any reason, at its full discretion.

lawviolation The provider has the right to remove content and
material in order to comply with applicable law, if
he believes in good faith that there is a case of law
violation, including intellectual property infringments.

termviolation The provider has the right to remove content and
material if he believes that there is a case violation
of terms such as acount tranfer, policies, standard,
code of conduct.
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objcontent The provider has the right to remove content and
material that he considers to be offensive, obscene,
abusive, harmful, objectable, inaccurate, inappropriate.

comply The provider has the right to remove content and
material in order to comply with the order or request of
a court, law enforcement , other administrative agency
or governmental body.

serviceprotection The provider has the right to remove content and
material that he considers to be harmful to or as
creating threats for the provider’s property, Site or
Services, or consumers.

criteriafailure The provider has the right to remove content and
material if there is a failure in meeting any applicable
quality or eligibility criteria.

complaint The provider has the right to remove content and
material in case of complaints about users’ performance,
conduct, published content and information.

rating The provider has the right to remove content and
material in case of poor Ratings or Reviews.

fraudprevention The provider has the right to remove content and
material in order to prevent fraud and illegal
activities.

personalsafety The provider has the right to remove content and
material to protect personal safety.

liability The provider has the right to remove content and
material if they could subject the provider to
liability.

tpright The provider has the right to remove content and
material if they constitute a violation of third party
rights, including trademarks.

susp The provider has the right to remove content and
material upon suspension or termination.

inactive The provider has the right to remove content and
material in case of users’ inactivity.

Each (potentially) unfair clause falling under the content removal category has been indexed
with one or more identifiers of rationales. Consider, for instance, the following examples taken
from the terms of service of TikTok (retrieved on October 2018) and Pokemon GO (retrieved
on July 2016):

In addition, we have the right - but not the obligation - in our sole discretion to
remove, disallow, block or delete any User Content (i) that we consider to violate these
Terms, or (ii) in response to complaints from other users or third parties, with or without
notice and without any liability to you.

Niantic further reserves the right to remove any User Content from the Services at any
time and without notice and for any reason.

The first clause above, previously classified as potentially unfair, has been linked to the fol-
lowing IDs: termviolation, complaint, nonotice, tpright. Conversely, the second
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clause, previously classified as clearly unfair, has been linked to the IDs IDs: nonotice,
fulldiscretion. Such practices would have no means to influence their content.

Unilateral Termination

The unilateral termination clause gives the provider the right to suspend and terminate the
service or the contract and sometimes details the circumstances under which the provider claims
to have a right to do so. From the consumer’s perspective, a situation where the agreement may
be dissolved at any time and for any reason could seriously undermine the whole purpose of
entering into the contract.

These clauses may skew the balance of power between the parties and be considered
(potentially) unfair whenever the consumer has a reasonable interest in preserving the contract’s
longevity, given the foreseeably invested time and effort in the services, e.g., by importing and
storing digital content. This is all the more true if the trader does not provide a reasonably
long notice period allowing the consumer to migrate to another service (e.g., withdrawing and
transferring all the digital content elsewhere).

Unilateral termination clauses that specify reasons for termination were marked as poten-
tially unfair. In contrast, clauses stipulating that the service provider may suspend or terminate
the service for any reason and/or without notice were marked as clearly unfair. Under this
(potentially) unfair clause category, we identified 28 different legal rationales.

Table C.3: Legal rationales for the legal qualification of Unilateral Termination unfairness.

ID Legal Rationale

fraud_abuse_illegal The contract or access may be terminated where the
user has been engaging in illegal or unlawful activity,
including fraudulent behaviour, abusive, misusive or
otherwise harmful behaviour, or for reasons of safety or
fraud prevention.

breach The contract or access can be terminated where the
user fails to adhere to its terms, or community
standards, or the spirit of the ToS or community terms,
including inappropriate behaviour, using cheats or
other disallowed practices to improve their situation
in the service, deriving disallowed profits from the
service, or interfering with other users’ enjoyment
of the service or otherwise puts them at risk, or is
investigated under any suspision of misconduct.

no_grounds The clause mentions the contract or access may
be terminated but does not state the grounds for
termination.

misinfo The clause mentions the contract or access may be
terminated where the user has provided false, outdated
or incomplete information.
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infring_tp_rights The contract or access may be terminated in cases of
infringement upon rights of others, including copyrights
or other intellectual property rights, including
termination for repeat infringers.

multiple The contract or access may be terminated in cases of a
single user holding or controlling multiple accounts, or
multiple use of a single account.

cred_security The contract or access may be terminated where the user
fails to maintain the security of the login credentials
and/or a security breach occurs.

dormant The contract or access may be terminated where the
account has been left dormant for a prescribed time.

user_bad_rep The contract or access may be terminated where the user
fails to maintain a prescribed level of reputation.

reference The contract or access may be terminated but refers to
grounds formulated elsewhere.

content_violation The contract or access may be terminated where the user
has entered content into the service which is, or is
deemed to be, infringing upon the rights of others or in
violation with the terms of service.

payments The contract or access may be terminated where the
user has not been meeting their payment obligations,
or withdrawing payments, e.g. via chargeback.

gen_rights_violation The clause generally states the contract or access may
be terminated where the user has violated the rights of
the service provider or other entities.

over_quota The contract or access may be terminated where the user
has been violating the time, storage or other limits of
the service.

insolvency The contract or access may be terminated where one of
the parties has been declared insolvent, bankrupt, has
a court receiver or a similar officer appointed, or
proceedings are pending in regard to any of these.

shutdown The contract or access may be terminated where the
service is being shutdown or ceases to be available for
any other reasons.

no_consent The contract or access may be terminated where the
user’s consent is missing or withdrawn, or where the
user otherwise objects to the terms, policy or any
change thereof.

sex_of The contract or access may be terminated where the user
is a registered sex offender, or engaged or attempted
to engage in sexual conduct with minors, or has been
involved with child pornography.

parole The contract or access may be terminated where the user
has engaged in a parole or probation violation.

viability_-
eligibility

The contract or access may be terminated where the
provision of the service to the user is no longer
economically viable, or where the user is not eligible
for the service.
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dispute The contract or access may be terminated where the user
engages in a dispute with the service provider or owner.

legal_reasons The contract or access may be terminated to comply with
legal requirements, or as a result of a request put in
by authorities, or for broadly specified legal reasons.

tech_reasons The clause broadly states the contract or access may be
terminated for technical reasons.

any_reasons The clause generally states the contract or access may
be terminated for any reason, without cause or leaves
room for other reasons which are not specified.

force_majeure The clause generally states the contract or access may
be terminated in an event of a force majeure, act of God
or other unforeseen events of a similar nature.

providers_exposure The contract or access may be terminated where the
user’s actions or content create a risk of legal
exposure, or damage to the provider’s reputation.

protect_rights The clause generally states the contract or access may
be terminated to protect the rights and/or interests of
the service provider or a third party.

no_notice The clause generally states that the contract or access
may be terminated without notice or simply posting it on
the website and/or the trader is not required to observe
a reasonable period for termination.

As examples, consider the following clauses, taken from the DeviantArt (effective date not
available) and Academia (retrieved on May 2017) terms of service:

Furthermore, you acknowledge that DeviantArt reserves the right to terminate or suspend
accounts that are inactive, in DeviantArt’s sole discretion, for an extended period of time
(thus deleting or suspending access to your Content)

Academia.edu reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to
discontinue or terminate the Site and Services and to terminate
these Terms, at any time and without prior notice.

The first clause above, previously classified as potentially unfair, has been linked to the
dormant ID, since it states that the service provider will suspend or terminate apparently
dormant accounts, also deleting or suspending access to consumers’ digital contents. Con-
versely, the second clause was previously classified as clearly unfair and it has been linked to
the IDs no_grounds, no_notice since the service provider claims the right to unilaterally
terminate both the contract and the service without prior notice and grounds for termination are
completely missing.
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Unilateral Changes

Under this category, we identified 7 different legal rationales, as reported in Table C.4, mapping
the different circumstances under which service providers claim their right to unilaterally amend
and modify the terms of service and/or the service. Unilateral change clauses were always
considered as potentially unfair, since the ECJ has not yet issued a judgment in this regard,
though the Annex to the Directive contains several examples supporting such a qualification.

Unilateral change clauses are particularly worrisome in cases where the proposed amend-
ment significantly impact the consumers’ rights, thus creating a disproportionate balance
between the parties. This is particularly true whenever consumers are either not given any
opt-out options, where no consent to the new terms is requested, or where no notification to the
consumers is given.

Table C.4: Legal rationales for the Unilateral Change category.

ID Legal Rationale

anyreason The provider has the right for unilateral change of the
contract/services/goods/features for any reason at its
full discretion, at any time.

nowarning The provider has the right for unilateral change of the
contract/services/goods/features with no notice to the
consumer .

justposted The provider has the right for unilateral change of the
contract/services/goods/features where the notification
of changes is left at a full discretion of the provider
such as by simply posting the new terms on their website
without a notification to the consumer.

consresp The provider has the right for unilateral change of
the contract/services/goods/features where it is the
consumer’s responsibility to regularly check the terms
for any updates.

againsterms The provider has the right for unilateral change of
the contract/services/goods/features if the consumer
violates the Terms (as a consequence only limited or no
services might be provided).

lawchange The provider has the right for unilateral change of the
contract/services/goods/features to reflect changes in
law, regulatory requirements at their own discretion.

update The provider has the right for unilateral change of the
contract/services/goods/features to maintain a level
of flexibility to amend and update services, including
discontinuation.

As relevant examples, consider the following clauses taken from the Academia (retrieved
on May 2017) and Endomondo (retrieved on January 2016) terms of service:

Academia.edu reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to modify the Site, Services
and these Terms, at any time and without prior notice.
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With new products, services, and features launching all the time, we need the
flexibility to make changes, impose limits, and occasionally suspend or terminate certain
offerings.

The first clause above is representative of the largest group of the unilateral change clauses,
stating that the provider has the right for unilateral change of the contract and/or the services
and/or the provided goods and/or features, for any reason, at its full discretion and at any time
and without notice. Thus, it has been linked to the following IDs: anyreason, nowarning.
The second clause, stating that the service provider has the right to make generic unilateral
changes to maintain a level of flexibility, has been linked to the ID update.



Appendix D

Partial Strong Supervision in Unfair
Clause Detection

To further assess the contribution of direct rationales supervision, i.e. strong supervision,
Figures D.1-D.5 compare ground truth total rationales usage with respect to employed MANN
models. Categories are sorted (descending order) based on ground truth values. In some cases
(see Figure D.1-D.2), strong supervision significantly drives MANN models towards ground
truth usage, without negatively affecting the performance. In other cases, for instance CR and
LTD (Figure D.3-D.4) it does not appear to have any significant effect. More fine-grained
results seen in Table 4.7 also confirm these observations. These empirical results could be due to
the way rationales are formulated and distributed across unfair examples and/or to the strength
of strong supervision regularization during training. For the latter case, Figure D.5 shows an
additional example where strong supervision is excessively affecting the training phase, causing
memory over-usage. We plan to further investigate this issue in future extensions.
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Figure D.1: Total rationales usage in ground truth unfair examples concerning Arbitration (A) unfairness
category.

Figure D.2: Total rationales usage in ground truth unfair examples concerning Unilateral Change (CH)
unfairness category.
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Figure D.3: Total rationales usage in ground truth unfair examples concerning Content Removal (CR)
unfairness category.

Figure D.4: Total rationales usage in ground truth unfair examples concerning Limitation of Liability
(LTD) unfairness category.
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Figure D.5: Total rationales usage in ground truth unfair examples concerning Unilateral Termination
(TER) unfairness category.
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